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COLLEGE GOLF 101
THE SEASONS
The collegiate golf  season is split between the fall and spring. Fall 
tournaments count equally toward rankings and postseason consid-
eration, but the spring is considered the championship season. SEC 
Player/Freshman of  the Week honors are up for grabs in the spring. All 
14 teams qualify for the SEC Championship at spring’s end. The top 72 
teams in the nation are split into four NCAA Regionals. Six teams and 
three individuals from each region advance to the NCAA Championship.
TOURNAMENTS
Typical tournaments are set up for 54 holes across two or three days. 
Two-day tournaments feature 36 continuous holes on Day 1 before an 
18-hole finale on Day 2. 
SCORING
Each golfer plays the course, and the lowest stroke total through 54 
holes wins the individual title. Teams are comprised of  a five-person 
lineup. The top four individual scores each round count toward the 
team total—also known as five-count-four. Lowest team total wins.
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L to R: Assistant coach Drew Belt, Katy Harris, Diane Lim, Pi-Lillebi Hermansson, Macy Holliday, Kie Purdom, Conner Beth Ball, 
Martina Flori, Julia Johnson, Laura Hoskin, head coach Kory Henkes.
2017-18 SCHEDULE AND RESULTS
DATE TOURNAMENT RESULT BEST INDIVIDUAL FINISH
Sept. 4-5 The Ocean Course Invitational T5/17 Ball/ T3
Sept. 22-24 Lady Paladin Invitational 12/17 Purdom/Hermansson/T26
Oct. 1-3 Magnolia Invitational 1/10 Johnson/1
Oct. 22-24 Palmetto Intercollegiate 1/17 Lim/1
Oct. 31-Nov. 1 Rainbow Wahine Invitational 1/12 Harris/2
Feb. 11 Reynolds Lake Oconee Indiv. Champ. Individuals 
Feb. 26-27 Rebel Beach Invitational 2/12 Johnson/T1
Mar. 10-11 SunTrust Gator Invitational
Mar. 18-20 Evans Derby Experience
Mar. 26-27 Henssler Invitational
Apr. 13-15 Liz Murphey Collegiate Classic
Apr. 20-22 SEC Women’s Golf Championship
May 7-9 NCAA Regionals
May 18-23 NCAA Championships
NAME YR-EXP HOMETOWN (PREVIOUS SCHOOL)
Conner Beth Ball FR-HS Madison, Miss. (Jackson Academy)
Martina Flori JR-2L Montecatini Terme, Italy (Liceo Don Bosco)
Katy Harris SR-1L St. Simons Island, Ga. (Mercer)
Pi-Lillebi Hermansson SO-1L Djursholm, Sweden (Celsiusskolan)
Macy Holliday FR-HS Dallas, Texas (Trinity Christian Academy)
Julia Johnson FR-HS St. Gabriel, La. (Math, Science & Arts Acad.)
Diane Lim JR-TR Suwanee, Ga. (College of  Coastal Georgia)
Kie Purdom JR-2L Lexington, Ky. (Henry Clay High School)
COACHES
Kory Henkes HC Columbia, S.C. (South Carolina, 2004)
Drew Belt AC Por tage, Mich. (Ferris State, 2004)
MEET THE REBELS
OLE MISS WOMEN’S GOLF 2017-18 ROSTER
TEAM SUPPORT STAFF
Volunteer Assistant Coach: Alison Hovatter
Coordinator of Operations: Shana Kent
HEALTH AND SPORTS PERFORMANCE
Athletic Trainer: Meghann Lassi
Sport Psychologists: Josie Nicholson, Matt Seitz
Coordinator of Strength and Conditioning: Matt Turner
FEDEX STUDENT-ATHLETE ACADEMIC SUPPORT CENTER
Academic Counselor: Terrell Elliston
Coordinator of Student-Athlete Development: Jessica Rizzi
MARCOM
Communications: Alex Sims, Brad Sheffield
Productions: Scott Wyant, Tyler O’Keefe
Marketing: Jenny Garrett
Photographers: Josh McCoy, Petre Thomas
Graphic Design: Markka Prichard
WOMEN’S GOLF SUPPORT STAFF
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2017 FALL RECAP
#Team32 is more than just a hashtag. It’s 
a mindset that has helped the 32nd team 
in Ole Miss women’s golf  history bring the 
program to new heights.
When Kory Henkes and Drew Belt arrived 
in Oxford, they inherited a program that 
had won just two tournaments since 2004. 
Now just halfway through their third year, 
the Rebel coaching duo has orchestrated 
the most successful stretch of  golf  in 
program history. Ole Miss captured three 
straight tournament wins to close the fall 
season, tying the school’s single-season 
wins record.
“You always hope for this kind of  success, 
but it can be hard to believe it until it really 
happens,” Henkes said. “The girls did 
amazing this fall.”
The 2017-18 Rebels believed right from 
the start. They began their season on a 
mission to put the program on the map, 
so Belt created the #Team32 mantra to 
represent that mentality. It started with a 
hashtag, but it grew into a rallying cry for 
the team.
“We didn’t go into the season thinking, ̀ We 
want to be good one day,’” Belt said. “We 
want to be good right now. What are we 
going to do that’s different than any other 
team? What’s going to be our legacy? 
What are people going to talk about when 
they think of  this season? That’s where 
Team 32 came from.”
The Rebels showcased that mindset 
immediately. They opened the 2017-
18 campaign at one of  the toughest 
golf  courses in the United States, The 
Ocean Course in Kiawah Island, South 
Carolina. After 36 holes, they were in the 
lead--ahead of  No. 44 NC State, No. 32 
Florida State, No. 29 Tennessee, No. 25 
Vanderbilt, No. 24 North Carolina, No. 20 
Wake Forest and No. 16 Florida.
Treacherous weather conditions derailed 
the young Rebels on the final day of  the 
tournament, but there was still plenty to 
be proud of. Ole Miss finished tied for fifth 
among some of  the best teams in college 
golf, and Conner Beth Ball tied for third in 
a stellar collegiate debut for the freshman 
from Madison, Mississippi.
The following event was the only off  
tournament of  the fall for Ole Miss, and 
it truly featured just one poor round. Take 
away the Rebels’ opening-round 311 at 
the Lady Paladin Invitational and sub it 
with their average round of  292.6, and 
they’re in fifth place.
“I couldn’t have asked for a better fall 
season,” Henkes said. “I think we had 
one poor round of  golf  this whole fall at 
Furman, and that really hurt us for that 
tournament. But other than that, it was a 
pretty amazing fall for the girls.”
After the trip to Furman came the amazing 
part. A week later, Ole Miss co-hosted 
the Magnolia Invitational with Mississippi 
State at Old Waverly Golf  Club. After three 
spectacular rounds of  golf, the Rebels 
came through with one of  the biggest wins 
in program history.
Ole Miss topped four SEC rivals, as well as 
a top-50 program in Memphis, shooting 
the team’s lowest score (854) ever in a 
tournament win. Meanwhile, freshman 
Julia Johnson won a thrilling two-hole 
playoff  to become the first freshman in Ole 
Miss history to win a 54-hole tournament. 
It was the Team 32 philosophy coming to 
life on Mississippi’s finest golf  course.
“Julia straight up told us when we were 
recruiting her that she wanted to come 
in and make a difference and change 
things,” Belt said. “This team came in 
wanting to change the history of  Ole Miss 
women’s golf.”
A couple of  weeks later, they changed 
more of  the history of  Ole Miss women’s 
golf. The Rebels headed back to Kiawah 
Island, this time to Turtle Point Golf  Course 
for the Palmetto Intercollegiate. There, 
they became the first Ole Miss team to 
sweep the team and individual titles in 
back-to-back tournaments. Junior Diane 
Lim, another newcomer, shot 4-under par 
(68) in Round 1 and went under again in 
A FALL SEASON TO REMEMBER FOR OLE MISS WOMEN’S GOLF
RECORDS TIED OR BROKEN
Single-Season Wins: 3 (Tie)
Single-Season 54-Hole Wins: 3
Single-Season Sweeps: 2 (Tie)
Cons. Tourney Wins: 3
Lowest Score in Tourney Win (Team): 854 (Magnolia)
Rounds Par or Under (Indiv): 33
Rounds Par or Under (Team): 5
Rounds in the 60s (Indiv): 9
Lowest Single-Round Total: 278 (Tie; Magnolia R1)
First Freshman to Win 54-Hole Tourney: Julia Johnson (Magnolia)
Lowest 54-Hole Score of  Henkes Era: 209 (Johnson, Magnolia)
First Time Sweeping Cons. Tourneys: (Johnson/Magnolia; Lim/Palmetto)
THE BEST FALL IN OLE MISS HISTORY
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Round 3 to capture the seventh individual 
title of  her collegiate career. The NAIA 
All-American from Suwanee, Georgia, led 
the Rebels to a team victory over No. 34 
Kennesaw State and others.
Next, Team 32 flew to Hawaii for the 
Rainbow Wahine Invitational. After some 
sightseeing in paradise with The Season 
cameras rolling, the Rebels went to work, 
shooting all three rounds at even par or 
under to secure a third straight victory.
Ole Miss didn’t quite complete the 
sweep, but it was perhaps the best 
team effort of  the season. Playing as an 
independent, senior Katy Harris finished 
in second place, tying a career-best (212) 
tournament score. Johnson grabbed a 
third-straight top-five finish, tying for third 
to close an outstanding fall campaign. Ball 
tied for seventh for her third top-10 finish 
of  the fall. Pi-Lillebi Hermansson captured 
her first career top-10 finish, also tying for 
seventh. Kie Purdom recorded a career-
best 11th-place finish, and Lim rounded 
out all six Rebels in the top 15 in a tie 
for 14th.
Ole Miss returned from Hawaii with a 
suitcase full of  personal bests, another 
trophy for the collection and the first 
three-tournament win streak in school 
history. In doing so, they earned a spot 
among select company, joining No. 1 
UCLA, No. 2 Duke and No. 4 Arkansas in 
the three-win club.
“Three wins--that’s tough to do. It’s not 
easy to win a golf  tournament when 
you’re playing against 12-15 other 
teams,” Henkes said. “The fun part is 
they’re hungry to get better. They’re not 
satisfied with how they did. They want to 
keep getting better during this offseason 
and have a good spring.”
The three wins all spanned exactly one 
month, during which the Rebels averaged 
288.7 per round, seven-tenths of  a 
stroke above par. They’ve played just half  
a season, but they’ve already re-written 
a litany of  school records, including the 
most rounds at par or under (33) and the 
most rounds in the 60s (nine)--and more 
are within reach.
To make that happen, the Rebels must 
maintain their level of  play. In the last two 
seasons, Ole Miss has shot nine strokes 
better on average in the fall compared to 
the spring. That effect has hit the hardest 
in the first few tournaments out of  the 
break, and Henkes is hoping these Rebels 
reverse the trend, just as they did all fall.
“In the past, we just haven’t looked great 
coming back out of  the offseason to be 
pretty blunt,” Henkes said. “It’s good to 
take a little bit of  time off. Everybody needs 
a break, but each girl has an assignment, 
whether it is something in the weight room 
or swing related or short game, so we’re 
encouraging them to keep up with their 
progress. Because they’ve made so much 
progress that we don’t want to see them 
start backtracking.”
While the Rebels have had a fantastic fall, 
the intensity will increase in the spring. 
SEC Golfer of  the Week honors are up 
for grabs. Ole Miss will travel to three 
tournaments hosted by SEC teams, not 
to mention the conference championship 
itself. Then, if  all goes to plan, the Rebels 
will go to their first NCAA Regional since 
2013.
While the fall has been record-breaking, 
there are still plenty of  goals out there, 
including that NCAA berth, but to get 
there, Ole Miss still must earn it. Henkes 
is confident her group will do that off  the 
course this winter, and then on it in the 
spring.
“We have a group of  girls that wants to 
win,” Henkes said. “They want to play, and 
I have no doubt that they’re all going to 
stick to their gameplan over this winter 
and work harder so that when they come 
back into the spring they’re coming out of  
the gates strong.”
The Rebels are scheduled to open their 
spring season on Feb. 26 in Las Vegas at 
the Rebel Beach Invitational.
THE SEASON: OLE MISS WOMEN’S GOLF - A NEW NORMAL
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Kory Henkes was named head coach 
of  the Ole Miss women’s golf  team on 
June 22, 2015 and is amid her third 
season at the helm of  the Ole Miss 
program in 2017-18. 
The Rebels have continued their re-
markable improvement under Henkes 
in Year 3, as they are amid the best 
season the program has ever seen. 
Ole Miss opened its 2017-18 cam-
paign by tying for fifth place among 
outstanding competition at the tough-
est golf  course in America, The Ocean 
Course. Freshman Conner Beth Ball, 
Henkes’ No. 1 recruiting target when 
she arrived in Oxford, made her name 
known in her debut. The Madison, 
Miss. native tied for third to begin her 
career as a Rebel.
Just weeks later, another freshman 
took center stage. Julia Johnson of  St. 
Gabriel, La. captured Henkes’ second 
individual title at the team’s co-hosted 
event, the Magnolia Invitational. The 
Rebels also secured their first team 
tournament title of  the Henkes Era in 
a championship sweep at Old Waverly 
Golf  Club. The historic weekend saw 
Johnson become the first freshman 
to win a 54-tournament for the Rebel 
program. Team 32 also set the record 
for the lowest score ever in a tour-
nament win (854) and was just one 
stroke shy of  the all-time three-round 
scoring mark.
The remarkable fall season continued 
with Diane Lim’s individual victory at 
the Palmetto Intercollegiate. The NAIA 
transfer led a second straight team 
win, clinching individual and team title 
sweeps in back-to-back tournaments 
—another first for the program. Ole 
Miss kept it going as it traveled to 
Hawaii to close the fall season. All six 
Rebels to make the trip finished in the 
top 15, leading to yet another team 
championship, tying the single-sea-
son school mark. They became the 
first team to win three tournaments in 
the fall, and they entered winter break 
tied for No. 1 in the NCAA with those 
three wins.
The 2016-17 squad set a new school 
record for the lowest tournament 
average at 298.47, the program’s 
first sub-300 mark. The campaign 
was highlighted by the Oct. 25 vic-
tory by Katy Harris. She became the 
first individual medalist for Henkes 
in Oxford. Harris shot 4-under to win 
the Palmetto Intercollegiate. Ole Miss 
cracked the top 60 of  the national 
rankings over the early season and 
enter the spring with high expecta-
tions.
Junior Martina Flori nearly became the 
second in the spring. The Montecatini 
Terme, Italy, native wrapped up her 
third round at El Tigre Invitational in 
a tie for first place—but the nation’s 
No. 17 golfer, Martina Edberg, birdied 
her final hole to bump the Rebel to a 
runner-up finish.
In her first season, Henkes led the 
Ole Miss squad to new heights, high-
lighted by a seventh-place finish at 
the SEC Championship, which was the 
best finish for the Rebels since 2010 
and the third best finish in program 
history. The Rebels also took runner-
up honors at the 2016 Rebel Intercol-
legiate. In total, the Rebels set 10 new 
team or individual records in Henkes’ 
first year at Ole Miss and saw scoring 
averages go down significantly across 
the board.
Henkes came to Oxford after a four-
year stint as head coach at GRU Au-
gusta. Henkes brings six years of  
head coaching experience to Ole Miss.
Henkes was successful in building 
GRU Augusta into a perennial top-25 
program over the course of  her four 
years at the helm. The Jaguars ad-
vanced to the NCAA Regionals in three 
of  Henkes’ four years and played at 
the Raleigh regional this past season. 
Henkes also guided two individuals at 
the NCAA Regional in Casey Kennedy 
and Natalie Wille in 2013.
Under Henkes’ watch, the Jaguars 
achieved their highest ranking in pro-
gram history, checking in at No. 21 in 
the fall of  2014. GRU Augusta’s Dick 
Wallace Coach of  the Year in 2013-
14, Henkes and her squad closed the 
season ranked No. 33 nationally with 
eight top-five finishes in their nine 
tournaments, including earning top 
billing at the 2014 Rebel Intercolle-
giate and the Lady Pirate Invitational. 
In total, Henkes guided her GRU 
Augusta squads to 17 top-five tour-
nament finishes and 38 top-10 indi-
vidual performances with two medalist 
honors.
Prior to her appointment at GRU Au-
gusta, Henkes spent two years as the 
MEET THE COACHES
KORY HENKES HEAD COACH
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HEAD COACH KORY HENKES
PERSONAL
• Wife to Kenneth Henkes
• Daughter of  Steve and Caryl 
Thompson
• Sister of  Kyle Thompson, PGA
EDUCATION
• University of  South Carolina 
(2014)
• Titleist Performance Institiute 
(2010)
PLAYING EXPERIENCE
• Four-time letterwinner at USC
• 2002 SEC Champion
• NGCA All-Academic (2002-04)
• SEC Academic Honor Roll 
(2001-04)
• 2011 Charleston Am. Champion
• Served as caddie on LPGA Tour 
for Kristy McPherson
• Served as caddie on Web.com 
Tour for Kyle Thompson
COACHING EXPERIENCE
• 2015- Present: Ole Miss HC
• 2011-15: Augusta HC
• 2009-11: Charleston So. HC
MEET COACH KORYhead coach at Charleston Southern. In her first season with the Bucca-
neers, they claimed the 2010 Big 
South Championship while setting a 
new league championship record for 
lowest 54-hole total. Under the tute-
lage of  Henkes, Olivia Jordan-Higgins 
captured medalist honors at the 2010 
conference tournament and cracked 
the top 100 in the national rankings 
(96th) while being nominated for 
NCAA Woman of  the Year. The Lady 
Bucs registered the most improved 
GPA (3.51) among all Charleston 
Southern athletic programs as well 
as the highest team GPA. They were 
also recognized by the NGCA for hav-
ing one of  the top-25 team GPAs in 
the nation.
A 2004 graduate of  South Carolina, 
Henkes is no stranger to the rigors of  
the SEC and was a member of  South 
Carolina’s 2002 SEC Championship 
team and a four-year letterwinner for 
the Gamecocks from 2002-04.
Henkes spent time on the LPGA Tour 
serving as a caddy to Kristy McPher-
son, who finished in the top 50 on 
the money list in 2008 and also cad-
died for her older brother Kyle, who 
earned his PGA Tour card for 2012 by 
finishing 15th on the Nationwide Tour 
money list in 2011.
TOURNAMENTS COACHED
105 ............................................................................Keil Purdom













2 .............................................. Meghan Bolger, Michele Drinkard
54-HOLE TOURNAMENT WINS (TEAM)
3 ....................................................................Kory Henkes
2 .........................Keil Purdom, Meghan Bolger, Michele Drinkard
TOP 5 FINISHES (TEAM)
44 ..............................................................................Keil Purdom
22 ...................................................................... Michele Drinkard
19 .........................................................................Meghan Bolger
9 ............................................. Kory Henkes, Larry Wagster
3 ..................................................................................Beth Estes
TOP 10 FINISHES (TEAM)
82 ..............................................................................Keil Purdom











1 ........................................................................ Michele Drinkard
ROUNDS PAR OR UNDER (TEAM)
9 ....................................................................Kory Henkes
6 ........................................................................ Michele Drinkard
1 ..................................................... Keil Purdom, Meghan Bolger
ROUNDS PAR OR UNDER (INDIV)




ROUNDS IN THE 60S (INDIV)




OLE MISS ALL-TIME COACHING RECORDS
GET TO KNOW: HEAD COACH KORY HENKES
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Drew Belt is amid his third season as 
an assistant coach with the Ole Miss 
women’s golf  team in 2017-18. Belt 
came to Oxford after serving as the 
head golf  professional at West Lake 
Country Club in Augusta, Georgia and 
also serving as a part-time assistant 
at Augusta University.
Early in the 2017-18 season, the 
Michigan native helped guide the 
Rebels to their first team champion-
ship in the Henkes/Belt Era. Ole Miss 
took home the team and individual 
trophies at its co-hosted tournament, 
the Magnolia Invitational at Old Wa-
verly Golf  Club.
The Magnolia triumph was a sign of  
the Rebel program’s progress with 
Belt in the fold. Ole Miss shot 854, 
the lowest score in a tournament win 
in program history. It was also one 
stroke off  the team’s all-time 54-hole 
mark. In that event, Julia Johnson be-
came the first freshman in program 
history to win a three-round tour-
nament. She shot 209 (-7) on the 
weekend, the lowest individual score 
in tournament win. After the triumph 
she had high praise for her coaches.
“When I get off  the course and I’m 
feeling something mechanically wrong 
with my swing, I pull coach Drew 
over and within five minutes, I have it 
fixed,” Johnson said. “Coach Kory and 
Drew both have such huge strengths, 
and honestly that’s why I’m here to-
day. I wouldn’t have won this tourna-
ment without the two of  them. They’re 
both awesome, and I appreciate them 
both so much.”
The remarkable fall season continued 
with Diane Lim’s individual victory at 
the Palmetto Intercollegiate. The NAIA 
transfer led a second straight team 
win, clinching individual and team title 
sweeps in back-to-back tournaments 
—another first for the program. Ole 
Miss kept it going as it traveled to 
Hawaii to close the fall season. All six 
Rebels to make the trip finished in the 
top 15, leading to yet another team 
championship, tying the single-sea-
son school mark. They became the 
first team to win three tournaments in 
the fall, and they entered winter break 
tied for No. 1 in the NCAA with those 
three wins.
An expert in swing mechanics, Belt 
helped the Rebels set a new school 
record for the lowest single-season 
scoring average at 298.47, the first 
sub-300 mark in program history. 
Belt was a significant part of  the 
turnaround of  the program in his 
first season at Ole Miss. An excellent 
teacher of  the game, Belt coupled 
with Henkes to help Ole Miss play-
ers set 10 team or individual records 
while seeing scoring averaged de-
crease by an averaged of  2.5 strokes.
Ole Miss head coach Kory Henkes had 
the following to say upon Belt’s hiring. 
“We are extremely excited to have 
Drew on board with the Ole Miss 
women’s golf  team,” said Henkes. “I 
have had the privilege of  working with 
Drew for the past few years and know 
that he will be the perfect fit. Drew 
has an extensive knowledge and pas-
sion for the game of  golf  and he will 
be a huge asset to the future of  our 
program.”
Belt is a Class A PGA member and 
has extensive experience as a head 
golf  professional having served as 
the head professional at West Lake 
Country Club in Augusta, Georgia and 
also at Jones Creek Golf  Club. His du-
ties as the head professional included 
providing leadership in regards to 
the day-to-day operations of  the club 
as well as the teaching program and 
technology operations. Additionally, 
Belt ran all member-related tourna-
ments and activities, while developing 
junior programs and tournaments 
series, while teaching all junior golf  
clinics.
In addition to his duties as a head 
golf  professional, Belt served as a 
part-time assistant to the men and 
women’s golf  teams at GRU Augusta. 
He helped current Ole Miss head 
coach and former GRU Augusta head 
coach; Henkes build the Jaguars into 
perennial top-25 program. Under 
Henkes’ watch and with the help of  
Belt, the Jaguars achieved their high-
est ranking in program history, check-
ing in at No. 21 in the fall of  2014. 
Belt also developed the Papa John’s 
Augusta Junior Golf  Tour, which was 
played on 10 area courses in Au-
gusta.
Belt is a 2004 graduate of  Ferris 
State University in Big Rapids, Michi-
gan with a bachelor’s of  science in 
business as a marketing major. Belt 
has a Nick Faldo Golf  Institute Teach-
ing certificate and a Troon Golf  Teach-
ing Institute certificate and is a mem-
ber of  the Ferris State Professional 
Golf  Alumni Golf  Association.
DREW BELT ASSISTANT COACH
MEET THE COACHES
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ASSISTANT COACH DREW BELT
PERSONAL
• Has a golden doodle named 
Charlie
• Sister, Angie, is a gymnastics 
coach
• Brother-in-law, Brad, is high 
school basketball coach
• Mother, Joy, was All-State high 
school basketball
EDUCATION
• Ferris State (2004) 
COACHING/TEACHING EXPERIENCE
• Part-time assistant at GRU 
Augusta to Kory Henkes
• Class A PGA member for more 
than 10 years
• Head Professional at Jones 
Creek Golf  Club
• Head Professional at West Lake 
Country Club
HONORS
• Honored with the 2012 Bill 
Stausbaugh Award for Advance-
ment of  Teaching (Ferris State) 
MEET COACH DREW
THE FIRST YEAR The first season of  the Kory Henkes/Drew Belt Era brought the lowest 
round ever for a Rebel squad, an 853 (-11) that earned them a second-place finish at 
the CSU Fall Invitational. The 2015-16 Rebels netted an improvement of  3.1 strokes 
per round from the year prior, and they capped the promising first season for Henkes 
and Belt with the team’s best finish (7th) at the SEC tournament since 2009. 
THE FIRST MEDALIST Katy Harris turned in an incredible Round 3 performance at the 
2016 Palmetto Intercollegiate to become Henkes’ first medalist in Oxford. The junior 
out of  St. Simons Island, Georgia, overcame windy conditions on Kiawah Island and 
shot a 69 on the final day to outduel one of  the nation’s top-ranked golfers, Malene 
Krolboll Hansen of  Coastal Carolina. 
GETTING THE BALL ROLLING In her collegiate debut, Conner Beth Ball showed she’ll 
be a force to be reckoned with in the SEC. Against a stacked field at the toughest golf  
course in America, Kiawah Island’s Ocean Course, the Madison, Miss. native finished 
tied for third, powering a top-five finish for Ole Miss to open the 2017-18 campaign.
MAGNOLIA MAGIC Co-hosting the inaugural Magnolia Invitational alongside Mississippi 
State at Old Waverly Golf  Club, the Rebels led wire-to-wire, topping four SEC rivals—
including two top-25 teams—for the team title of  the Henkes/Belt Era. The dominant 
performance by Team 32 came as the second-best 54-hole score in team history 
(854).
MISSISSWEEPPI Julia Johnson led the way for Ole Miss in its team triumph at Magnolia 
Invitational, shooting 2 s09 to capture the second individual title under Henkes. The St. 
Gabriel, La. native became the first Rebel freshman to ever win a 54-hole tournament, 
edging Memphis’ Abby Herrmann in a two-hole playoff  in West Point, Miss.
BACK-2-BACK Behind a tremendous performance by junior Diane Lim, Ole Miss swept 
the individual and team titles in back-to-back tournaments for the first time in school 
history. Lim’s 3-under (213) performance also gave the Rebels back-to-back individual 
championships at the Palmetto Intercollegiate (below).
3-PEAT  Ole Miss didn’t quite get a third-
consecutive sweep when it closed its fall 
season in Hawaii, but everything else 
fell in the Rebels’ favor. All six Rebels to 
make the trip finished in the top 15, led 
by Harris in second. Ole Miss tied a school 
record with its third team title. Henkes’ 
group ended the fall tied for first in the NCAA with three team victories.
SIGNING DAY  After its best fall season ever, Ole Miss added two more promising pieces 
to the puzzle. The Rebels signed the top junior golfer out of  Florida, Emma Bradley, as 
well as the No. 3 prospect in Sweden’s 2018 class, Ellen Hutchinson-Kay.
HENKES/BELT ERA HIGHLIGHTS
GET TO KNOW: ASSISTANT COACH DREW BELT
10
CAREER HIGHLIGHTS
2017 Rainbow Wahine Invitational - Team Champions; Top 10
2017 Palmetto Intercollegiate - Team Champions
2017 Magnolia Invitational - Team Champions; Top 5
2017 Ocean Course Invitational - All-Tournament Team; Top 3
2017 U.S. Women’s Amateur - Match Play Qualifier
2017-18 (FRESHMAN)
FALL: Played in all five fall events ... Closed fall season with a 7th-place finish at 
the Rainbow Wahine Invitational, fueling a third consecutive team victory ... Shot 
71-74-71--216 for her third even-par-or-under tournament of  the season ... 
Contributed counting scores in all three rounds of  Ole Miss’ team victory in the 
2017 Palmetto Intercollegiate ... Shot 1-over (73) in Round 3 of  the Rebels’ 
come-from-behind victory ... Earned her second top-five finish (T5th) at the 
2017 Magnolia Invitational ... Logged a new personal-best (69-75-70--214) 
to help the Rebels post the lowest team score in a tournament win in program 
history ... Shot 5-under (68) in her first collegiate round at 2017 Ocean Course 
Invitational ... Finished T3rd in first collegiate tournament (68-72-75--215).
PRIOR TO OLE MISS
No. 1 ranked junior player in Mississippi ... Two-time Mississippi Junior Amateur 
Champion ... One of  the youngest ever to capture state title with her first win 
at age 13 ... 2017 USGA Women’s Amateur qualifier ... Finished T-17th at 2016 
USGA Girls’ Junior Championship and advanced to match play ... Tied for third at 
the 37th Girls Junior North & South Amateur ... Runner-up in 2015 AJGA Junior 
... Top 5 finisher at AJGA St. Francesville Area Foundation Junior ... Two Top 5s 
and three wins in SJGT tournaments ... Shot career-best 6-under in two-day 
competition to win SJGT TimberCreek Junior Classic ... Played in the Big I National 
Championship in 2012 and 2015.
PERSONAL
Daughter of  Bill and Kameron Ball ... Volunteer coach at Reunion Golf  & Country 
Club ... Founder of  Play Through Foundation (playthroughfoundation.com), a 
non-profit organization built to encourage young people to learn the game of  
golf  and promote social skills and life lessons gained through the sport of  golf  
... Majoring in Public Policy Leadership.
GETTING TO KNOW CONNER BETH
Favorite color: Red … Favorite sport outside of  golf: Basketball … Fa-
vorite classroom subject: US History … Favorite pro golfer: Rickie Fowler 
… Favorite other sport athlete: Tim Duncan … Favorite pro sports team: 
Memphis Grizzlies … Favorite song: Wide Open Spaces by the Dixie Chicks … 
Favorite movie: Breakfast Club ... Three things I can’t live without: People—
I just love people … Favorite TV show: Friends … Favorite thing to eat: 
Ajax Chicken and Dumplings … Favorite quote: “If  you’re always trying to 
be normal, you will never know how amazing you can be.” - Maya Angelou … 
Best thing about Ole Miss: The hospitatlity … Favorite golf  course: Pete Dye 
Golf  Club - Bridgeport, WV … Favorite clubs in my bag: Putter … Favorite 
historical figure: Rosa Parks ... Favorite childhood toy: My plastic golf  clubs 
… Favorite thing to do outside of  golf: Meet new people and get involved 
with campus activities.
Finish: T3rd - Ocean Course Invitational (2017-18)
18 Holes: 68 - Ocean Course Invitational - R1 (2017-18)
54 Holes: 214 - Magnolia Invitational (2017-18)
Birdies (Round): 7 - Ocean Course Invitational  - R1 (2017-18)
Birdies (Tournament): 14 - Ocean Course Invitational (2017-18)
PERSONAL BESTSCONNER BETH BALL
FRESHMAN









 Top 5: 2
 Top 10: 3
Strokes: 1,101
Birdies: 45
 Birdies Per 18: 3.0
 Eagles: 0
Rounds Even Par or Under: 6
Rounds in the 60s: 2
Rounds: 15
 Rounds Counted: 14
 Counting Team Wins: 3
SEASON TOTALS
ROUND-BY-ROUND (2017-18)
DATE TOURNAMENT FINISH R1 R2 R3 TOTAL PER 18 TO PAR
Sept. 4-5 Ocean Course Invitational T3 68 72 75 215 71.6 -1
Sept. 22-24 Lady Paladin Invitational T57 82 75 73 230 76.7 +14
Oct. 1-3 Magnolia Invitational T5 69 75 70 214 71.3 -2
Oct. 22-24 Palmetto Intercollegiate T25 77 76 73 226 75.3 +10
Oct. 31-Nov 1 Rainbow Wahine Invitational T7 71 74 71 216 72.0 E
Feb. 26-27 Rebel Beach Invitational
Mar. 10-11 SunTrust Gator Invitational
Mar. 18-20 Evans Derby Experience
Mar. 26-27 Henssler Intercollegiate
Apr. 13-15 Liz Murphey Collegiate Classic
Apr. 20-22 SEC Championship
May 7-9 NCAA Regionals
May 18-23 NCAA Championships 
MISCELLANEOUS (2017-18)
DATE TOURNAMENT BIRDIES R1 R2 R3 EAGLES COUNT PAR OR UNDER IN THE 60S
Sept. 4-5 Ocean Course Invitational 14 7 4 3 0 3 2 1
Sept. 22-24 Lady Paladin Invitational 5 0 0 5 0 2 0 0
Oct. 1-3 Magnolia Invitational 10 4 2 4 0 3 2 1
Oct. 22-24 Palmetto Intercollegiate 8 2 2 4 0 3 0 0
Oct. 31-Nov 1 Rainbow Wahine Invitational 8 3 2 3 0 3 2 0
Feb. 26-27 Rebel Beach Invitational
Mar. 10-11 SunTrust Gator Invitational
Mar. 18-20 Evans Derby Experience
Mar. 26-27 Henssler Intercollegiate
Apr. 13-15 Liz Murphey Collegiate Classic
Apr. 20-22 SEC Championship
May 7-9 NCAA Regionals






2017 Hawkeye El Tigre Invitational - Runner-Up
2017-18 (JUNIOR)
FALL: Competed in three of  five fall events ... Contributed to Ole Miss’ T5 finish 
in season-opener at The Ocean Course.
2016-17 (SOPHOMORE)
SPRING: Led Ole Miss in 18-hole scoring average at 74.88 ... Competed in all 
six spring events ... Recorded her second and third top-10 finishes, as well 
as her first top-five ... Tied for eighth at the 3M Augusta Invitational (75-72-
73--220) ... Shot a career-low 67 in Round 3 to tie for second at El Tigre 
Invitational behind a career-best 74-74-67--215. Competed in her second 
SEC Championship, shooting 72-79-74--225. FALL: Competed in three of  four 
tournaments, averaging 75.22 ... Set new career low-18, shooting 4-under 
(71) in fall finale ... Finished tied for 19th as Rebels finished fourth at Palmetto 
Intercollegiate to close fall season.
2015-16 (FRESHMAN)
SPRING: Appeared in four tournaments for Ole Miss scoring an average of  78.30 
… Finished the season strong with a top-20 finish in her Rebel Intercollegiate 
debut firing a 73-78-74—225 … Had a career-tournament in the SEC 
Championship, carding a 73-74-75—77 on her way to a 20th-place finish … 
Helped Ole Miss to a seventh-place finish in the SEC Championship in Hoover. 
FALL: Competed in all four tournaments, one as an individual, averaging 78.50 
in 12 rounds of  golf  ... Best finish was tied for 50th in the GolfWeek Conference 
Challenge where she posted a 77-77-77—231.
PRIOR TO OLE MISS 
Member of  the Italian golf  team since 2013 … Set the course record with a 
round of  65 in the Portuguese International at the El Montado Golf  Course … 
Runner up with her Italian team at the European Girls Championship in 2014 … 
Team took fifth-place finish in 2013 … Won the International Trophy Umberto 
Agnelli in 2014 by shooting a 65 in the final round … Claimed the Italian Trophy 
Coppa D’Oro in 2013 … Runner up honors at the Italian Ladies Championship 
in 2013 … Member of  the Italian team at the World Girls Team Championship 
in 2014. 
PERSONAL 
Daughter of  Elena Marchetti and Luca Flori … Born on November 11, 1996 … 
Full name is Martina Flori … Father is a professional golfer and used to play 




MONTECATINI TERME, ITALY | LICEO DON BOSCO
Finish: T2nd - El Tigre Invitational (2016-17)
18 Holes: 67 - El Tigre Invitational R2 (2016-17)
54 Holes: 215 - El Tigre Invitational (2016-17)
Birdies (Round): 6 - SEC Championship R1 (2016-17)
Birdies (Tournament): 12 -  SEC Championship (2016-17)
PERSONAL BESTS
13
SEASON  TOURN. STARTS ROUNDS ROUNDS COUNTED STROKES 18-HOLE AVG 54-HOLE AVG BEST FIN WINS TOP 5 TOP 10 TOP 20 BIRDIES EAGLES PAR OR - IN THE 60S
2017-18 (JR)  3 2 9 2 733 81.4 244.3 T52 0 0 0 0 7 0 0 0
2016-17 (SO) 9 9 27 24 2,022 74.9 224.7 T2 0 1 2 3 64 2 7 1
2015-16 (FR) 8 5 20 10 1,791 78.3 233.6 10 0 0 1 1 30 0 0 0








 Top 5: 0
 Top 10: 0
Strokes: 733
Birdies: 7
 Birdies Per 18: 0.8
 Eagles: 0 
Rounds Even Par or Under: 0
 In the 60s: 0
Rounds: 9
 Rounds Counted: 2
 Counting Team Wins: 0
SEASON TOTALS




DATE TOURNAMENT BIRDIES R1 R2 R3 EAGLES COUNT PAR OR UNDER IN THE 60S
Sept. 4-5 Ocean Course Invitational 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
Sept. 22-24 Lady Paladin Invitational 4 2 1 1 0 1 0 0
Oct. 1-3 Magnolia Invitational 3 2 0 1 0 N/A 0 0
Oct. 22-24 Palmetto Intercollegiate 
Oct. 31-Nov 1 Rainbow Wahine Invitational 
Feb. 11 Reynolds Lake Oconee Champ.
Feb. 26-27 Rebel Beach Invitational
Mar. 10-11 SunTrust Gator Invitational
Mar. 18-20 Evans Derby Experience
Mar. 26-27 Henssler Intercollegiate
Apr. 13-15 Liz Murphey Collegiate Classic
Apr. 20-22 SEC Championship
May 7-9 NCAA Regionals
May 18-23 NCAA Championships
CAREER TOTALS
DATE TOURNAMENT FINISH R1 R2 R3 TOTAL PER 18 TO PAR
Sept. 4-5 Ocean Course Invitational T79 88 82 82 252 84.0 +36 
Sept. 22-24 Lady Paladin Invitational T86 80 86 82 248 82.7 +32
Oct. 1-3 Magnolia Invitational T52 77 80 76 233 77.7 +17
Oct. 22-24 Palmetto Intercollegiate 
Oct. 31-Nov 1 Rainbow Wahine Invitational 
Feb. 11 Reynolds Lake Oconee Indiv. Champ. 
Feb. 26-27 Rebel Beach Invitational
Mar. 10-11 SunTrust Gator Invitational
Mar. 18-20 Evans Derby Experience
Mar. 26-27 Henssler Intercollegiate
Apr. 13-15 Liz Murphey Collegiate Classic
Apr. 20-22 SEC Championship
May 7-9 NCAA Regionals
May 18-23 NCAA Championships 
DATE TOURNAMENT FINISH SCORE
Sept. 14-15 Memphis Intercollegiate T54 75-85-77--237
Sept. 21-23 Golfweek Conference Challenge T44 77-77-77-231
Oct. 5-6 CSU Fall Invitational T58 77-79-79-235
Oct. 20-22 Rainbow Wahine Invitational 66 81-76-82--239
Feb. 6 Lady Bulldog Invitational 10 79-77--156
Feb. 22-23 The Gold Rush 76 84-83-79--246
Mar. 5-6 SunTrust Gator Invitational 
Mar. 11-13 Notre Dame Clover Cup 
Mar. 20-22 LSU Tiger Golf Classic 
Apr. 2-4 Rebel Intercollegiate T18 73-78-74--225
Apr. 20-22 SEC Women’s Golf Championship T20 73-75-74--222
DATE TOURNAMENT FINISH SCORE
Sept. 12-13 Mercedes Benz Collegiate Championship 64 72-77-81--230
Sept. 23-25 Lady Paladin Invitational 
Oct. 7-9 Ron Moore Women’s Intercollegiate T41 76-75-72--223
Oct. 23-25 Palmetto Intercollegiate T19 73-71-80--224
Feb. 20-21 Central District Invitational T35 73-76-83--232
Feb. 27-28 The Gold Rush T36 75-74-80--229
Mar. 10-12 MountainView Collegiate Invitational T33 79-73-72--224
Mar. 17-19 3M Augusta Invitational T8 75-72-73--220
Apr. 2-4 Hawkeye El Tigre Invitational T2 74-74-67--215




2017 Rainbow Wahine Invitational - Runner-Up
2016 Palmetto Intercollegiate - Individual Champion
2014 Forest Oaks Fall Classic - Individual Champion
2013 Eat a Peach Collegiate - Individual Champion
2017-18 (SENIOR)
FALL: Competed in two fall events ... Ended fall season with a spectacular 2nd-
place finish at the Rainbow Wahine Invitational ... Finished one stroke off  the 
lead, tying a career-best (69) in Round 3 for a tournament score of  212, also 
tying her career-low ... Shot a final-round 69 (-3), tying a career-best, to record 
a top-20 finish at the 2017 Magnolia Invitational ... Shot 77-74-69--220 for her 
second top-20 finish at Ole Miss.
2016-17 (JUNIOR)
SPRING: Competed in five of  six spring events ... Shot 3-under (69) in Round 2 
of  her first SEC Championship appearance. FALL: Competed in all four tourna-
ments, averaging a team-low 73.5 ... Notched first individual victory as a Rebel, 
shooting 4-under (212) at Palmetto Intercollegiate ... Shot low-18 of  69 in final 
round to become first medalist for head coach Kory Henkes at Ole Miss.
SPRING 2016 
Joined the team prior to the Spring semester. Redshirted and joined competition 
in the Fall. 
HIGH SCHOOL
On the junior tour circuit, Harris has piled up 12 victories, 23 top-five place-
ments and 34 top-10 finishes over the past three years…Harris has been a 
three-time Class AAAA All-Region and All-State selection… Helped Glynn Acad-
emy capture back-to-back state championships in 2010 and 2011... GHSA state 
tournament medalist honors in 2011 and state medalist runner-up honors in 
2010 and 2012… Harris’ other high school highlights include the 2AAAA Re-
gional Championship in 2010, two individual tournament championships and 
two individual runner-up placements.
PERSONAL
Daughter of  Phil and Zaida Harris… Born December 7, 1994 in Atlanta, GA… 
Attended Glynn Academy…Transferred to Ole Miss from Mercer prior to Spring 




ST. SIMONS ISLAND, GA | MERCER
Finish: 1st - Palmetto Intercollegiate (2016-17)
18 Holes: 69 (4x) - MR: Rainbow Wahine Invitational R3 (2017-18)
54 Holes: 212 (2x) - MR: Rainbow Wahine Invitational (2017-18)
Birdies (Round): 6 (2x) - MR: Rainbow Wahine Invitational R2 (2017-18)
Birdies (Tournament): 13 -  Palmetto Intercollegiate (2016-17)
PERSONAL BESTS (AT OLE MISS)
15
DATE TOURNAMENT FINISH SCORE
Sept. 13-14 Great Smokies Intercollegiate T3 68-75--143
Sept. 29-30 Forest Oaks Fall Classic 1 70-72-73--215
Oct. 10-12 LPGA Xavier Invitational T14 74-77-78-229
Oct. 20-22 Old Waverly Bulldog Invitational T11 74-72-74-220
Feb. 7 Lady Bulldog Individual 
Feb. 23-24 Julie Inkster Spartan Invitational 
Mar. 13-15 3M Jaguar Invitational 
Apr. 12-14 SOCON Championship 
2014-15 (SO) - AT MERCER
DATE TOURNAMENT FINISH SCORE
Sept. 6-8 Eat a Peach Collegiate 1 72-72-70--214
Sept. 16-17 Great Smokies Intercollegiate T22 76-72--148
Oct. 5-7 LPGA Xavier Invitational 4 77-75-69--221
Oct. 21-22 Fighting Camel Classic T20 78-77-75--230
Feb. 8 Lady Bulldog Individual T30 81-79--160
Feb. 14-16 Florida State Matchup T35 74-79-77-230
Mar. 3-5 Hurricane Invitational 
Mar. 14-15 Insperity Lady Jaguar T23 79-69-83--231
Mar. 30-Apr. 1 John Kirk Panther Intercollegiate T32 80-82-70--232
Apr. 14-16 Atlantic Sun Championships 10 74-78-74--226
2013-14 (FR) - AT MERCER
DATE TOURNAMENT FINISH SCORE
Sept. 12-13 Mercedes Benz Collegiate Championship T45 77-73-73--223
Sept. 23-25 Lady Paladin Invitational T53 77-73-76--226
Oct. 7-9 Ron Moore Women’s Intercollegiate T34 71-77-73--221
Oct. 23-25 Palmetto Intercollegiate 1 73-70-69--212
Feb. 20-21 Central District Invitational 
Feb. 27-28 The Gold Rush T33 70-77-81--228
Mar. 10-12 MountainView Collegiate Invitational T33 73-75-76--224
Mar. 17-19 3M Augusta Invitational T49 74-79-79--232 
Apr. 2-4 Hawkeye El Tigre Invitational T54 75-83-77--235









 Top 5: 1
 Top 10: 1
Strokes: 432
Birdies: 22
 Birdies Per 18: 3.7
 Eagles: 0
Rounds Even Par or Under: 4
 In the 60s: 2
Rounds: 6
 Rounds Counted: 0
 Counting Team Wins: 0
SEASON TOTALS
BY THE NUMBERS CAREER RESULTS
SEASON  TOURN. STARTS ROUNDS ROUNDS COUNTED STROKES 18-HOLE AVG 54-HOLE AVG BEST FIN WINS TOP 5 TOP 10 TOP 20 BIRDIES EAGLES PAR OR - IN THE 60S
2017-18 (SR)  2 0 6 0 432 72.0 216.0 2 0 1 1 2 22 0 4 2
2016-17 (JR)  9 9 27 18 2,028 75.1 225.3 1 1 1 1 1 70 0 5 2
2014-15 (SO) 4 4 11 11 807 73.4 220.1 1 1 2 2 4 - - 4 1
2013-14 (FR) 9 7 25 13 1,892 75.7 227.1 1 1 2 3 4 - - 7 2
 TOTALS 24 20 69 42 5,159 74.8 224.3 1 3 6 7 11 92 0 20 7
 OM TOTALS: 11 9 33 18 2,460 74.5 223.6 2 2 2 2 3 92 0 9 4
CAREER TOTALS
ROUND-BY-ROUND (2017-18)
DATE TOURNAMENT FINISH R1 R2 R3 TOTAL PER 18 TO PAR
Sept. 4-5 Ocean Course Invitational 
Sept. 22-24 Lady Paladin Invitational 
Oct. 1-3 Magnolia Invitational T17 77 74 69 220 73.3 +4
Oct. 22-24 Palmetto Intercollegiate 
Oct. 31-Nov 1 Rainbow Wahine Invitational 2 72 71 69 212 70.7 -4
Feb. 11 Reynolds Lake Oconee Indiv. Champ.
Feb. 26-27 Rebel Beach Invitational
Mar. 10-11 SunTrust Gator Invitational
Mar. 18-20 Evans Derby Experience
Mar. 26-27 Henssler Intercollegiate
Apr. 13-15 Liz Murphey Collegiate Classic
Apr. 20-22 SEC Championship
May 7-9 NCAA Regionals
May 18-23 NCAA Championships 
DATE TOURNAMENT BIRDIES R1 R2 R3 EAGLES COUNT PAR OR UNDER IN THE 60S
Sept. 4-5 Ocean Course Invitational 
Sept. 22-24 Lady Paladin Invitational 
Oct. 1-3 Magnolia Invitational 11 3 3 5 0 N/A 1 1
Oct. 22-24 Palmetto Intercollegiate 
Oct. 31-Nov 1 Rainbow Wahine Invitational 11 2 6 3 0 N/A 3 1 
Feb. 11 Reynolds Lake Oconee Champ.
Feb. 26-27 Rebel Beach Invitational
Mar. 10-11 SunTrust Gator Invitational
Mar. 18-20 Evans Derby Experience
Mar. 26-27 Henssler Intercollegiate
Apr. 13-15 Liz Murphey Collegiate Classic
Apr. 20-22 SEC Championship
May 7-9 NCAA Regionals





2017 Rainbow Wahine Invitational - Team Champions; Top 10
2017 Palmetto Intercollegiate - Team Champions
2017 Magnolia Invitational - Team Champions; Top 15
WGCA All-American Scholar - 2017
2017-18 (SOPHOMORE)
FALL: Closed fall season with her first career top-10 finish, shooting a career-
best 216 to tie for 7th place; contributed to the team’s record-breaking third 
consecutive tournament win at the Rainbow Wahine Invitational ... Contributed 
to Ole Miss’ victory at the 2017 Palmetto ... Shot under par in Round 2 and 
Round 3 of  the Magnolia Invitational to help Ole Miss earn its lowest score in a 
tournament win (854) in school history ... Went 78-70-71--219 at Old Waverly 
Golf  Club to tie her career-best finish (T12th) ... Carded a career-best 3-under 
(69) in Round 3 of  the Lady Paladin Invitational after recording the first eagle 
of  the season for Ole Miss ... Shot 2-under (71) in Round 2 of  the Ocean Course 
Invitational and finished tied for 29th as part of  a top-5 team finish.
2016-17 (FRESHMAN)
SPRING: Competed in five of  six events, finishing in the top 50 of  all five ... Re-
corded her collegiate-best finish (T12) at El Tigre Invitational in Mexico, shoot-
ing 71-74-75--220 for her third top 10 as a Rebel ... Competed in her first SEC 
Championship, tying for a team-best finish (T40). FALL: Competed in all four 
tournaments, averaging 74.25 ... Opened collegaite career with T19 finish at 
Mercedes Benz Collegiate Championship ... Established low-18 of  70 in second 
collegiate round ... Neared another top-20 result, finishing tied for 24th at Ron 
Moore Women’s Intercollegiate ... Notched second top-20, finishing 18th in Pal-
metto Intercollegiate to close fall.
PRIOR TO OLE MISS
Had a whirlwind summer prior to starting Ole Miss this fall, claimed the Swed-
ish Stroke Play Championship, coming back from five back and carding seven 
straight birdies to win the tournament … Claimed back-to-back national cham-
pionship qualifiers in 2013 and 2014 … Won the Skandia Cup Riksfinal in 2012, 
2013 and 2014; Skandia Cup is known as one of  the world’s largest junior golf  
competition.
PERSONAL
Majoring in Psychology with a minor in French.
PI-LILLEBI HERMANSSON
SOPHOMORE
DJURSHOLM, SWEDEN | CELSIUSSKOLAN
Finish: T7th - Rainbow Wahine Invitational (2017-18)
18 Holes: 69 - Lady Paladin Invitational R3 (2017-18)
54 Holes: 216 - Rainbow Wahine Invitational (2017-18)
Birdies (Round): 7 - Magnolia Invitational R2 (2017-18)
Birdies (Tournament): 11 -  Magnolia Invitational (2017-18)
PERSONAL BESTS
17
DATE TOURNAMENT FINISH SCORE
Sept. 12-13 Mercedes Benz Collegiate Championship T19 72-70-75--217
Sept. 23-25 Lady Paladin Invitational T74 72-82-78--232
Oct. 7-9 Ron Moore Women’s Intercollegiate T24 74-74-71--219
Oct. 23-25 Palmetto Intercollegiate 18 74-75-74--223
Feb. 20-21 Central District Invitational T35 74-80-78--232
Feb. 27-28 The Gold Rush T39 81-77-73--231
Mar. 10-12 MountainView Collegiate Invitational 
Mar. 17-19 3M Augusta Invitational T35 77-77-75--229
Apr. 2-4 Hawkeye El Tigre Invitational T12 71-74-75--220









 Top 5: 0
 Top 10: 1
Strokes: 1,120
Birdies: 39
 Birdies Per 18: 2.6
 Eagles: 2
Rounds Even Par or Under: 5
 In the 60s: 1
Rounds: 15
 Rounds Counted: 13
 Counting Team Wins: 3
SEASON TOTALS
BY THE NUMBERS CAREER RESULTS
MISCELLANEOUS (2017-18)
DATE TOURNAMENT BIRDIES R1 R2 R3 EAGLES COUNT PAR OR UNDER IN THE 60S
Sept. 4-5 Ocean Course Invitational 8 2 5 1 0 3 1 0
Sept. 22-24 Lady Paladin Invitational 5 0 3 2 1 3 1 1
Oct. 1-3 Magnolia Invitational 11 0 7 4 0 2 2 0 
Oct. 22-24 Palmetto Intercollegiate 4 2 2 0 1 2 0 0
Oct. 31-Nov 1 Rainbow Wahine Invitational 11 3 5 3 0 3 1 0 
Feb. 26-27 Rebel Beach Invitational
Mar. 10-11 SunTrust Gator Invitational
Mar. 18-20 Evans Derby Experience
Mar. 26-27 Henssler Intercollegiate
Apr. 13-15 Liz Murphey Collegiate Classic
Apr. 20-22 SEC Championship
May 7-9 NCAA Regionals
May 18-23 NCAA Championships  
SEASON  TOURN. STARTS ROUNDS ROUNDS COUNTED STROKES 18-HOLE AVG 54-HOLE AVG BEST FIN WINS TOP 5 TOP 10 TOP 20 BIRDIES EAGLES PAR OR - IN THE 60S
2017-18 (SO) 5 5 15 13 1,120 74.7 224.0 T7 0 0 1 2 39 2 5 1
2016-17 (FR) 9 9 27 23 2,026 75.1 225.1 T12 0 0 0 3 52 1 5 0
 TOTALS 14 14 42 36 3,146 74.9 224.7 T7 0 0 1 5 91 3 10 1
CAREER TOTALS
ROUND-BY-ROUND (2017-18)
DATE TOURNAMENT FINISH R1 R2 R3 TOTAL PER 18 TO PAR
Sept. 4-5 Ocean Course Invitational T29 75 71 82 228 76.0 +12 
Sept. 22-24 Lady Paladin Invitational T26 81 73 69 223 74.3 +7
Oct. 1-3 Magnolia Invitational T12 78 70 71 219 73.0 +3
Oct. 22-24 Palmetto Intercollegiate T59 75 75 84 234 78.0 +18
Oct. 31-Nov 1 Rainbow Wahine Invitational T7 73 70 73 216 72.0 E
Feb. 26-27 Rebel Beach Invitational
Mar. 10-11 SunTrust Gator Invitational
Mar. 18-20 Evans Derby Experience
Mar. 26-27 Henssler Intercollegiate
Apr. 13-15 Liz Murphey Collegiate Classic
Apr. 20-22 SEC Championship
May 7-9 NCAA Regionals




U.S. Girls’ Junior Championship Qualifier - 2016, 2017
2017-18 (FRESHMAN)
FALL: Shot 73-77-74--224 in debut tournament at 2017 Magnolia Invitational 
... Finished tied for 27th at Old Waverly Golf  Club in collegiate debut.
PRIOR TO OLE MISS
2017 and 2016 USGA Girls’ Junior Championship qualifier ... Two second-place 
finishes in Girls’ Junior qualifying matches ... Seven AJGA finishes of  11th or bet-
ter ... Five Texas Junior Golf  Tour victories ... 14 Top 3 finishes on Texas Junior 
Golf  Tour ... Finished sixth at 2016 AJGA UA Gary Woodland Championship ... 
Shot personal best 66 in Round 2 to win 2016 Texas Junior Golf  Tour Bridle-
wood Junior ... Finished second in 2016 NTPGA Junior Match Play Championship 
... Fifth-place finisher at 2015 Bubba Conlee National Tournament ... Shot 1-un-
der (71) in Round 2 to finish second at Legends Junior Tour North Texas Classic 
... Finished first in 2015 Big I Championship Qualififer ... Four-time All-State 
selection and two-time TAPPS 5A State Champion at Trinity Christian Academy ... 
Named team captain in 2016 and 2017.
PERSONAL
Daughter of  Mark and Dusty Holliday ... Logged approximately 120 hours of  
community service as member of  the National Charity League ... Middle School 
Bible Study and Freshman Disciples in Growth Leader at TCA ... National Honor 
Society member ... Cumulative high school GPA of  4.09 ... Majoring in Integrated 
Marketing Communications.
GETTING TO KNOW MACY
Favorite color: Blue ... Favorite sport outside of  golf: Football ... Favorite 
classroom subject: History ... Favorite pro golfers: Jordan Spieth and Rickie 
Fowler Favorite other sport athlete: Tom Brady ... Favorite pro sports team: 
Dallas Cowboys ... Favorite song: For The First Time by The Script ... Favorite 
movie: The Vow ... Three things I can’t live without: Coffee, country music and 
ice cream ... Favorite TV show: The Vampire Diaries or New Girl ... Favorite 
thing to eat: Barbeque ... Favorite quote: “He must become greater, I must 
become less.” - John 3:30 ... Best thing about Ole Miss: The people and 
the culture ... Favorite golf  course: Bridlewood Country Club ... Favorite club 
in my bag: Driver ... Favorite historical figure: Franklin Delano Roosevelt ... 
Favorite childhood toy: 5mph electric razor scooter ... Favorite thing to do 
outside of  golf: Online shopping and listening to music ... Favorite Candy: 
Reeses or Sour Patch Kids.
MACY HOLLIDAY
FRESHMAN
DALLAS, TEXAS | TRINITY CHRISTIAN ACADEMY
Finish: T27th  - Magnolia Invitational (2017-18)
18 Holes: 73  - Magnolia Invitational R1 (2017-18)
54 Holes: 224  - Magnolia Invitational (2017-18)
Birdies (Round): 4 - Magnolia Invitational R1 (2017-18)










 Top 5: 0 
 Top 10: 0
Strokes: 224
Birdies: 9
 Birdies Per 18: 3.0
 Eagles: 0
Rounds Even Par or Under: 0
Rounds in the 60s: 0
Rounds: 3
 Rounds Counted: 0
 Counting Team Wins: 0
SEASON TOTALS
ROUND-BY-ROUND (2017-18)
DATE TOURNAMENT FINISH R1 R2 R3 TOTAL PER 18 TO PAR
Sept. 4-5 Ocean Course Invitational 
Sept. 22-24 Lady Paladin Invitational 
Oct. 1-3 Magnolia Invitational T27 73 77 74 224 74.7 +8
Oct. 22-24 Palmetto Intercollegiate 
Oct. 31-Nov 1 Rainbow Wahine Invitational 
Feb. 11 Reynolds Lake Oconee Indiv. Champ.
Feb. 26-27 Rebel Beach Invitational
Mar. 10-11 SunTrust Gator Invitational
Mar. 18-20 Evans Derby Experience
Mar. 26-27 Henssler Intercollegiate
Apr. 13-15 Liz Murphey Collegiate Classic
Apr. 20-22 SEC Championship
May 7-9 NCAA Regionals
May 18-23 NCAA Championships  
BY THE NUMBERS
DATE TOURNAMENT BIRDIES R1 R2 R3 EAGLES COUNT PAR OR UNDER IN THE 60S
Sept. 4-5 Ocean Course Invitational 
Sept. 22-24 Lady Paladin Invitational 
Oct. 1-3 Magnolia Invitational 9 4 2 3 0 N/A 0 0
Oct. 22-24 Palmetto Intercollegiate 
Oct. 31-Nov 1 Rainbow Wahine Invitational 
Feb. 11 Reynolds Lake Oconee Champ.
Feb. 26-27 Rebel Beach Invitational
Mar. 10-11 SunTrust Gator Invitational
Mar. 18-20 Evans Derby Experience
Mar. 26-27 Henssler Intercollegiate
Apr. 13-15 Liz Murphey Collegiate Classic
Apr. 20-22 SEC Championship
May 7-9 NCAA Regionals





2017 Magnolia Invitational - Team Champions; Individual Champion
2017 Palmetto Intercollegiate - Team Champions; Top 5
2017 Rainbow Wahine Invitational - Team Champions; Top 3
2017-18 (FRESHMAN)
FALL:Competed in all five fall events ... Led Ole Miss with 53 birdies in fall sea-
son ... Averaged 72.8 through five events ... Closed fall with a third consecutive 
top-five finish at the Rainbow Wahine Invitational, shooting 71-70-72--213 to 
tie for third ... Contributed to the team’s third consecutive tournament win at 
Leilehua Golf  Course ... Logged second career top-five finish, shooting 70-77-
72--219 (+3) to finish fourth at the Palmetto Intercollegiate ... Contributed to 
the team’s come-from-behind victory at Turtle Point Golf  Club ... Won a two-
hole playoff  at Old Waverly Golf  Club to win the 2017 Magnolia Invitational, her 
first collegiate victory ... Shot 68-69-72--209 to contribute to the lowest team 
score in a tournament win in program history ... Established new personal-bests 
for single-round, tournament score and finish in Magnolia team/individual title 
sweep ... Became the first freshman to win a 54-hole tournament in school 
history ... Finished 8-over at the Lady Paladin Invitational for a career-best 224 
tournament score ... Shot 2-under (71) in Round 2 of  her collegiate debut at 
the Ocean Course Invitational ... Finished T22nd as part of  a top-5 team finish.
PRIOR TO OLE MISS
No. 1 ranked junior player in Louisiana ... Four-time LHSAA state champion 
... 2015 Louisiana Amateur Champion ... Two-time Louisiana Junior Amateur 
Champion ... 2014 All-State Sugar Bowl Champion ... Finished third at 2017 
North and South Junior ... Finished second at 2016 North and South Junior ... 
Three Top 3 finishes in AJGA events ... Finished fourth in 2009 US Kids World 
Championship ... 2015 Louisiana Champions Invitational winner, course and 
tournament record holder 64 (7-under) ... Holds Louisiana high school record 
for lowest round at 8-under (64) ... Two-time Louisiana state team member.
PERSONAL
Daughter of  Carolyn and Chuck Johnson … Born on April 27, 1999 … Majoring 
in Business (Economics).
GETTING TO KNOW JULIA
Favorite color: Pale pink … Favorite sport outside of  golf: Basketball … 
Favorite classroom subject: English … Favorite pro golfers: Dustin Johnson, 
Brooks Koepka … Favorite other sport athlete: Roger Federer … Favorite 
pro sports team: Chicago Cubs … Favorite song: Fans- Kings of  Leon … 
Favorite movie: The Dark Knight … Three things I can’t live without: Spotify, 
Netflix, Shopping … Favorite TV show: The Office … Favorite thing to eat: 
Ice Cream … Favorite quote: “It is not length of  life, but depth of  life,” - Ralph 
Waldo Emerson … Best thing about Ole Miss: The people … Favorite golf  
course: English Turn, New Orleans … Favorite club in my bag: 7 iron … 
Favorite historical figure: Ralph Waldo Emerson … Favorite childhood toy: 
My stuffed animal, Spirit … Favorite thing to do outside of  golf: Taking naps 
… Favorite candy: Yorks
Finish: 1st - Magnolia Invitational (2017-18)
18 Holes: 68 - Magnolia Invitational R1 (2017-18)
54 Holes: 209 - Magnolia Invitational (2017-18)
Birdies (Round): 7 - Magnolia Invitational R1 (2017-18)
Birdies (Tournament): 17 -  Magnolia Invitational (2017-18)
JULIA JOHNSON
FRESHMAN










 Top 5: 3
 Top 10: 3
Strokes: 1,092
Birdies: 53
 Birdies Per 18: 3.5
 Eagles: 1
Rounds Even Par or Under: 9
Rounds in the 60s: 2
Rounds: 15
 Rounds Counted: 14
 Counting Team Wins: 3
SEASON TOTALS
ROUND-BY-ROUND (2017-18)
DATE TOURNAMENT FINISH R1 R2 R3 TOTAL PER 18 TO PAR
Sept. 4-5 Ocean Course Invitational T22 76 71 80 227 75.7 +11
Sept. 22-24 Lady Paladin Invitational T34 75 76 73 224 74.7 +8
Oct. 1-3 Magnolia Invitational 1 68 69 72 209 69.7 -7
Oct. 22-24 Palmetto Intercollegiate T4 70 77 72 219 73.0 +3
Oct. 31-Nov 1 Rainbow Wahine Invitational T3 71 70 72 216 72.0 E
Feb. 26-27 Rebel Beach Invitational
Mar. 10-11 SunTrust Gator Invitational
Mar. 18-20 Evans Derby Experience
Mar. 26-27 Henssler Intercollegiate
Apr. 13-15 Liz Murphey Collegiate Classic
Apr. 20-22 SEC Championship
May 7-9 NCAA Regionals
May 18-23 NCAA Championships  
MISCELLANEOUS (2017-18)
DATE TOURNAMENT BIRDIES R1 R2 R3 EAGLES COUNT PAR OR UNDER IN THE 60S
Sept. 4-5 Ocean Course Invitational 7 3 3 1 0 3 1 0
Sept. 22-24 Lady Paladin Invitational 8 2 2 4 0 3 0 0
Oct. 1-3 Magnolia Invitational 17 7 5 5 0 3 3 2
Oct. 22-24 Palmetto Intercollegiate 11 5 3 3 1 2 2 0
Oct. 31-Nov 1 Rainbow Wahine Invitational 10 3 4 3 0 3 3 0
Feb. 26-27 Rebel Beach Invitational
Mar. 10-11 SunTrust Gator Invitational
Mar. 18-20 Evans Derby Experience
Mar. 26-27 Henssler Intercollegiate
Apr. 13-15 Liz Murphey Collegiate Classic
Apr. 20-22 SEC Championship
May 7-9 NCAA Regionals





2017 Rainbow Wahine Invitational - Team Champions; Top 15
2017 Palmetto Intercollegiate - Team Champions; Individual Champion
2017 Magnolia Invitational - Team Champions
*NAIA All-American - 2016
*SSAC Player of  the Year - 2016
*6-Time Medalist - Fall 2015 - Fall 2016
* - At College of  Coastal Georgia
2017-18 (JUNIOR)
FALL: Competed in four of  five fall events ... Averaged 73.5 for fall season ... 
Closed fall as one of  six Rebels in Top 15 at Rainbow Wahine Invitational, tying 
for 14th ... Contributed to the team’s third consecutive team tournament victory 
at Leilehua Golf  Course ... Won first tournament as a Rebel, leading team to a 
tournament sweep at the 2017 Palmetto Intercollegiate ... Set new career-lows 
for 18 holes (68) and 54 holes (213) at Turtle Point Golf  Course ... Shot 72-
77-74--223 to contribute to the Rebels’ 2017 Magnolia Invitational triumph 
and the lowest team score (854) in a tournament victory in school history ... 
Established new career-lows for single-round score (72), tournament score 
(223) and finish (T25th) ... Made Ole Miss debut as an individual at the Lady 
Paladin Invitational ... Shot 1-over (73) in Round 3 to finish in top 50 at 226.
PRIOR TO OLE MISS
Stellar career at College of  Coastal Georgia ... 2016 First-Team NAIA All-Amer-
ican ... Southern States Athletic Conference Player of  the Year ... Set school 
record, averaging 73.89 as a freshman ... Won six tournaments: four as a fresh-
man and two during the fall of  her sophomore campaign ... Finished ninth or 
better in every event with an average finish of  2.6 ... Finished second in 2016 
SSAC tournament ... Named All-SSAC, Freshman of  the Year and Player of  the 
Year.
PERSONAL
Daughter of  Mee Kyung Lim ... Majoring in Banking and Finance with a minor 
in Korean.
GETTING TO KNOW DIANE
Favorite color: Red ... Favorite sport outside of  golf: Tennis ... Favorite 
classroom subject: History ... Favorite pro golfers: Rory McIlroy, Jason Day, 
Lydia Ko and Sung Hyun Park ... Favorite other sport athlete: Serena Williams 
... Favorite pro sports team: Atlanta Falcons ... Favorite song: Figures – Jes-
sie Reyez ... Favorite movie: Howl’s Moving Castle ... Three things I can’t live 
without: My phone, my mom and my close friends ... Favorite TV show: How 
I Met Your Mother ... Favorite thing to eat: Sushi ... Favorite quote: “I can 
accept failure. Everyone fails at something. I can’t accept not trying.” - Michael 
Jordan ... Best thing about Ole Miss: The school spirit ... Favorite golf  course: 
The Standard Club ... Favorite club in my bag: 7 iron ... Favorite historical 
figure: Fredrick Douglass ... Favorite childhood toy: My stuffed fox ... Favorite 
thing to do outside of  golf: Swimming, hiking, anything outdoors ... Favorite 
candy: Peppermint patties ... Funniest thing coach has ever said: “Just pray 
to God and hit it.”
DIANE LIM
JUNIOR
SUWANEE, GA | COASTAL GEORGIA
Finish: 1st - Palmetto Intercollegiate (2017-18)
18 Holes: 68 - Palmetto Intercollegiate - R1 (2017-18)
54 Holes: 213 - Palmetto Intercollegiate (2017-18)
Birdies (Round): 6 - Rainbow Wahine Inv. - R2 (2017-18)
Birdies (Tournament): 12 -  Rainbow Wahine Invitational (2017-18)
PERSONAL BESTS (AT OLE MISS)
23
DATE TOURNAMENT FINISH SCORE
Sept. 12-13 Coastal Georgia Fall Invitational T5 75--75
Oct. 3-4 USCB Sand Shark Shootout 1 69-76--145
Oct. 17-18 Thomas Invitational 1 74-73--147
Oct. 31-Nov. 1 SSAC Fall Preview 4 75-75--150
Feb. 13-14 Coastal Georgia Winter Invitational 
Mar. 4-5 Start 2 Finish Classic 
Mar. 20-21 Golden Tigers Spring  Invitational 
Apr. 2-3 Golfweek NAIA Spring Invitational 
Apr. 24-26 SSAC Championship 
2016-17 (SO) - AT COASTAL GEORGIA
DATE TOURNAMENT FINISH SCORE
Sept. 14-15 Coastal Georgia Fall Invitational 
Sept. 28-29 USCB Sand Shark Shootout 3 75-73--148 
Oct. 12-13 Thomas University Fall Invitational 1 71-75--146
Oct. 26-27 NAIA Fall Preview 2 77-71--148
Feb. 15-16 Coastal Georgia Winter Invitational 1 71-76--147
Feb. 21-22 Start 2 Finish Classic 1 72-70--142
Mar. 7-8 Loyola Invitational 1 73-77--150
Apr. 2-3 NAIA Spring Invitational T3 75-75--150
Apr. 11-12 SSAC Championship 2 73-76--149
May. 17-20 NAIA National Championship T9 74-76--150








 Top 5: 1
 Top 10: 1
Strokes: 882
Birdies: 33
 Birdies Per 18: 2.75
 Eagles: 0
Rounds Even Par or Under: 5
 In the 60s: 1
Rounds: 12
 Rounds Counted: 7
 Counting Team Wins: 3
SEASON TOTALS
BY THE NUMBERS CAREER RESULTS
ROUND-BY-ROUND (2017-18)
DATE TOURNAMENT BIRDIES R1 R2 R3 EAGLES COUNT PAR OR UNDER IN THE 60S
Sept. 4-5 Ocean Course Invitational 
Sept. 22-24 Lady Paladin Invitational 5 1 2 2 0 N/A 0 0
Oct. 1-3 Magnolia Invitational 5 3 0 2 0 2 1 0 
Oct. 22-24 Palmetto Intercollegiate 11 5 3 3 0 3 2 1 
Oct. 31-Nov 1 Rainbow Wahine Invitational 12 3 6 3 0 2 2 0
Feb. 11 Reynolds Lake Oconee Champ.
Feb. 26-27 Rebel Beach Invitational
Mar. 10-11 SunTrust Gator Invitational
Mar. 18-20 Evans Derby Experience
Mar. 26-27 Henssler Intercollegiate
Apr. 13-15 Liz Murphey Collegiate Classic
Apr. 20-22 SEC Championship
May 7-9 NCAA Regionals
May 18-23 NCAA Championships
SEASON  TOURN. STARTS ROUNDS ROUNDS COUNTED STROKES 18-HOLE AVG 54-HOLE AVG BEST FIN WINS TOP 5 TOP 10 TOP 20 BIRDIES EAGLES PAR OR - IN THE 60S
2017-18 (JR)  4 3 12 7 882 73.5 220.5 1 1 1 1 2 33 0 5 1
2016-17 (SO) 4 4 7 7 517 73.9 221.6 1 2 4 4 4 - - 1 1
2015-16 (FR) 9 9 18 18 1,330 73.9 221.7 1 4 8 9 9 - - 5 0
 TOTALS 17 16 37 32 2,729 73.8 221.3 1 7 13 14 15 33 0 11 2
 OM TOTALS 4 3 12 7 882 73.5 220.5 1 1 1 1 2 33 0 5 1
CAREER TOTALS
ROUND-BY-ROUND (2017-18)
DATE TOURNAMENT FINISH R1 R2 R3 TOTAL PER 18 TO PAR
Sept. 4-5 Ocean Course Invitational 
Sept. 22-24 Lady Paladin Invitational T42 77 76 73 226 75.3 +10
Oct. 1-3 Magnolia Invitational T25 72 77 74 223 74.3 +7 
Oct. 22-24 Palmetto Intercollegiate 1 68 74 71 213 71.0 -3
Oct. 31-Nov 1 Rainbow Wahine Invitational T14 76 72 72 220 73.3 +4
Feb. 11 Reynolds Lake Oconee Indiv. Champ.
Feb. 26-27 Rebel Beach Invitational
Mar. 10-11 SunTrust Gator Invitational
Mar. 18-20 Evans Derby Experience
Mar. 26-27 Henssler Intercollegiate
Apr. 13-15 Liz Murphey Collegiate Classic
Apr. 20-22 SEC Championship
May 7-9 NCAA Regionals




2017 Rainbow Wahine Invitational - Team Champions; Top 15
2017 Palmetto Intercollegiate - Team Champions
2017 Magnolia Invitational - Team Champions; Top 20
First-Year SEC Honor Roll - 2016
2017-18 (JUNIOR)
FALL: Competed in all five fall events ... Improved stroke average by 3.11 
from last season ... Closed fall season with career-low 219 at Rainbow 
Wahine Invitational to finish in a tie for 11th—another career mark ... 
Contributed to the team’s third consecutive tournament victory at Leile-
hua Golf  Course ...  Contributed to Ole Miss’ team tournament victory at 
the 2017 Palmetto Intercollegiate ... Shot 69-75-76--220 to contribute 
to the Rebels’ 2017 Magnolia Invitational victory and the lowest team 
score (854) in a tournament win in program history ... Established new 
career-bests in single-round score (69) and 54-hole score (220) as 
she tied for 17th at Old Waverly Golf  Club ... Broke two-week-old career 
mark, shooting 2-under (70) in Round 2 at Lady Paladin Invitational ... 
Matched career-best tournament at 223 in Greenville, SC ... Shot a ca-
reer-best 72 (-1) in Round 3 of  the Ocean Course Invitational ... Finished 
T16th thanks to a career-best 223 tournament score to help secure a 
top-five team finish.
2016-17 (SOPHOMORE)
SPRING: Competed in five of  six spring events ... Shot the best out of  
Ole Miss’ counting five at The Gold Rush (74-75-77--226) to tie for 25th 
... Tied career best 18-hole score (73) in Round 3 of  the Mountain View 
Collegiate and Round 2 of  the 3M Augusta Invitational. FALL: Competed 
in one of  four tournaments as an individual, averaging 76.67 ... Estab-
lished a new low-18 (73) in opening round at Lady Paladin Invitational.
2015-16 (FRESHMAN)
SPRING: Played in two tournaments for the Rebels bringing her scoring 
average to 79.88 on the season … Finished tied for 26th in the Rebel 
Intercollegiate as an individual after firing 4-over par 76s on all three 
days FALL: Competed in two tournaments, one as an individual, post-
ing a 76.67 scoring average with one top-20 finish ... Best finish was 
tied for 12th in the Memphis Intercollegiate where she posted a 74-76-
76—226 leading the Ole Miss individuals.
PERSONAL 
Daughter of  Keilly and Kirk Purdom … Born on May 24, 1997 … 
Full name is Kie Ellen Purdom… Mother, Keilly played golf  at Ole Miss 
(1987-91) and was the Ole Miss head coach from 1991-01 while her 
father, Kirk, was a member of  the baseball team (1990-93) … Related 
to Isaac Shelby (Ninth great grandfather), a General in the Revolutionary 
War and the first governor of  Kentucky. Shelby County (TN) is named 
after him ... Majoring in geological engineering.
KIE PURDOM
JUNIOR
LEXINGTON, KY | HENRY CLAY HS
Finish: T11 - Rainbow Wahine Invitational (2017-18)
18 Holes: 69 - Magnolia Invitational R1 (2017-18)
54 Holes: 219 - Rainbow Wahine Invitational (2017-18)
Birdies (Round): 5 - (3x) MR: Magnolia Invitational R2 (2017-18)
Birdies (Tournament): 13 -  Magnolia Invitational (2017-18)
PERSONAL BESTS
25
SEASON  TOURN. STARTS ROUNDS ROUNDS COUNTED STROKES 18-HOLE AVG 54-HOLE AVG BEST FIN WINS TOP 5 TOP 10 TOP 20 BIRDIES EAGLES PAR OR - IN THE 60S
2017-18 (JR)  5 5 15 13 1,115 74.3 223.0 T11 0 0 0 3 37 0 4 1
2016-17 (SO) 6 5 18 12 1,394 77.4 232.3 T25 0 0 0 0 28 0 0 0 
2015-16 (FR) 4 1 11 1 867 78.8 236.5 T12 0 0 0 1 18 0 0 0
 TOTALS 15 11 44 26 3,376 76.7 230.2 T11 0 0 0 4 83 0 4 1 
DATE TOURNAMENT FINISH SCORE
Sept. 12-13 Mercedes Benz Collegiate Championship 
Sept. 23-25 Lady Paladin Invitational T64 73-81-76-230
Oct. 7-9 Ron Moore Women’s Intercollegiate 
Oct. 23-25 Palmetto Intercollegiate 
Feb. 20-21 Central District Invitational T54 81-82-75--238
Feb. 27-28 The Gold Rush T25 75-74-77--226
Mar. 10-12 MountainView Collegiate Invitational T47 75-80-73--228
Mar. 17-19 3M Augusta Invitational T43 77-73-81--231 
Apr. 2-4 Hawkeye El Tigre Invitational 71 78-80-83--241
Apr. 20-22 SEC Women’s Golf Championship 
2016-17 (SO)
DATE TOURNAMENT FINISH SCORE
Sept. 14-15 Memphis Intercollegiate T12 74-76-76--226
Sept. 21-23 Golfweek Conference Challenge 
Oct. 5-6 CSU Fall Invitational 
Oct. 20-22 Rainbow Wahine Invitational T45 76-81-77--234
Feb. 6 Lady Bulldog Invitational 42 90-89--179
Feb. 22-23 The Gold Rush 
Mar. 5-6 SunTrust Gator Invitational 
Mar. 11-13 Notre Dame Clover Cup 
Mar. 20-22 LSU Tiger Golf Classic 
Apr. 2-4 Rebel Intercollegiate T26 76-76-76-228









 Top 5: 0




 Birdies Per 18: 2.5
Rounds Even Par or Under: 4
 In the 60s: 1
Rounds: 15
 Rounds Counted: 13
 Counting Team Wins: 3
SEASON TOTALS
BY THE NUMBERS CAREER RESULTS
MISCELLANEOUS (2017-18)
DATE TOURNAMENT BIRDIES R1 R2 R3 EAGLES COUNT PAR OR UNDER IN THE 60S
Sept. 4-5 Ocean Course Invitational 6 1 1 4 0 3 1 0
Sept. 22-24 Lady Paladin Invitational 4 2 2 0 0 3 1 0
Oct. 1-3 Magnolia Invitational 13 5 5 3 0 2 1 1
Oct. 22-24 Palmetto Intercollegiate 5 3 1 1 0 2 0 0
Oct. 31-Nov 1 Rainbow Wahine Invitational 9 3 2 4 0 3 1 0
Feb. 26-27 Rebel Beach Invitational
Mar. 10-11 SunTrust Gator Invitational
Mar. 18-20 Evans Derby Experience
Mar. 26-27 Henssler Intercollegiate
Apr. 13-15 Liz Murphey Collegiate Classic
Apr. 20-22 SEC Championship
May 7-9 NCAA Regionals
May 18-23 NCAA Championships  
CAREER TOTALS
ROUND-BY-ROUND (2017-18)
DATE TOURNAMENT FINISH R1 R2 R3 TOTAL PER 18 TO PAR
Sept. 4-5 Ocean Course Invitational T16 73 78 72 223 74.3 +7 
Sept. 22-24 Lady Paladin Invitational T26 75 70 78 223 74.3 +7
Oct. 1-3 Magnolia Invitational T17 69 75 76 220 73.3 +4
Oct. 22-24 Palmetto Intercollegiate T42 78 76 76 230 76.7 +14
Oct. 31-Nov 1 Rainbow Wahine Invitational T11 72 74 73 219 73.0 +3
Feb. 26-27 Rebel Beach Invitational
Mar. 10-11 SunTrust Gator Invitational
Mar. 18-20 Evans Derby Experience
Mar. 26-27 Henssler Intercollegiate
Apr. 13-15 Liz Murphey Collegiate Classic
Apr. 20-22 SEC Championship
May 7-9 NCAA Regionals
May 18-23 NCAA Championships 
26
DATE TOURNAMENT FINISH R1 R2 R3 TOTAL PER 18 TO PAR
Sept. 4-5 Ocean Course Invitational T5/17 292 292 309 893 297.7 +29
Sept. 22-24 Lady Paladin Invitational 12/17 311 294 293 898 299.3 +34
Oct. 1-3 Magnolia Invitational 1/10 278 289 287 854 284.7 -10
Oct. 22-24 Palmetto Intercollegiate 1/17 290 301 292 883 294.3 +19
Oct. 31-Nov 1 Rainbow Wahine Invitational 1/12 287 286 288 861 287.0 -3
Feb. 26-27 Rebel Beach Invitational
Mar. 10-11 SunTrust Gator Invitational
Mar. 18-20 Evans Derby Experience
Mar. 26-27 Henssler Intercollegiate
Apr. 13-15 Liz Murphey Collegiate Classic
Apr. 20-22 SEC Championship
May 7-9 NCAA Regionals
May 18-23 NCAA Championships 
ROUND-BY-ROUND
MISCELLANEOUS
DATE TOURNAMENT BIRDIES R1 R2 R3 EAGLES PAR OR UNDER IN THE 60S
Sept. 4-5 Ocean Course Invitational 35 13 13 9 0 5 1
Sept. 22-24 Lady Paladin Invitational 26 6 8 12 1 2 1
Oct. 1-3 Magnolia Invitational 56 19 19 18 0 9 4
Oct. 22-24 Palmetto Intercollegiate 39 17 11 11 2 4 1
Oct. 31-Nov 1 Rainbow Wahine Invitational 50 15 19 16 0 9 0
Feb. 26-27 Rebel Beach Invitational
Mar. 10-11 SunTrust Gator Invitational
Mar. 18-20 Evans Derby Experience
Mar. 26-27 Henssler Intercollegiate
Apr. 13-15 Liz Murphey Collegiate Classic
Apr. 20-22 SEC Championship
May 7-9 NCAA Regionals



















 Round 1: 291.6
 Round 2: 292.4
 Round 3: 293.8
54-Holes: 877.8
Birdies Per 18: 13.7
Birdies Per 54: 41.2
SEASON BESTS
Finish: 1st (3x , MR: Rainbow Wahine)
To Par: -10 (Magnolia)
18-Hole: 278 (R1, Magnolia)
 Round 1: 278 (Magnolia)
 Round 2: 286 (Rainbow Wahine)
 Round 3: 287 (Magnolia)
54-Hole: 854 (Magnolia)
Birdies (Round): 19 (3x, MR: R2, Rainbow Wahine)
Birdies (Tournament): 56 (Magnolia)
IN THE RANKINGS (FALL FINAL)
Golfstat Relative Ranking: 40
Golfweek/Sagarin: 34
Vs. Top 100: 24-14-2
Vs. Top 50: 4-7-2
Vs. Top 25: 1-2-0
RECORDS TIED OR BROKEN
Single-Season Wins: 3 (Tie)
Single-Season 54-Hole Wins: 3
Single-Season Sweeps: 2 (Tie)
Consecutive Tournament Wins: 3
Lowest Score in Tournament Win: 854 (Magnolia)
Rounds Par or Under (Indiv): 33
Rounds Par or Under (Team): 5
Rounds in the 60s (Indiv): 9
Lowest Single-Round Total: 278 (Tie; Magnolia R1)
*Team statistics include only counting five for each tournament.
LEADING THE NATION Ole Miss finished 
the 2017 fall season tied for first in 
NCAA Division I with three team tourna-
ment wins. 
REBS ON A ROLL The Rebels closed the fall 
on the longest win streak (3) in program 
history. Ole Miss is averaging 288.6 in 
that span.
GOING LOW Henkes’ group averaged 
292.6 per 18 holes this fall. Team 32 
is on pace to smash the standing team 
record of 298.5, set just last season.
COUNTING SCORES
TOURNAMENT ROUND 1 ROUND 2 ROUND 3
Ocean Course Invitational Ball/Purdom/Hermansson/Johnson Johnson/Hermansson/Ball/Purdom Purdom/Ball/Johnson/Hermansson or Flori
Lady Paladin Invitational Purdom/Johnson/Flori/Hermansson Purdom/Hermansson/Ball/Johnson Hermansson/Johnson/Ball/Purdom
Magnolia Invitational Johnson/Ball/Purdom/Lim Johnson/Hermansson/Ball/Purdom Ball/Hermansson/Johnson/Lim
Palmetto Intercollegiate Lim/Johnson/Hermansson/Ball Lim/Hermansson/Ball/Purdom Lim/Johnson/Ball/Purdom
Rainbow Wahine Invitational Johnson/Ball/Purdom/Hermansson Johnson/Hermansson/Lim/Purdom or Ball Ball/Johnson/Lim/Purdom or Hermansson
Rebel Beach Invitational   
SunTrust Gator Invitational   
Evans Derby Experience   
Henssler Intercollegiate   
Liz Murphey Collegiate Classic   
SEC Championship   
NCAA Regionals   





NAME  TOURN. START ROUNDS  COUNT STROKES  AVG (18) AVG (54)  BEST 18 BEST 54
Conner Beth Ball 5 5 15 14 1,101 73.40 220.2 68 214
Martina Flori 3 2 9 2 733 81.44 244.3 76 233
Katy Harris 2 0 6 0 432 72.00 216.0 69 212 
Pi-Lillebi Hermansson 5 5 15 13 1,120 74.67 224.0 69 216
Macy Holliday 1 0 3 0 224 74.66 224.0 73 224
Laura Hoskin 1 0 3 0 235 78.33 235.0 77 235 
Julia Johnson 5 5 15 14 1,092 72.80 218.4 68 209
Diane Lim 4 3 12 7 882 73.50 220.5 68 213
Kie Purdom 5 5 15 11 1,115 74.33 223.0 69 219
SCORING
CLEANING UP Diane Lim (left) won the Palmetto
Intercollegiate individual title to secure back-to-back 
tournament sweeps--a first in Ole Miss women’s golf’s 32-year 
history.
MAGNIFICENT MAGNOLIA Julia Johnson shot the Rebels’ best round 
of the fall season to secure the first sweep at the Magnolia Invitational. 
She totaled 17 birdies to finish 7-under (209), all team-bests. She 
holds the team lead with 53 birdies through five tournaments..
YOUTH MOVEMENT Johnson and Conner Beth Ball finished the Fall 
fourth in Golfstat’s Freshman Class Impact Ranking. Their collective 
stroke average of 73.1 is second in the nation among freshmen, 
trailing only a duo from Duke.
TRENDING TOPIC To cap a fall season full of personal records, Kie 
Purdom and Pi-Lillebi Hermansson set personal-bests, finishing T7 








Rounds Par or Under: 33









Birdies Per 18: 13.7
Birdies Per 54: 41.2
SEASON BESTS
TOURNAMENT
Finish: 1 (2x, Johnson, Magnolia Invitational; Lim, 
Palmetto Intercollegiate)
Score: 209 (Johnson, Magnolia)
To Par: -7 (Johnson, Magnolia)
Birdies: 17 (Johnson, Magnolia)
ROUND
Score: 68 (3x, Ball, R1 Ocean Course Invitational; 
Johnson, R1 Magnolia; Lim, R1 Palmetto)
Birdies: 7 (3x, Ball, R1 Ocean Course; Johnson, R1 
Magnolia; Pi-Lillebi Hermansson, R2 Magnolia)
SEASON
Wins: 1 (2x, Johnson, Magnolia; Lim, Palmetto)
Top 5: 3 (Johnson)
Top 10: 3 (Johnson, Ball)
18-Hole Avg: 72.0 (Harris)
Rounds in the 60s: 2 (3x, Johnson, Ball, Katy Harris)
Rounds Par or Under: 9 (Johnson)
Birdies: 53 (Johnson)
Eagles: 2 (Hermansson)
Birdies Per 18: 3.67 (Harris)
IN THE RANKINGS (FALL FINAL)
Golfstat Freshman Class Impact - 4
Golfstat Freshman Class Impact (Score) - 2
RECORDS TIED OR BROKEN
First Freshman to Win 54-Hole Tournament: 
  Julia Johnson (2017 Magnolia Invitational)
Lowest 54-Hole of  Henkes Era: 
  209 (Johnson, Magnolia)
  *Third-lowest in program history
First Time Sweeping Back-to-Back Tournaments:   
  (Johnson/Magnolia; Lim/Palmetto)
*Individual statistics include non-counting scorers.
NAME  BEST FIN WINS TOP 5 TOP 10 TOP 20 PAR OR – IN THE 60S BIRDIES EAGLES BIRDIES PER 18
Conner Beth Ball T3 0 2 3 3 6 2 45 0 3 
Martina Flori T52 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 0 0.78 
Katy Harris 2 0 1 1 2 4 2 22 0 3.67 
Pi-Lillebi Hermansson T7 0 0 1 2 5 1 39 2 2.6
Macy Holliday T27 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 0 3 
Laura Hoskin T56 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 0 2 
Julia Johnson T1 1 3 3 3 9 2 53 1 3.5
Diane Lim 1 1 1 1 2 5 1 33 0 2.75
Kie Purdom T11 0 0 0 3 4 1 37 0 2.47
MISCELLANEOUS
TOURNAMENT 1 2 3 4 5 INDIVIDUALS
Ocean Course Invitational Flori Johnson Hermansson Purdom Ball 
Lady Paladin Invitational Ball Johnson Hermansson Purdom Flori Lim
Magnolia Invitational Johnson Hermansson Ball Purdom Lim Harris, Holliday, Flori, Hoskin
Palmetto Intercollegiate Johnson Lim Ball Purdom Hermansson 
Rainbow Wahine Invitational Lim Johnson Ball Purdom Hermansson Harris
Rebel Beach Invitational      
Reynolds Lake Oconee Indiv. Champ.      Flori, Harris, Holliday, Lim
SunTrust Gator Invitational      
Evans Derby Experience      
Henssler Intercollegiate      
Liz Murphey Collegiate Classic      
SEC Championship      
NCAA Regionals      





DATE TOURNAMENT  FINISH/TEAMS  SCORE  TOP FINISHER
Sept. 12-13 Mercedes-Benz Championship T10/15 290-295-294--879 Hermansson/T19
Sept. 23-25  Lady Paladin Invitational  7/20 289-295-300--884 Bentley/T15
Oct. 7-9  Ron Moore Women’s Intercollegiate 7/18 296-296-285--877 Toennessen/T12
Oct. 23-25  Palmetto Intercollegiate 4/20 290-293-305--888 Harris/1
Feb. 20-21  Central District Invitational 10/14 308-312-312--932 Flori/T35 
Feb. 27-28 The Gold Rush 6/14 298-301-304--903 Bentley/T15 
Mar. 10-12  MountainView Collegiate Invitational 8/13 296-299-297--892 Bentley/T27 
Mar. 17-19 3M Augusta Invitational T7/14 301-296-308--907 Flori/T8 
Apr. 2-4 Hawkeye El Tigre Invitational 7/14 298-309-294--901 Flori/T2
Apr. 21-23 SEC Women’s Golf Championship 13/14 296-295-300--891 Toennessen/T40
INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS
NAME  TOURN. ROUNDS  STROKES  AVG.  BEST 18  BEST 54  TOP 5  TOP 10  TOP 20 BEST FINISH
Laura Hoskin 2  6 445 74.17 72 221 --- --- --- T34 
Martina Flori 9  27 2,022 74.88 67 215 1 2 3 T2 
Pi-Lillebi Hermansson 9  27 2,026 75.04 70 217  --- --- 3 T12
Katy Harris 9  27 2,028 75.11 69 212  1  1  1 1 
Maria Toennessen 9  27 2,059 76.26 69  217  ---  ---  1  T12
Madisen Bentley 9  27 2,063 76.41 70 217 --- --- 2 T15
Kie Purdom 6  18 1,394 77.44 73 226 --- --- --- T25
TEAM  10  30 8,954 298.47 285 877 1  9 9 4th
Mercedes-Benz Collegiate Championship
Sept. 12-13
Knoxville, Tenn. (Cherokee Country Club)
TEAM STANDINGS
1. Florida 281-289-280--850 
T2. Illinois  278-285-292--855 
T2. Kent State 286-283-286--855 
4. Brigham Young 292-284-288--864 
T5. Maryland 285-290-290--865 
T5. Tennessee 282-294-289--865 
7. Southern Methodist 294-284-292--869 
8. North Carolina 296-284-292--872 
9. Chattanooga 295-289-290--874 
T10. Ole Miss 290-295-294--879 
T10. Wake Forest 293-291-295--879 
12. Middle Tennessee 302-297-300--899 
13. UT-San Antonio 302-302-298--902 
14. Memphis 302-298-299--904 
15. Virginia Tech 310-296-308--914
OLE MISS GOLFERS
T19. Pi-Lillebi Hermansson 72-70-75--217 
T38. Maria Toennessen 74-79-69--222  
T45. Katy Harris 77-73-73--223  
T51. Laura Hoskin 72-75-77--224  
64. Martina Flori 72-77-81--230  
Lady Paladin Invitational
Sept. 23-25
Greenville, S.C. (Furman University Golf Course)
TEAM STANDINGS
1. Texas 283-284-286--853
2. Furman 281-286-288--855  
3. Illinois 286-286-290--862 
4. Augusta 300-278-288--866 
5. Middle Tennessee 282-301-287--870  
6. Missouri 287-298-296--881
7. Ole Miss 289-295-300--884  
8. Virginia Tech 291-296-303--890  
9. East Tennessee State 304-297-290--891
10. Kennesaw State 303-295-295--893
11. Tulsa 299-304-292--895
12. Daytona State 293-299-304--896
T13. UNC Wilmington 303-301-296--900
T13. Maryland 293-297-310--900
T15. Minnesota 305-304-298--907 
T15. Mercer 308-293-306--907
17. Georgetown 301-307-300--908  
18. New Mexico 302-291-302--911  
19. Georgia State 296-320-310--926 
20. Wofford 309-319-318--946 
OLE MISS GOLFERS
T15. Madisen Bentley 73-71-73--217  
T34. Laura Hoskin 72-73-76--221 
T51. Maria Toennessen 72-78-75--225 
T53. Katy Harris 77-73-76--226
*T64. Kie Purdom 73-81-76--230   
T74. Pi-Lillebi Hermansson 72-82-78--232
Ron Moore Women’s Intercollegiate
Oct. 7-9






5. Colorado State 292-302-281--875
6. Nebraska 293-295-288--876
7. Ole Miss 296-296-285--877
8. Long Beach State 296-297-288--881
T9. Fresno State 299-300-286--885
T9. Nevada 305-297-283--885
11. Delaware 295-301-294--890
12. UC Riverside 303-294-299--896
13. San Francisco 303-301-298--902
T14. Wyoming 297-309-304--910
T14. Northern Colorado 308-308-294--910
16. South Dakota 302-304-305--911
17. UALR 305-308-312--925
18. North Dakota State 313-316-299--928
OLE MISS GOLFERS
T12. Maria Toennessen 75-72-70--217
T24. Pi-Lillebi Hermansson 74-74-71--219
T34. Katy Harris 71-77-73--221
T41. Martina Flori 76-75-72--223
T50. Madisen Bentley 78-75-72--225 
Palmetto Intercollegiate
Oct. 23-25
Kiawah Island, S.C. (Turtle Point Golf Course)
TEAM STANDINGS
1. Campbell 300-286-293--879
2. Coastal Carolina 292-285-304--881
3. College of Charleston 299-287-297--883
4. Ole Miss 290-293-305--888
5. Kennesaw State 299-298-297--894
6. Chattanooga  292-299-305--896
7. Daytona State College 303-296-298--897
8. Augusta 300-294-304--898
9. Mercer 305-295-303--903
10. East Tennessee State 307-294-307--908
11. North Florida 310-313-296--919
12. Boston University 315-305-301--921
13. Troy 307-303-313--923
14. Elon 302-306-319--927
15. South Florida 313-314-307--934
16. UNCG 312-309-314--935
17. Northern Arizona  326-313-310--949






20. Illinois State 328-315-318--961
OLE MISS GOLFERS
1. Katy Harris 73-70-69--212
18: Pi-Lillebi Hermansson 74-75-74--223
T19: Martina Flori 73-71-80--224
T47. Madisen Bentley 70-78-82--230
T72: Maria Toennessen 78-77-84--239
Central District Invitational
Feb. 20-21





4. North Carolina 298-301-297--896
5. Maryland 293-308-299--900
T6. Augusta 297-299-313--909
T6. Michigan State 304-300-305--909
8. Toledo 307-304-299--910
9. UNCW 297-326-304--927
10. Ole Miss 308-312-312--932
11. Nebraska 316-314-307--937




T35. Martina Flori  73-76-83--232
T35. Pi-Lillebi Hermansson  74-80-78--232
T47. Maria Toennessen  84-75-77--236
T54. Kie Purdom  81-82-75--238
T56. Madisen Bentley  80-81-82--243
The Gold Rush
Feb. 27-28
Seal Beach, Calif. (Old Ranch Country Club)
TEAM STANDINGS
1. San Jose State 289-287-293--869
2. Brigham Young 293-292-295--880
3. Idaho 297-300-286—883
4. Long Beach State 296-298-294--888
5. Gonzaga 300-291-301--892
6. Ole Miss 298-301-304--903
7. UC Irvine 302-305-300--907
8. Colorado State 305-299-308--912
9. Fresno State 305-308-302—915
10. Nevada 306-307-303--916
11. Santa Clara 304-308-305--917
12. Boise State 309-312-312—933
13. UC Riverside 311-315-313--939
14. Montana 313-313-324--950
OLE MISS GOLFERS
* T15. Madisen Bentley 74-75-74-223
T25. Kie Purdom 75-74-77--226
T33. Maria Toennessen 78-76-74--228
T33. Katy Harris 70-77-81--228
T36. Martina Flori 75-74-80--229
T39. Pi-Lillebi Hermansson 81-77-73--231
MountainView Collegiate Invitational
Mar. 10-12
Tucson, Ariz. (MountainView Golf Club)
TEAM STANDINGS
1. Arizona 278-283-289--850





T6. Kansas State 292-303-293--888
8. Ole Miss 296-299-297--892
9. Central Arkansas 294-299-302--895
10. Middle Tennessee State 307-301-293--901
11. North Texas 307-305-295--907
12. Colorado State 310-306-300--916
13. Redlands CC 318-332-322--972
OLE MISS GOLFERS
T27. Madisen Bentley 75-72-76--223
T33. Katy Harris 73-75-76--224
T33. Martina Flori 79-73-72--224
T47. Kie Purdom 75-80-73--228
T55. Maria Toennessen 73-79-79--231
3M Augusta Invitational
Mar. 17-19
Augusta, Ga. (Forest Hills Golf Club)
TEAM STANDINGS
1. Purdue 288-296-294--878 
2. Tennessee 288-296-298--882 
3. Augusta 307-288-290--885 
4. Memphis 292-296-300--888 
5. Troy 298-298-297--893 
6. Kennesaw State 297-304-302--903 
T7. Ole Miss 301-298-308--907 
T7. East Tennessee State 300-295-312--907 
T7. Daytona State College 287-308-312--907 
10. Columbia 308-307-306--921 
11. Virginia Tech 308-309-308--925
12. James Madison 310-296-322--928 
T13. Eastern Michigan 311-306-315--932 
T13. Coastal Carolina 305-315-312--932
OLE MISS GOLFERS
T8. Martina Flori 75-72-73--220
T35. Pi-Lillebi Hermansson 77-77-75--229
T43. Kie Purdom 77-73-81--231 
T49. Madisen Bentley 75-76-81--232 
T49. Katy Harris 74-79-79--232 
Hawkeye El Tigre Invitational
Apr. 2-4





4. Kennesaw State 303-296-297--896
T5. Kansas 301-295-302--898
T5. Cal State Fullerton 307-301-290--898
7. Ole Miss 298-309-294--901
8. New Mexico State 309-301-297--907
9. Nebraska 318-301-290--909
T10. Iowa 317-297-296--910





T2. Martina Flori 74-74-67--215
T12. Pi-Lillebi Hermansson 71-74-75--220
T54. Katy Harris 75-83-77--235
T65. Maria Toennessen 82-81-75--238
*T68. Madisen Bentley 84-81-74--239
71. Kie Purdom 78-80-83--241
SEC Women’s Golf Championship
Apr. 21-23






T5. Texas A&M 282-290-288--860





11. Mississippi State 295-300-292--887
12. Missouri 302-295-292--889
13. Ole Miss 296-295-300--891
14. Auburn 300-297-297--894
OLE MISS GOLFERS
T40. Maria Toennessen 74-74-75--223
T40. Pi-Lillebi Hermansson 75-73-75--223
T46. Martina Flori 72-79-74--225
T56. Katy Harris 76-69-82--227
T63. Madisen Bentley 75-80-76--231
2016-17 STATISTICS
Katy Harris became the first individual champion of  the Kory 
Henkes era, shooting 212 (-4) to win the Palmetto Intercollegiate.
Martina Flori tied for second at El Tigre Invitational, shooting 
5-under (67) in the final round to finish at a career-best 215.
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SEASON COACH TOURN ROUNDS STROKE WINS TOP 5 WINS PAR OR - PAR OR - IN THE 60S SEC NCAA REG BIRDIES EAGLES  
   AVG (18) (TEAM) (TEAM) (TEAM) (INDIV) (INDIV) (INDIV) FINISH FINISH
1986-87 Beth Estes 7 18 376.7 0 1 0 0 0 0 8th 
1987-88 Beth Estes 10 28 337.3 0 0 1 0 0 0 8th
1988-89 Beth Estes 10 30 334.5 0 2 0 0 0 0 8th
1989-90 Larry Wagster 11 27 346.1 0 6 0 0 1 0 8th
1990-91 Larry Wagster 11 29 326.6 0 3 2 0 0 0 8th
1991-92 Keil Purdom 10 27 323.5 2 5 2 0 2 1 9th
1992-93 Keil Purdom 11 28 324.0 3 5 3 0 2 0 10th
1993-94 Keil Purdom 11 28 306.1 0 3 0 0 0 0 10th
1994-95 Keil Purdom 11 26 320.4 2 5 1 0 0 0 8th
1995-96 Keil Purdom 10 24 318.2 2 4 1 0 1 0 8th
1996-97 Keil Purdom 11 30 318.4 0 5 0 0 1 0 10th
1997-98 Keil Purdom 11 32 300.4 1 7 3 0 5 1 6th 15th
1998-99 Keil Purdom 10 28 306.7 1 6 2 1 11 2 3rd 16th
1999-00 Keil Purdom 9 30 315.5 0 3 0 0 2 1 11th
2000-01 Keil Purdom 9 27 317.4 0 1 0 0 2 0 9th
2001-02 Meghan Bogler 10 28 310.6 1 5 0 1 7 0 9th
2002-03 Meghan Bolger 11 32 309.8 0 4 0 1 3 1 11th 19th
2003-04 Meghan Bolger 11 33 308.7 1 7 0 0 15 3 8th 19th
2004-05 Meghan Bolger 10 28 312.3 0 1 0 0 8 1 12th 
2005-06 Meghan Bolger 10 30 302.6 0 0 0 0 3 1 12th
2006-07 Meghan Bolger 10 28 316.6 0 2 0 0 8 0 12th
2007-08 Michele Drinkard 9 27 309.9 0 2 0 0 12 2 10th
2008-09 Michele Drinkard 10 28 300.7 1 5 1 1 23 3 7th 17th
2009-10 Michele Drinkard 11 30 308.4 0 2 0 2 12 1 8th 12th
2010-11 Michele Drinkard 10 30 304.6 0 4 1 2 21 7 11th 14th
2011-12 Michele Drinkard 10 30 301.1 0 3 0 1 15 4 10th 13th
2012-13 Michele Drinkard 11 31 302.6 0 2 0 0 18 3 12th 18th
2013-14 Michele Drinkard 9 26 305.2 0 2 0 0 14 2 14th
2014-15 Michele Drinkard 9 27 306.2 1 2 2 0 16 5 14th
2015-16 Kory Henkes 10 30 303.1 0 4 0 3 18 5 7th  340 7
2016-17 Kory Henkes 10 30 298.5 0 1 1 1 27 4 13th  360 5
2017-18 Kory Henkes 5 15 292.6 3 5 2 5 33 9   251  3
ALL-TIME SEASON TOTALS
OLE MISS RECORD BOOK
OLE MISS RECORD BOOK
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TEAM TOURNAMENT TITLES
TOURNAMENT DATE SCORE HIGHEST UM FINISH/PLACE (SCORE) 
Tennessee Tech/Vanderbilt Golf  Classic Oct. 26-27, 1991 310-308--618 Chris Dacri/1st (151)  
Hartford-Holiday Inn Classic April 11-12, 1992 326-334--660 Sarah Britt/1st (160)  
Lady Sunshine Invitational Sept. 12-13, 1992 298-306--604 Sarah Britt/2nd (153)
Mississippi Intercollegiate Oct. 12-13, 1992 315-308--623 Sarah Britt/2nd (156) 
USA Lady Jag Invitational April 22-25, 1993 304-308-308--920 Sarah Britt/1st (221)
Mardi Gras Invitational Feb. 10-12, 1995 324-325--649 Lauren Mellen/2nd (152)
Owl Preview Classic Feb. 20-21, 1995 311 Joanne Caldwell, Angela Chancellor/T3rd (76)
Lady Rebel Intercollegiate Sept. 30-Oct. 1, 1995 310-305--615 Joanne Caldwell/1st (149)
Owl Preview Classic Feb. 19-20, 1996 313-313--626 Lauren Mellen/2nd (152)
Tulane Green Wave Classic Nov. 3-4, 1997 322-314-306--942 Lauren Mellen/1st (223)
Lady Rebel Intercollegiate Oct. 3-4, 1998 299-295--594 Megan Breen/1st (145)
Beacon Woods Invitational Oct 12-14, 2001 297-302-286--885 Teesha Ash/3rd (217)
Waterlefe Invitational Mar. 15-16, 2004 306-302-318--926 Nikki Hadd, Adrienne White/T5th (229)
Johnie Imes Invitational Sept. 29-30, 2008 300-299-301--900 Dori Carter/2nd (213)
Samford Intercollegiate March 23-24, 2015 308-302-297--907 Stani Schiavone/1st (215)
Magnolia Invitational Oct. 1-3, 2017 278-289-287--854 Julia Johnson/1st (209)
Palmetto Intercollegiate Oct. 22-24, 2017 290-301-292--883 Diane Lim/1st (213)
Rainbow Wahine Invitational Oct. 31-Nov. 1, 2017 287-286-288--861 Katy Harris/2nd (212)
NAME TOURNAMENT DATE SCORE TEAM FINISH/SCORE 
Veronica McFadden Lady Governor Invitational April 22-23, 1988 81-79--160 329-332--661
Chris Dacri North-South Women’s Collegiate Feb. 18-19, 1991 77-75-83--255     T2nd/326-320-331--977
Sarah Britt Azalea/Seahawk Invitational April 12-14, 1991 81-75-75--231 2nd/333-311-308--952
Chris Dacri Tennessee Tech/Vanderbilt Oct. 26-27, 1991 76-75--151 1st/310-308--618
Sarah Britt Hartford-Holiday Inn Classic April 11-12, 1992 79-81--160 1st/326-334--660
Sarah Britt Lady Sunshine Invitational Sept. 12-13, 1992 74-73--147 2nd/312-315--627
Angela Chancellor Mississippi Intercollegiate Oct. 12-13, 1992 80-73--153 1st/623
Sarah Britt South Alabama Invitational April 22-25, 1993 73-72-76--221 1st/304-308-308--920
Lauren Mellen Mardi Gras Invitational Feb. 10-12, 1995 77-79--156 1st/324-325--649
Joanne Caldwell Lady Rebel Intercollegiate Sept. 30-Oct. 1, 1995 76-73--149 1st/310-305--615
Robyn Rinaldo Lady Seminole Classic Sept. 12-14, 1997 70-75-75--220 5th/304-306-302--912
Megan Breen Beacon Woods Invitational Oct. 10-12, 1997 75-73-75--223 2nd/309-310-307--926
Lauren Mellen Tulane Green Wave Classic Nov. 3-4, 1997 75-75-73--223 1st/322-314-306--942
Megan Breen Lady Rebel Intercollegiate Oct. 3-4, 1998 74-71--145 1st/299-295--594
Robyn Rinaldo Central Florida Invitational Feb. 15-16, 1999 73-70--143 2nd/310-299-609
Dori Carter Rebel Intercollegiate Apr. 3-5, 2009 73-73-71--217 2nd/307-306-288--901
Natalie Gleadall Cougar Classic Sept. 12-14, 2010 75-69-67--211 2nd/300-284-284--868
Abby Newton Memphis FedEx Intercollegiate Sept. 8-9, 2014 73-68-69--210 3rd/296-294-296--886 
Stani Schiavone Samford Intercollegiate  March 23-24, 2015 76-74-65--215 1st/308-302-297--907
Katy Harris Palmetto Intercollegiate Oct. 23-25, 2016 73-70-69--212 4th/290-293-305--888
Julia Johnson Magnolia Invitational Oct. 1-3, 2017 68-69-72--209 1st/278-289-287--854
Diane Lim Palmetto Intercollegiate Oct. 22-24, 2017 68-74-71--213 1st/290-301-292--883
Julia Johnson Rebel Beach Invitational Feb. 26-27, 2018 73-73-70--216 2nd/294-300-289--883 
INDIVIDUAL TOURNAMENT TITLES
TEAM AND INDIVIDUAL TITLES
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LOWEST 18-HOLE  SCORE
65 .............................................................................Abby Newton (2015 CSU Fall Invitational - R2)
65 .................................................................. Stani Schiavone (2015 Samford Intercollegiate - R3)
65* ..................................................................... Dori Carter (2008 Alabama Crimson Classic - R3)
67 ..............................................................................Martina Flori (2017 El Tigre Invitational - R3)
67 .................................................................................Natalie Gleadall (2010 Cougar Classic - R3)
67 ............................................................................. Nikki Hadd (2003 Lady Gator Inviational - R2)
68 ..........................................Nine tied at 68, MR: Diane Lim (2017 Palmetto Intercollegiate - R1)
* Course Record
LOWEST 54-HOLE SCORE
205 ............................................................................. Dori Carter (2008 Alabama Crimson Classic)
207 ..............................................................Natalie Gleadall (2010 Mercedes Benz Championship)
209 ................................................................................. Julia Johnson (2017 Magnolia Invitational)
210 ............................................................................ Abby Newton (2015 Samford Intercollegiate)
211 .....................................................................Dori Carter (2008 Mercedes Benz Championship)
211 .......................................................................................Natalie Gleadall (2010 Cougar Classic)
211 ................................................................................. Sara Grantham (2010 SEC Championship)
212 ........................................................................ Katy Harris (2017 Rainbow Wahine Invitational)
212 ...............................................................................Katy Harris (2016 Palmetto Intercollegiate)
LOWEST 18-HOLE SEASON AVERAGE (MIN. 15 ROUNDS)
72.78  ...............................................................................................................Dori Carter, 2008-09
73.83 ................................................................................................................Dori Carter, 2007-08
73.87 ........................................................................................................ Natalie Gleadall, 2010-11
74.59 ............................................................................................................ Abby Newton, 2013-14
74.71 ................................................................................................................Nikki Hadd, 2004-05









278 ..............................................................................2017 Magnolia Invitational (R1)
278 ................................................................................2015 CSU Fall Invitational (R2)
284 ................................................................................2015 CSU Fall Invitational (R3)
284 ................................................................................. 2010 SEC Championship (R1)
285 ..................................................................... 2016 Ron Moore Intercollegiate (R2)
LOWEST TOURNAMENT TOTAL
853 ........................................................................................ 2015 CSU Fall Invitational
854 ...................................................................................... 2017 Magnolia Invitational
861 ........................................................................... 2017 Rainbow Wahine Invitational
876 ................................................................................................ 2011 Cougar Classic
876 ..........................................................................................2010 SEC Championship
MOST TOURNAMENT WINS (SEASON)
3 ...................................................................................................... 1992-93, 2017-18
2 ..................................................................................... 1991-92, 1994-95, 1995-96
MOST TOP FIVE FINISHES (SEASON)
7 ...................................................................................................... 1997-98, 2003-04
6 ...................................................................................................... 1989-90, 1998-99
5 ....................................................................................Six tied with five, MR: 2017-18
MOST TOP TEN FINISHES (SEASON)
10 ...................................................................1992-93, 1994-95, 1997-98, 1998-99
9 ....................................................1989-90, 1990-91, 1996-97, 2003-04, 2016-17
8 ...................................................................................................... 1991-92, 1995-96
MOST INDIVIDUAL TOURNAMENT WINS (SEASON)
3 ..................................................................................... 1992-93, 1997-98, 2017-18
2 .....................................................................1990-91, 1991-92, 1998-99, 2014-15
MOST TOURNAMENT SWEEPS (SEASON)
2 ..................................................................................... 1991-92, 1992-93, 2017-18
MOST TEAM ROUNDS PAR OR UNDER (SEASON)
5 ...................................................................................................................... 2017-18
3 ...................................................................................................................... 2015-16
2 ...................................................................................................... 2009-10, 2010-11





MOST INDIVIDUAL ROUNDS IN THE 60S (SEASON)
9 ...................................................................................................................... 2017-18
7 ...................................................................................................................... 2010-11
5 ...................................................................................................... 2014-15, 2015-16




MOST BIRDIES (TOURNAMENT) - SINCE 2015-16
56 ........................................................................................ 2017 Magnolia Invitational
50 ............................................................................. 2017 Rainbow Wahine Invitational
47 .................................................................2016 Ron Moore Women’s Intercollegiate
42 .......................................................................................... 2015 CSU Fall Invitational
40 ................................................................................... 2016 Palmetto Intercollegiate
MOST BIRDIES (ROUND) - SINCE 2015-16
20 .....................................................................................2015 CSU Fall Invitational R2
19 ................................................................................... 2017 Magnolia Invitational R1
19 ................................................................................... 2017 Magnolia Invitational R2
19 ........................................................................2017 Rainbow Wahine Invitational R2





Ole Miss after shooting a program-best 278 in Round 1 at Old Waverly Golf  Club. The Rebels went on to win 
the inaugural Magnolia Invitational (278-288-287--854).
TEAM RECORDS
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STROKE AVERAGE (CAREER) (MIN 45 ROUNDS) (SINCE 2003-04) 
74.97 ............................................................................................................. Dori Carter (2005-09) 
75.45 ...................................................................................................... Natalie Gleadall (2009-12) 
75.85 ......................................................................................................Stani Schiavone (2012-15) 
75.95 ........................................................................................................Haley Sanders (2009-13) 
76.01 .................................................................................................... Ericka Schneider (2011-13)
MOST INDIVIDUAL TITLES (CAREER)
4 ....................................................................................................................................... Sarah Britt
2 ....................................... Julia Johnson, Robyn Rinaldo, Megan Breen, Chris Dacri, Lauren Mellen
MOST TOP FIVE FINISHES (SEASON)
5 .......................................................................................................................Dori Carter, 2007-08
5 .......................................................................................................................Chris Dacri, 1991-92
5 .................................................................................................................. Megan Breen, 1997-98
5 ................................................................................................................. Lauren Mellen, 1997-98
5 .......................................................................................................................Sarah Britt, 1992-93
4 ................................................................................................................... Julia Johnson, 2017-18
4 .......................................................................................................................Dori Carter, 2008-09
4 .......................................................................................................................Dori Carter, 2007-08
4 ................................................................................................................ Adrienne White, 2003-04
4 ................................................................................................................. Robyn Rinaldo, 1998-99
4 ...................................................................................................... Sarah Britt, 1989-90; 1991-92
4 .................................................................................................................. Megan Breen, 1997-98
MOST TOP FIVE FINISHES (CAREER)
14 .....................................................................................................................Sarah Britt, 1990-93
10 .....................................................................................................................Dori Carter, 2006-09
9 .................................................................................................................. Megan Breen, 1995-99
8 ................................................................................................................. Robyn Rinaldo, 1996-99
7 ............................................................................................................ Angela Chancellor, 1992-95
7 ................................................................................................................. Lauren Mellen, 1995-98
7 .......................................................................................................................Chris Dacri, 1989-92
MOST TOP TEN FINISHES (SEASON)
8 .................................................................................................................. Megan Breen, 1998-99
7 ................................................................................................................ Adrienne White, 2003-04
6 ...................................................................................................... Sarah Britt, 1992-93; 1989-90
MOST TOP TEN FINISHES (CAREER)
19 ................................................................................................................ Megan Breen, 1995-99
17 .....................................................................................................................Sarah Britt, 1990-93
15 ............................................................................................................... Lauren Mellen, 1995-98
14 ................................................................................................................ Dori Carter, 2005-2009
MOST ROUNDS PAR OR UNDER (SEASON)
14 .....................................................................................................................Dori Carter, 2008-09
10 .....................................................................................................................Dori Carter, 2007-08
10 ................................................................................................................. Julia Johnson, 2017-18
8 ................................................................................................................... Abby Newton, 2013-04
7 ............................................................................................................... Natalie Gleadall, 2010-11
7 ....................................................................................................................Martina Flori, 2016-17
MOST ROUNDS PAR OR UNDER (CAREER)
31 .....................................................................................................................Dori Carter, 2005-09
19 ................................................................................................................. Abby Newton, 2012-16
14 ............................................................................................................. Natalie Gleadall, 2007-11
12 .............................................................................................................. Sara Grantham, 2006-10
11 .....................................................................................................................Nikki Hadd, 2001-05
ROUNDS IN THE 60S (SEASON)
5 ............................................................................................................... Natalie Gleadall, 2010-11
3 ................................................................................................................... Abby Newton, 2014-15
ROUNDS IN THE 60S (CAREER)
7 ............................................................................................................... Natalie Gleadall, 2007-11
6 ................................................................................................................... Abby Newton, 2012-16
5 .......................................................................................................................Dori Carter, 2005-09
4 ...................................................................................................................... Katy Harris, 2016-18
BIRDIES (ROUND) - SINCE 2015-16
7 ................................................................... Pi-Lillebi Hermansson, 2017 Magnolia Invitational R2
7 ..................................................................................Julia Johnson, 2017 Magnolia Invitational R1
7 ................................................................... Conner Beth Ball, 2017 Ocean Course Invitational R1
BIRDIES (TOURNAMENT) - SINCE 2015-16
17 ..................................................................................... Julia Johnson, 2017 Magnolia Invitational
14 ....................................................................... Conner Beth Ball, 2017 Ocean Course Invitational
13 ....................................................................................... Kie Purdom, 2017 Magnolia Invitational
13 ...................................................................................Katy Harris, 2016 Palmetto Intercollegiate
13 ................................................................................ Abby Newton, 2016 Notre Dame Clover Cup
BIRDIES (SEASON) - SINCE 2015-16
74 ................................................................................................................. Abby Newton, 2015-16
70 .................................................................................................................... Katy Harris, 2016-17
64 ..................................................................................................................Martina Flori, 2016-17
60 .........................................................................................................Maria Toennessen, 2016-17
60 ............................................................................................................ Madisen Bentley, 2016-17
BIRDIES (CAREER) - SINCE 2015-16
111 .......................................................................................................... Madisen Bentley, 2015-17
101 ................................................................................................................Martina Flori, 2015-19
92 .................................................................................................................... Katy Harris, 2016-18
91 ................................................................................................... Pi-Lillebi Hermansson, 2016-20
87 .........................................................................................................Maria Toennessen, 2015-17
EAGLES (SEASON) - SINCE 2015-16
3 ................................................................................................................... Abby Newton, 2015-16
2 ..................................................................................................... Pi-Lillebi Hermansson, 2017-18
2 ....................................................................................................................Martina Flori, 2016-17
EAGLES (CAREER) - SINCE 2015-16
3 ..................................................................................................... Pi-Lillebi Hermansson, 2016-20
3 ................................................................................................................... Abby Newton, 2015-16
2 ....................................................................................................................Martina Flori, 2015-19
Julia Johnson knocked down seven birdies in Round 1 as she established a program record of  17 birdies at the 





Sept. 26-28 Lady Seminole Invitational 17th/374-388-375--1137
Oct. 5-7 Memphis Women’s Intercollegiate 15th/372-397-370--1139
Oct. 31-Nov. 2 Tiger-Tide Women’s Intercollegiate 17th/388-384-371--1143
March 18-20 Lady Eagle Invitational 13th/373-367--740
April 3-5 South Alabama Invitational 3rd/369-364--733
April 10-12 Lady Tiger Invitational 12th/388-361--749




Sept. 25-27 Lady Seminole Invitational 18th/338-344-332--1014
Oct. 4-6 Memphis Women’s Intercollegiate 16th/352-347-332--1039
Oct. 15-17 Lady Kat Invitational 15th/330-337-345--1012
Oct. 30-Nov. 1 Tiger-Tide Intercollegiate 15th/350-348-347--1045
March 6-8 Lady Troy Invitational 338-337-347--1022
March 25-26 Lady Topper Invitational 345-349--694
April 8-10 Seahawk-Azalea Inviational 337-336-328--1001
April 15-17 USA-Gulf  Shores Inviational 324-340-332--996
April 22-23 Lady Governor Invitational 329-332--661
May 6-8 SEC Championships 8th/324-327-320--971
1988-89
DATE TOURNAMENT SCORE
Sept. 23-25 Lady Seminole Classic 12th/427-426-445--1027
Oct. 2-4 Memphis Intercollegiate 16th/343-337-349--1029
Oct. 13-15 Lady Kat Invitational 10th/343-345-339--1026
Oct. 28-30 Tiger-Tide Invitational 11th/329-332-342--1003
Nov. 11-13 Lady Blazer Invitational 6th/320-331-324--975
March 3-5 Hudson Industries Invitational 16th/334-330-331--1005
March 12-14 North-South Classic 5th/343-334-331--1008
March 19-21 Peggy Kirk Bell Invitational 5th/334-328-320--982
April 13-16 Gulf  Shores Invitational 12th/330-327-318--975




Oct. 1-3 Memphis Intercollegiate 11th/331-317-319--867
Oct. 12-14 Lady Kat Invitational 9th/332-324-320--966
Oct. 27-29 Tiger-Tide Invitational 18th/331-311-321--963
Nov. 10-12 Lady Blazer Invitational 3rd/326-332-319--977
Dec. 1-3 Lady Seminole Invitational T4th/313-320-338--971
Feb. 12-13 North-South Women’s Collegiate 5th/326-334-332-992
Feb. 26-28 Rio Pinar/UCF Invitational 5th/329-321-316--966
Mar. 19-20 Lady Eagle Invitational 2nd/328-333--661
April 13-15 Mizzou Invitational 3rd/315-323--638
April 20-22 USA Lady Jags Invitational 8th/323-319-321--972
May 4-6 SEC Championships 8th/324-347--671
1990-91
DATE TOURNAMENT SCORE
Sept. 22-24 Neva McCall/Alabama Intercollegiate 6th/328-352-336--1016
Sept. 29-Oct. 2 True Temper Memphis Intercollegiate 7th/310-326-319--955
Oct. 10-13 Lady Kat Invitational 7th/331-319-650
Nov. 2-4 Tiger-Tide Intercollegiate 16th/345-327-330--1002
Feb. 18-19 North-South Women’s Collegiate T2nd/326-320-331--977
March 1-3 McDonald’s UCF Rotary 11th/334-326--660
March 15-17 LSU-Fairwood Invitational T8th/317-319-323--959
April 5 Ole Miss-Jackson State 1st/333
April 12-14 Azalea/Seahawk Invitational 2nd/333-311-308--952
April 19-21 USA Lady Jaguars Invitational 9th/306-332-333--995
May 3-5 SEC Championships 8th/330-332-333-995
1991-92
DATE TOUNAMENT SCORE
Sept. 14-15 Lady Sunshine Invitational 2nd/312-315--627
Sept. 29-Oct. 1 True Temper Memphis Intercollegiate 8th/320-331-321--972
Oct. 6-8 Neva McCall-Alabama Intercollegiate 4th/327-337-325--989
Oct. 26-27 Tennessee Tech/Vanderbilt Golf  Classic 1st/310-308--618*
Nov. 1-3 Tiger-Tide Intercollegiate 11th/334-328-339--1001
Feb 21-23 Central Florida Invitational 9th/323-330-341--994
March 19-21 LSU/Fairwood Invitational 11th/332-334-312--978
April 11-12 Hartford-Holiday Inn Golf  Classic 1st/326-334--660
April 24-26 USA Lady Jags Intercollegiate T5th/313-301-318--948




Sept. 12-13 Lady Sunshine Invitational 1st/298-306--604
Sept. 27-29 True Temper Memphis Intercollegiate 7th/334-317-336--987
Oct. 12-13 Mississippi Intercollegiate 1st/315-308--623
Oct. 30-Nov. 2 Tiger-Tide Intercollegiate 5th/308-310-330--948
Nov. 13-15 Carolyn Cudone Intercollegiate 15th/349-357-360--1066 
March 8-9 Peggy Kirk Bell Invitational 4th/318-321-321-960
March 11-12 Snowbird Classic 6th/329-327--656
March 19-21 LSU-Fairwood Invitational T8th/314-327--641
April 10-11 Lady Buckeye Invitational 9th/343-344-329--1016
April 22-25 USA Lady Jag Invitational 1st/304-308-308--920
April 30-May 2 SEC Championships 10th/323-327--650
1993-94
DATE TOURNAMENT SCORE
Sept. 25-26 Lady Sunshine Invitational 2nd/322-312--634
Oct. 3-5 MSU Intercollegiate T10th/338-317-332--987
Oct. 11-12 Samford Classic 9th/332-333--655
Oct. 29-31 Tiger-Tide Invitational 7th/321-319--640
Nov. 12-14 Carolyn Cudone Championship 16th/341-339-333--1013
March 5-6 Spring Hill Invitational 2nd/338-336--674 
March 14-15 Peggy Kirk Bell Invitational 13th/333-333-332--998
March 18-20 LSU-Fairwood Invitational 13th/320-333--321--973
March 28-29 Fighting Camel Invitational 3rd/324-328--652
April 8-10 Lexel/USF Invitational T14th/330-327-332--989




Sept. 16-18 Lady Seminole Invitational T8th/329-320--649
Sept. 23-25 Evalyn Jordan Invitational 6th/318-322--640
Oct. 7-9 Lady Kat Invitational 13th/321-320-325--966
Nov. 7-8 Lady Panther Classic 2nd/329-316--645 
Feb. 10-12 Mardi Gras Invitational 1st/324-325--649
Feb. 20-21 Owl Preview Classic 1st/311
March 17-19 LSU/Fairwood Invitational 4th/306-313-314--933
March 20-21 Golden Eagle Invitational 3rd/324-323--647
March 29-31 Rainbow Wahine Invitational 7th/325-323-313--961
April 14-16 Liz Murphey Collegiate Classic 9th/325-313-318--956







Sept. 22-24 Auburn Intercollegiate 6th/308-315--623
Sept. 30-Oct. 1 Lady Rebel Intercollegiate 1st/310-305--615
Oct. 13-15 Beacon Woods Invitational 8th/304-319-319--942
Oct. 30-31 San Diego State Invitational T5th/327-321--648 
Feb. 19-20 Owl Preview Classic 1st/313-313--626
March 8-10 Fripp Island Intercollegiate 19th/348-352--700
March 15-17 LSU/Fairwood Invitational T7th/321-303-317--941
March 25-26 River Wilderness Invitational T3rd/312-302-318--932
April 12-14 Liz Murphey Collegiate Classic  15th/324-331-320--975
April 19-21 SEC Championships 8th/320-315--635
1996-97
DATE TOURNAMENT SCORE
Sept 13-15 Lady Seminole Invitational 5th/322-309-306--937
Sept. 20-22 Auburn Tiger Invitational 7th/313-306--619
Oct. 5-6 Lady Rebel Intercollegiate 2nd/316-311--627
Oct. 11-13 Beacon Woods Invitational 3rd/308-307-315--930
Oct. 18-20 Lady Paladin Invitational 18th/316-332-330--978 
Feb. 9-11 FAU/Miami Preview Classic 4th/318-315-315--948
Feb. 24-25 Tulane Green Wave Classic 3rd/320-321--641
Mach 14-16 LSU/Fairwood Invitational 8th/315-317-321--953
March 25-27 Rainbow Wahine Invitational T8th/331-318-324--973
April 10-13 Liz Murphey Collegiate Classic 19th/337-324-333--994
April 18-20 SEC Championships 10th/328-320-304--952
1997-98
DATE TOURNAMENT SCORE
Sept. 12-14 Lady Seminole Classic 5th/304-306-302--912
Sept. 19-21 Auburn Tiger Invitational 9th/303-319-302--924
Oct. 4-5 Lady Rebel Intercollegiate 3rd/312-305--617
Oct. 10-12 Beacon Woods Invitational 2nd/309-310-307--926
Nov. 3-4 Tulane Green Wave Classic 1st/322-314-306-942 
Feb. 16-17 FAU/Miami Preview Classic T4th/329-327-326--982
Feb. 27-Mar. 1 Lady Gator Invitational 5th/299-307-293--899 
March 13-15 LSU/Fairwood Invitational 9th/318-310-304--932
March 23-24 River Wilderness Invitational 2nd/310-300-305--915
April 17-19 SEC Championships 6th/304-311-311--926
May 7-9 NCAA East Regional T15th/312-314-312--938*
1998-99
DATE TOURNAMENT SCORE
Sept. 18-20 Lady Seminole Classic T6th/302-287-305--894
Sept. 25-26 Auburn Tiger Invitational 4th/299-298--597
Oct. 3-4 Lady Rebel Intercollegiate 1st/299-295--594
Oct. 9-11 Beacon Woods Invitational 2nd/310-308-306--924
Nov. 1-3 Memphis Intercollegiate 5th/294-324-307--925 
Feb. 15-16 UCFInvitational 2nd/310-299--609
Feb. 25-26 Lady Gator Invitational 9th/316-311--627
March 12-14 LSU/Fairwood Invitational 10th/325-325--650
April 2-4 Liz Murphey Collegiate Classic 7th/320-301-308--929
April 16-18 SEC Championships 3rd/308-305-300--913
May 6-8 NCAA East Regional 16th/312-306-308--926 
1999-2000
DATE TOURNAMENT SCORE
Sept. 20-21 Auburn Tiger Invitational 5th/310-308-301--919
Oct. 1-3 Lady Rebel Intercollegiate 12th/330-318-313--961
Oct. 15-17 Mercedes-Benz Championships 15th/315-326-324--965
Oct. 29-31 Lady Paladin Invitational 12th/316-319-312--947
Nov. 8-9 Palmetto Intercollegiate 5th/314-299-296--909 
Feb. 25-27 Lady Gator Invitational 9th/316-313-309--938
March 20-21 Waterlefe Invitational 10th/326-316-311--953
March 31- April 2 Liz Murphey Collegiate Classic 14th/310-314-324--948
April 8-9 LSU-Cleveland Golf  Classic 5th/318-324-316--958
April 21-23 SEC Championships 11th/ 321-318-329--968
2000-01
DATE TOURNAMENT SCORE
Sept. 8-10 Auburn Derby Invitational 10th/316-316-310--942
Sept. 22-24 Lady Rebel Intercollegiate 3rd/305-312-309--926
Oct. 13-15 Mercedes-Benz Collegiate Champs 15th/331-319-330--980
Oct. 31-Nov. 1 Rainbow Wahine Invitational 8th/317-320-307--944 
Feb. 23-25 Lady Gator Invitational 15th/312-301-323--936
March 16-18 Lady Gamecock Classic 11th/343-327-345--1015
March 30-April 1 Liz Murphey Collegiate Classic 13th/319-322-321--962
April 6-8 LSU-Cleveland Golf  Classic 9th/319-301-308--928
April 20-22 SEC Championships 9th/314-308-315--937
2001-02
DATE TOURNAMENT SCORE
Sept. 17-18  Mason Rudolph Championships 11th/311-305-313--919
Oct. 12-14 Beacon Woods Invitational 1st/297-302-286--885
Oct. 26-28 Alabama Capstone Intercollegiate 2nd/337-322-312--971
Nov. 5-6 Palmetto Intercollegiate 8th/315-316-307--938 
Feb. 11-12 UCF Invitational 5th/313-304--617
Feb. 22-24 Lady Gator Invitational T11th/307-321-314--942
March 4-5 Tulane Green Wave Classic 5th/330-311--641
March 22-24 Liz Murphey Collegiate Classic 13th/321-313-302--936
April 6-8 LSU-Cleveland Golf  Classic 5th/305-306-307--920
April 19-21 SEC Championships T9th/310-314-305--929
2002-03
DATE TOURNAMENT SCORE
Sept. 13-15 Lady Kat Invitational 12th/320-329--649
Sept. 23-24 Mason Rudolph Championships 8th/310-309-311--930
Oct. 12-13 Beacon Woods Invitational 3rd/300-295-300--895
Oct. 25-27 Lady Paladin Invitational 6th/303-303-301--907
Nov. 1-3 Pat Bradley Championships 4th/307-301-316--924 
Feb. 10-11 Tulane Green Wave Classic 5th/311-309-310--930
March 9-11 Lady Gator Invitational 10th/317-288-320-925
March 17-18 Waterlefe Inviational T5th/309-306-307--922
April 4-6 Liz Murphey Collegiate Classic T13th/306-307-323--936
April 18-20 SEC Championships 11th/319-322-341--975




Sept. 7-9 Lady Razorback Invitational 2nd/308-290-307--905
Sept. 15-16 Cougar Classic at Yeaman’s Hall 5th/301-302-307--910
Oct. 10-12 Beacon Woods Invitational 2nd/306-298-298--902
Oct. 19-21 Stetson/Mission Inn Fall Classic 4th/322-316-317--955
Oct. 24-26 Lady Paladin Inviational 7th/305-319-301--925 
Feb. 9-10 Tulane Green Wave Classic 3rd/303-317-316--936
March 5-7 LSU/Cleveland Golf  Classic 4th/313-296-306--915
March 15-16 Waterlefe Invitational 1st/306-302-318--926
March 26-28 Liz Murphey Collegiate Classic 13th/305-316-299--920
April 16-18 SEC Championships 8th/315-295-295--905
May 6-8 NCAA East Regional 19th/338-326-325--989
2004-05
DATE TOURNAMENT SCORE
Sept. 12-14 Cougar Classic 7th/294-299-311-904
Sept. 20-21 UA/Ann Rhoads Intercollegiate 4th/316-303--619
Oct. 17-19 Lady Razorback Invitational 14th/328-316-315--959
Oct. 22-24 Lady Paladin Invitational T-10th/302-293-308--903
Oct. 29-31 SEC/ACC Challenge 13th/316-296-301--913 
Feb. 21-22 Bay Area Classic 8th/323-331--653
March 6-8 Pinehurst Challenge 9th/322-316-320--958
March 18-20 LSU/Cleveland Golf  Classic 12th/307-307-309--923
March 25-27 Liz Murphey Collegiate Classic 13th/325-312-306--943





Sept. 12-13 Cougar Classic 15th/307-312-306--925
Sept. 18-20 UA/Ann Rhoads Intercollegiate 8th/311-305-316--932
Oct. 14-16 Lady Paladin Invitational 12th/306-321-305--932
Oct. 28-30 SEC/ACC Challenge 7th/302-303-313--918
Nov. 4-6 Auburn Derby Invitational 4th/300-320-314--934
Mar. 3-5 LSU/Cleveland Golf  Classic 16th/320-309-308--937
Mar. 11-12 SunTrust Lady Gator Invitational 14th/312-309-336--957
Mar. 24-26 Liz Murphey Collegiate Classic 17th/324-333-315--972
April 3-4 John Kirk/Lady Panther Invitational 8th/316-316--632
April 14-16 SEC Championships 12th/318-315-307--940
2006-07
DATE TOURNAMENT SCORE
Sept. 18-19 Jeannine McHaney Intercollegiate 5th/301-292-299--892
Sept. 30-Oct. 1 Kentucky Wildcat Invitational 8th/321-316-312--949
Oct. 6-8 Lady Paladin Invitational 14th/318-329-321--968
Oct. 16-17 GSU/Pelican Preserve Invitational 10th/309-300-299--908
Oct. 27-29* Derby Invitational 11th/309-308--617 
Feb. 24-26 FSU/Chrysler Challenge 4th/321-315-305--941
March 10-11 SunTrust Lady Gator Invitational 15th/323-302-329--954
March 24-26  LSU/Cleveland Golf  Classic 21st/325-323-315--963
April 3-4 UC Irvine Anteater Invitational 3rd/313-315-320--948
April 14-16 SEC Championships 12th/312-311-323--946
2007-08
DATE TOURNAMENT SCORE
Sept. 9-11 Cougar Classic 18th/306-311-308--925
Sept. 17-18 Ron Moore Intercollegiate T9th/303-308-304--915
Oct. 19-21 Lady Paladin Invitational T14th/314-316-310--940
Oct. 26-28 UA-Ann Rhodes Intercollegiate 11th/305-306-306--917
Feb. 22-24 SunTrust Lady Gator Invitational 4th/293-292-307--892 
March 7-9 Texas A&M “Mo”morial 8th/334-327-330--991
March 14-16 LSU/Cleveland Golf  Classic 17th/316-317-309--942
April 4-6 Crimson Tide Classic 3rd/310-299-297--906
April 18-20 SEC Championships 10th/309-317-313--939
2008-09
DATE TOURNAMENT SCORE
Sept. 14-16  Cougar Classic  16th/307-307-305--919
Sept. 29-30  Johnie Imes Invitational  1st/300-299-301--900
Oct. 10-12  Mercedes-Benz Collegiate Classic 5th/292-290-296--881
Oct. 24-26  Auburn Derby Invitational 5th/305-305-293--903
Feb. 22-24  Kiawah Island Intercollegiate  5th/305-306-302--913 
March 13-15  LSU Cleveland Classic  16th/300-303-293--896
March 27-29  Liz Murphey Collegiate Classic T9th/308
April 3-5  Rebel Intercollegiate  2nd/307-306-288--901
April 17-19  SEC Championship  7th/301-298-291--890
May 7-9  NCAA East Regional  T17th/307-293-309--909
2009-10
DATE TOURNAMENT SCORE
Sept. 6-8  Hooters Collegiate Match Play  12th/300-323--623 
 1st Round Match Play  TCU L, 4-1
 2nd Round Match Play Colorado W, 5-0
 13th Place Match North Carolina W, 2-2-1
Sept. 13-14  Cougar Classic  14th/302-303 305--910
Oct. 5-6  Johnie Imes Intercollegiate  4th/314-303-299--916
Oct. 16-18  Mercedes Benz Championship  10th/309-296-304--909
Oct. 26-27  Alamo Invitation T5th/303
Mar. 1-2  Kinderlou Challenge  T7th/307-299-307--913
Mar. 12-14  LSU Classic  10th/300-321-296--917
Mar. 26-28  Liz Murphey  20th/327-315-310--952  
Apr. 2-4  Rebel Intercollegiate  3rd/294-299-288--881
Apr. 16-18  SEC Championship  8th/284-298-294--876
May 6-8  NCAA Central Regional  12th/309-317-326--952
2010-11
DATE TOURNAMENT SCORE
Sept. 12-14  Cougar Classic  2nd/300-284-284--868
Sept. 25-27  Suzie Maxwell Berning  4th/297-294-304--895
Oct. 8-10  Mercedes Benz  4th/291-295-289--875 
Nov. 5-7  SEC/Pac-10 Challenge   15th/300-299-313--912
Feb. 13-15  UCF Challenge  12th/291-302-312--905
Feb. 27-Mar. 1  Allstate Sugar Bowl Classic  15th/303-305-300--908
Mar. 11-13  LSU Golf  Classic  15th/314-309-315--938
Apr. 1-3  Rebel Intercollegiate  4th/298-299-303--900
Apr. 15-17  SEC Championship  11th/316-314-301--931 
May 5-7  NCAA Regionals  14th/303-293-310--906
2011-12
DATE TOURNAMENT SCORE
Sept. 11-13 Cougar Classic 11th/296-287-293--876
Sept. 19-21 Golfweek Conference Challenge T5th/300-306-302--908
Oct. 21-23 SEC/Pac-10 Challenge 13th/301-321-307--898
Oct. 28-30 Landfall Tradition T10/315-321-307--943
Feb. 26-28 Sugar Bowl Classic 15th/310-306-307--923
Mar. 16-18 SunTrust Gator Invitational 10th/305-293-293--891
Mar. 26-27 Aunenue Spring BreakClassic 4th/300-294-308--902
Apr. 6-8 Rebel Intercollegiate 3rd/292-289-300--881
Apr. 20-22 SEC Championship 10th/309-315-326--881
May 10-12 NCAA Regionals 13th/315-311-304--930
2012-13
DATE TOURNAMENT SCORE
Sept. 9-11  Cougar Classic  T14th/299-293-300--892
Sept. 24-26  Golfweek Conference Challenge  6th/300-296-303--899
Oct. 12-14  UNC Tar Heel Invitational  T2nd/299-297-289--885 
Oct. 26-28  Landfall Tradition  15th/309--309
Feb. 10-12 UCF Challenge 10th/296-295-301--892
Mar. 8-10 Clover Cup 9th/303-307-296--906
Mar. 12-13 Dr. Donnis Thompson Invite 4th/306-300-307--913
Mar. 22-24 LSU Golf  Classic 12th/322-294-325--941
Apr. 5-7 M&F Bank Rebel Intercollegiate 8th/301-291-300--892
Apr. 19-21 SEC Championship 12th/317-321-303--941
May 9-11 NCAA East Regional 18th/299-308-303--910
2013-14
DATE TOURNAMENT SCORE
Sept. 8-10  Cougar Classic  14th/305-297-298--900
Sept. 20-22  Mercedes-Benz Championship  T15th/294-309--603
Oct. 11-13  UNC Tar Heel Invitational  T13th/292-293-305--890 
Oct. 25-27  Landfall Tradition  16th/316-321-304--941
Feb. 23-25 Allstate Sugar Bowl Classic T15th/294-302-298--894
March 14-16 Notre Dame Clover Cup T4th/304-298-294--896
March 24-25 Anuenue Spring Break Classic 5th/303-302-289--904
April 4-6 Rebel Intercollegiate T10th/301-302-289--892
April 18-20 SEC Championship 14th/313-305-307--925
May 8-10 NCAA East Regional* *T36th/72-78-70--220
*Abby Newton competed as individual
2014-15
DATE TOURNAMENT SCORE
Sept. 8-9 FedEx Memphis Intercollegtiate 3rd/296-294-296--886
Sept. 14-16 Cougar Classic 17th/298-303-304--905
Oct. 10-12 UNC Tarheel Invitational 18th/310-307-318--935
Oct. 17-19 Mercedes Benz Championship Individuals
Nov. 1-3 Jim West Challenge 10th/314-307-308--928
Feb. 7 Lady Bulldog Invitational Individuals
March 2-4 Hurricane Invitational  16th/314-318-300-932
March 14-16 Notre Dame Clover Cup 14th/318-319-317--954
March 23-24 Samford Intercollegiate 1st/308-302-297--907
April 3-5 Rebel Intercollegiate 9th/298-295-303--896





Sept. 14-15 Memphis Intercollegtiate 2nd/300-309-298--907
Sept. 21-23 Golfweek Conference Challenge 9th/303-303-303--909
Oct. 5-6 CSU Fall Invitational 2nd/291-278-284--853
Oct. 20-22 Rainbow Wahine Invitational 4th/294-298-297--889
Feb. 6 Lady Bulldog Invitational Individuals
Feb. 22-23 The Gold Rush 13th/319-307-317--943
March 5-6 SunTrust Gator Invitational  13th/307-307-309--923
March 11-13 Notre Dame Clover Cup 13th/305-306-314--925
March 20-22 LSU Tiger Golf  Classic 16th/320-323-318--961
April 1-3 Rebel Intercollegiate 2nd/303-299-286--888
April 15-17 SEC Championship 7th/301-300-293--894
2016-17
DATE TOURNAMENT SCORE
Sept. 12-13 Mercedes-Benz Championship T10th/290-295-294--879
Sept. 23-25 Lady Paladin Invitational 7th/289-295-300--884
Oct. 7-9 Ron Moore Intercollegiate 7th/296-296-285--877
Oct. 23-25 Palmetto Intercollegiate 4th/290-293-305--888
Feb. 20-21 Central District Tournament 10th/308-312-312--932
Feb. 27-28 The Gold Rush 6th/298-301-304--903
March 10-12 Mountain View Collegiate 8th/296-299-297--892
March 17-19 3M Augusta Invitational T7th/301-296-308--907
April 2-4 Hawkeye El Tigre Invitational 7th/298-309-294--901
April 15-17 SEC Championship 13th/296-295-300--891
2017-18
DATE TOURNAMENT SCORE
Sept. 4-5 The Ocean Course Invitational T5th/292-292-309--893
Sept. 22-24 Lady Paladin Invitational 12th/311-294-293--898
Oct. 1-3 Magnolia Invitational 1st/278-289-287--854
Oct. 22-24 Palmetto Intercollegiate 1st/290-301-292--883
Oct. 31-Nov. 1 Rainbow Wahine Invitational 1st/287-286-288--861
Feb. 11 Reynolds Lake Oconee Individual Championship Individuals
Feb. 26-27 Rebel Beach Invitational 2nd/294-300-289--883
Mar. 10-11 SunTrust Gator Invitational
Mar. 18-20 Evans Derby Experience
Mar. 26-27 Henssler Intercollegiate
Apr. 13-15 Liz Murphey Collegiate Classic
Apr. 20-22 SEC Championship
May 7-9 NCAA Regionals 
May 18-23 NCAA Championships 
*All-time schedule and results are complete as best as current records allow. Dates, 
location and final standings are listed where record keeping provided them. The all-time 






Season Score Finish Best Individual Score Finish
2017-18 278-288-287--951 1st Julia Johnson 209 1st
REBEL INTERCOLLEGIATE
Season Score Finish Best Individual Score Finish
1995-96 310-305--615 1st Joanne Caldwell 149 1st
1996-97 316-311--627 2nd Robyn Rinaldo 152 T2nd
1997-98 312-305--617 3rd Lauren Mellen 150 2nd
1998-99 299-295--594 1st Megan Breen 145 1st
1999-00 330-318-313--961 12th Robyn Rinaldo 236 T21st
2000-01 305-312-309--926 3rd Teresa Brown 226 3rd
2008-09 307-306-288--901 2nd Dori Carter 217 1st
2009-10 294-299-288--881 3rd Haley Sanders 214 T2nd
2010-11 298-299-303--900 4th Natalie Gleadall 220 T8th
2011-12 292-289-300--881 3rd Natalie Gleadall 214 3rd
2012-13 301-291-300--892 8th Abby Newton 220 T14th
2013-14 301-302-289--892 T10th Abby Newton 221 T20th
2014-15 298-295-303--896 9th Maria Toennessen 216 T8th
2015-16 303-299-286--888 2nd Alison Hovatter 219 T6th
OLE MISS HOSTED SEC CHAMPIONSHIP
SEC WOMEN’S GOLF CHAMPIONSHIP
Season Score Finish Best Individual Score Finish
1986-87 379-390-371--1140 8th Veronica McFadden 247
1987-88 324-327-320--971 8th Veronica McFadden 231
1988-89 343-336-325--1004 8th Chris Dacri 242 26th
1989-90 324-347--671 8th Sarah Britt 166 28th
1990-91 330-332-333-995 8th Chris Dacri 244 T25th
1991-92 328-317-308--948 9th Chris Dacri 224 8th
1992-93 323-327--650 10th Niki Tutor 157 T18th
1993-94 313-309-335--957 10th Angela Chancellor 239 T29th
1994-95 320-330-323--973 8th Lauren Mellen 242 T29th
1995-96 320-315--635 8th Jennifer Sayman 155 T17th
1996-97 328-320-304--952 10th Joanne Caldwell 230 T17th
1997-98 304-311-311--926 6th Breen/Rinaldo 229 T13th
1998-99 308-305-300--913 3rd Megan Breen 225 T5th
1999-00 321-318-329--968 11th Robyn Rinaldo 231 T12th
2000-01 314-308-315--937 9th Marci Kornegay 226 T20th
2001-02 310-314-305--929 T9th Elizabeth Hoffman 223 T18th
2002-03 319-322-341--975 11th Nikki Hadd 238 31st
2003-04 315-295-295--905 8th Adrienne White 215 3rd
2004-05 321-328-320--969 12th Katie Davidson 236 39th
2005-06 318-315-307--940 12th Laura Evans 233 45th
2006-07 312-311-323--946 12th Dori Carter 223 T18th
2007-08 309-317-313--939 10th Dori Carter 219 T4th 
2008-09 301-298-291--890 7th Dori Carter 221 T17th
2009-10 284-298-294--876 8th Sara Grantham 211 T5th
2010-11 316-314-301--931 11th Natalie Gleadall 228 T29th 
2011-12 309-315-326--881 10th Haley Sanders 234 T23rd
2012-13 317-321-303--941 12th Stani Schiavone 230 T14th
2013-14 313-305-307--925 14th Abby Newton 228 T28th
2014-15 310-307-308--925 14th Sofia Idoyaga 224 T33rd
2015-16 301-300-293--894 7th Alison Hovatter 218 T9th
2016-17 296-295-300--891 13th Hermansson/Toennessen 223 T40th
2017-18
NCAA REGIONALS
NCAA WOMEN’S GOLF REGIONALS
Season Score Finish Best Individual Score Finish
1997-98 312-314-312--938 T15th Robyn Rinaldo 235 T53rd
1998-99 312-306-308--926 16th Megan Breen 227 T27th
1999-00 Individual Only  Robyn Rinaldo 232 52nd
2002-03 322-302-296--920 19th Laura Evans 220 T22nd
2003-04 338-326-325--989 19th Nikki Hadd 236 T48th
2008-09 307-293-309--909 T17th Dori Carter 223 T40th
2009-10 309-317-326--952 12th Haley Milsap 234 T26th
2010-11 303-293-310--906 14th Natalie Gleadall 219 T18th
2011-12 315-311-304--930 13th Haley Sanders 226 T18th
2012-13 299-308-303--910 18th Abby Newton 226 T66th
2013-14 Individual Only  Abby Newton 220 T36th
39
3M AUGUSTA INVITATIONAL
Season Score Finish Best Individual Score Finish
2016-17 301-296-308--907 T7th Martina Flori 220 T8th
ALABAMA ANN RHODES INTERCOLLEGIATE
Season Score Finish Best Individual Score Finish
1990-91 328-352-336--1016 6th Niki Tutor 250 T13th
1991-92 327-337-325--989 4th Sarah Britt 235 3rd
2001-02 337-322-312--971 2nd Teena Ash 239 T11th
2004-05 316-303--619 4th Katie Davidson 151 9th
2005-06 311-305-316--932 8th Dori Carter 223 7th
2007-08 305-306-306--917 11th Dori Carter 223 T11th
ALAMO INVITATIONAL
Season Score Finish Best Individual Score Finish
2009-10 303--303 T5th Sara Grantham 73 T10th
ALLSTATE SUGAR BOWL CLASSIC
Season Score Finish Best Individual Score Finish
2010-11 303-305-300--908 15th Natalie Gleadall 222 T31st
2011-12 310-306-307--923 15th Haley Sanders 227 T40th
2013-14 294-302-298--894 T15th Abby Newton 222 T49th
AUNENUE SPRING BREAK CLASSIC
Season Score Finish Best Individual Score Finish
2011-12 300-294-308--902 4th Haley Millsap 221 T4th 
2013-14 303-302-289--904 5th Stani Schiavone 222 T11th
BAY AREA CLASSIC
Season Score Finish Best Individual Score Finish
2004-05 323-331--653 8th Katie Davidson 156 T10th
CAROLYN CUDONE INTERCOLLEGIATE
Season Score Finish Best Individual Score Finish
1992-93 349-357-360--1066 15th Sarah Britt 259 T52nd
1993-94 341-339-333--1013 16th Angela Chancellor 247 T48th
CENTRAL DISTRICT TOURNAMENT
Season Score Finish Best Individual Score Finish
2016-17 308-312-312--932 10th Flori/Hermansson 232 T35th
COUGAR CLASSIC
Season Score Finish Best Individual Score Finish
2003-04 301-302-307--910 5th Jade Polonich 220 T4th
2004-05 294-299-311-904 7th Nikki Hadd 218 T9th
2005-06 307-312-306--925 15th Sarah Kate Cousart 224 T25th
2007-08 306-311-308--925 18th Dori Carter 215 T4th
2008-09 307-307-305--919 16th Dori Carter 217 T14th 
2009-10 302-303 305--910 14th Sara Grantham 224 T39th 
2010-11 300-284-284--868 2nd Natalie Gleadall 211 1st
2011-12 296-287-293--876 11th Haley Sanders 215 T17th
2012-13 299-293-300--892 T14th Ericka Schneider 221 T43rd
2013-14 305-297-298--900 14th Alison Hovatter 219 T26th
2014-15 298-303-304--905 17th Stani Schiavone 219 T30th
CRIMSON TIDE CLASSIC
Season Score Finish Best Individual Score Finish
2007-08 310-299-297--906 3rd Dori Carter 205 2nd
CSU FALL  INVITATIONAL
Season Score Finish Best Individual Score Finish
2015-16 291-278-284--853 2nd Abby Newton 206 2nd
DR. DONNIS THOMPSON INVITE
Season Score Finish Best Individual Score Finish
2012-13 306-300-307--913 4th Abby newton 222 9th
EDWIN WATTS/KIAWAH ISLAND INTERCOLLEGIATE
Season Score Finish Best Individual Score Finish
2008-09 305-306-302--913 5th Sara Grantham 220 T2nd
EVANS DERBY EXPERIENCE
Season Score Finish Best Individual Score Finish
1994-95 318-322--640 6th Lauren Mellen 156 T15th
1995-96 308-315--623 6th Lauren Mellen 150 T7th
1996-97 313-306--619 7th Lauren Mellen 151 18th
1997-98 303-319-302--924 9th Megan Breen 228 T21st
1998-99 299-298--597 4th Robyn Rinaldo 143 T2nd
1999-00 310-308-301--919 5th Kim Tudor 225 T7th
2000-01 316-316-310--942 10th Elizabeth Hoffman 230 20th
2005-06 300-320-314--934 14th Laura Evans 228 T28th
2006-07 309-308--617 11th Dori Carter 151 T14th
2008-09 305-305-293--903 5th Dori Carter 217 5th
2017-18
FAU/MIAMI PREVIEW
Season Score Finish Best Individual Score Finish
1996-97 318-315-315--948 4th Megan Breen 230 5th
1997-98 329-327-326--982 T4th Breen/Mellen 246 T19th
FEDEX MEMPHIS INTERCOLLEGIATE
Season Score Finish Best Individual Score Finish
1986-87 372-397-370--1139 15th
1987-88 352-347-332--1039 16th Jane Hawkins 251
1988-89 343-337-349--1029 16th Chris Dacri 246
1989-90 331-317-319--867 11th Sarah Britt 223 T18th
1990-91 310-326-319--955 7th Sarah Britt 234 T14th
1991-92 320-331-321--972 8th Chris Dacri 238 T14th
1992-93 334-317-336--987 7th Sarah Britt 240 T18th
1998-99 294-324-307--925 5th Megan Breen 229 T10th
2014-15 296-294-296--886 3rd Abby Newton 210 1st
2015-16 300-309-298--907 2nd Abby Newton 222 T6th
FSU/CHRYSLER CHALLENGE
Season Score Finish Best Individual Score Finish
1986-87 374-388-375--1137 17th 
1987-88 338-344-332--1039 18th Stephanie Gentry 243
1988-89 427-426-445--1027 12th Chris Dacri 251
1989-90 313-320-338--971 T4th Chris Dacri 234 7th
1991-92 312-315--627 2nd Sarah Britt 153 T2nd
1992-93 298-306--604 1st Sarah Britt 153 T2nd
1993-94 322-312--634 2nd Jennifer Haley 155 8th
1994-95 329-320--649 T8th Joanne Caldwell 157 T18th
1996-97 322-309-306--937 5th Robyn Rinaldo 229 10th
1997-98 304-306-302--912 5th Robyn Rinaldo 220 1st
1998-99 302-287-305--894 T6th Megan Breen 218 T7th
2006-07 321-315-305--941 4th Dori Carter 222 2nd
FIGHTING CAMEL INVITATIONAL
Season Score Finish Best Individual Score Finish
1993-94 324-328--652 3rd Angela Chancellor 156
THE GOLD RUSH
Season Score Finish Best Individual Score Finish
2015-16 319-307-317--943 13th Alison Hovatter 223 T15th
2016-17 298-301-304--903 6th Madisen Bentley 223 T15th
GOLDEN EAGLE INVITATIONAL
Season Score Finish Best Individual Score Finish
1986-87 373-367--740 13th Veronica McFadden 163 
1989-90 328-333--661 2nd Keil Purdom 161 3rd
1992-93 315-308--623 1st Angela Chancellor 153 1st




Season Score Finish Best Individual Score Finish
2011-12 300-306-302--908 T5th Natalie Gleadall 220 T2nd
2012-13 300-296-303--899 6th Haley Sanders 220 T13th
2015-16 303-303-303--909 9th Alison Hovatter 222 T12th
GSU/PELICAN PRESERVE INVITATIONAL
Season Score Finish Best Individual Score Finish
2006-07 309-300-299--908 10th Sara Grantham 224 T24th
HARTFORD-HOLIDAY INN GOLF CLASSIC
Season Score Finish Best Individual Score Finish
1991-92 326-334--660 1st Sarah Britt 160 1st
HAWKEYE EL TIGRE INVITATIONAL
Season Score Finish Best Individual Score Finish
2016-17 298-309-294--901 7th Martina Flori 215 T2nd
HENSSLER INTERCOLLEGIATE
Season Score Finish Best Individual Score Finish
2017-18
HOOTERS COLLEGIATE
Season Score Finish Best Individual Score Finish
2009-10 300-323--623 14th Haley Sanders 153 T42nd
HURRICANE INVITATIONAL
Season Score Finish Best Individual Score Finish
2014-15 314-318-300-932 16th Abby Newton 231 T67th
JEANNINE MCHANEY INTERCOLLEGIATE
Season Score Finish Best Individual Score Finish
2006-07 301-292-299--892 5th Dori Carter 218 T7th
JOHN KIRK/LADY PANTHER INVITATIONAL
Season Score Finish Best Individual Score Finish
1994-95 329-316--645 2nd Joanne Caldwelll 156 2nd
2005-06 316-316--632 8th Sarah Kate Cousart 157 T18th
JOHNIE IMES INVITATIONAL
Season Score Finish Best Individual Score Finish
2008-09 300-299-301--900 1st Dori Carter 213 2nd
2009-10 314-303-299--916 4th Sara Grantham 225 T4th
JIM WEST CHALLENGE
Season Score Finish Best Individual Score Finish
2014-15 314-307-308--928 10th Hovatter/Schiavone 230 T22nd
KENTUCKY WILDCAT INVITATIONAL
Season Score Finish Best Individual Score Finish
1987-88 330-337-345--1012 15th Veronica McFadden 248
1988-89 343-345-339--1026 10th Keil Purdom 248
1989-90 332-324-320--966 9th Chris Dacri 234 T9th
1990-91 331-319-650 7th Keil Purdom 159 T20th
1994-95 321-320-325--966 13th Lauren Mellen 234 T20th
2002-03 320-329--649 12th Bernadette Luse 156 22nd
2006-07 321-316-312--949 8th Sara Grantham 234 T10th
KINDERLOU CHALLENGE
Season Score Finish Best Individual Score Finish
2009-10 307-299-307--913 T7th Sara Grantham 224 T13th
LADY BLAZER INVITATIONAL
Season Score Finish Best Individual Score Finish
1988-89 320-331-324--975 6th Chris Dacri 239
1989-90 326-332-319--977 3rd Sarah Britt 239 T5th
LADY BUCKEYE INVITATIONAL
Season Score Finish Best Individual Score Finish
1992-93 343-344-329--1016 9th Jennifer Sayman 249 T23rd
LADY BULLDOG  INVITATIONAL
Season Score Finish Best Individual Score Finish
2012-13 Individuals  Abby Newton 74 4th
2014-15 Individuals  Sofia Idoyaga 163 19th
2015-16 Individuals  Alison Hovatter 147 T1st 
LADY GAMECOCK CLASSIC
Season Score Finish Best Individual Score Finish
1995-96 348-352--700 19th Megan Breen 172
2000-01 343-327-345--1015 11th Kerrie Davis 250 T42
LADY GOVERNOR INVITATIONAL
Season Score Finish Best Individual Score Finish
1987-88 329-332--661  Veronica McFaden 160 1st
LADY PALADIN INVITATIONAL
Season Score Finish Best Individual Score Finish
1996-97 316-332-330--978 18th Megan Breen 238 52nd
1999-00 316-319-312--947 12th Robyn Rinaldo 227 T15th
2002-03 303-303-301--907 6th Nikki Hadd 222 T11th
2003-04 305-319-301--925 7th Sarah Kate Cousart 230 T28th
2004-05 302-293-308--903 T10th Katie Davidson 220 T9th
2005-06 306-321-305--932 12th Laura Evans 230 T23rd
2006-07 318-329-321--968 14th Dori Carter 234 19th
2007-08 314-316-310--940 T14th Dori Carter 231 T20th
2016-17 289-295-300--884 7th Madisen Bentley 217 T15th
2017-18 311-294-293--898 12th Hermansson/Purdom 223 T26th
LADY RAZORBACK INVITATIONAL
Season Score Finish Best Individual Score Finish
2003-04 308-290-307--905 2nd Adrienne White 222 3rd
2004-05 328-316-315--959 14th Nikki Hadd 229 T12th
LADY TOPPER INVITATIONAL
Season Score Finish Best Individual Score Finish
1987-88 345-349--694  Becky Hayes 168
LADY TROY INVITATIONAL
Season Score Finish Best Individual Score Finish
1987-88 338-337-347--1022  Veronica McFadden 251
1988-89 334-330-331--1005 16th Keil Purdom 248 
LANDFALL TRADITION
Season Score Finish Best Individual Score Finish
2011-12 315-321-307--943 T10th Haley Sanders 229 T13th
2012-13 309--309 15th Ericka Schneider 73 T15th
2013-14 316-321-304--941 16th Taelor Rubin 236 T61st
LIZ MURPHEY COLLEGIATE CLASSIC
Season Score Finish Best Individual Score Finish
1994-95 325-313-318--956 9th Caldwell/Chancellor 239 T26th
1995-96 324-331-320--975 15th Megan Breen 234 T31st
1996-97 337-324-333--994 19th Megan Breen 240 T41st
1998-99 320-301-308--929 7th Robyn Rinaldo 230 T22nd
1999-00 310-314-324--948 14th Marci Kornegay 231 28th 
2000-01 319-322-321--962 13th Marci Kornegay 234 T26th
2001-02 321-313-302--936 13th Teena Ash 232 T34th
2002-03 306-307-323--936 T13th Bernadette Luse 226 T28th
2003-04 305-316-299--920 13th Adrienne White 225 T31st
2004-05 325-312-306--943 13th Nikki Hadd 228 T20th
2005-06 324-333-315--972 17th Carter/Davidson 241 T56th
2008-09 308--308 T9th Sara Grantham 75 T13th




LSU CLEVELAND GOLF CLASSIC
Season Score Finish Best Individual Score Finish
1990-91 317-319-323--959 T8th Chris Dacri 231 T11th
1991-92 332-334-312--978 11th Niki Tutor  240 T27th
1992-93 314-327--641 T8th Jennifer Haley 157 T18th
1993-94 320-333--321--973 13th Caldwell/Chancellor 240 T33rd
1994-95 306-313-314--933 4th Caldwell/Mellen 231 T12th
1995-96 321-303-317--941 T7th Lauren Mellen 233 T24th
1996-97 315-317-321--953 8th Lauren Mellen 235 T20th
1997-98 318-310-304--932 9th Megan Breen 226 T11th
1998-99 325-325--650 10th Megan Breen 155 T10th
1999-00 318-324-316--958 5th Marci Kornegay 231 2nd
2000-01 319-301-308--928 9th Bernadette Luse 225 T17th
2001-02 305-306-307--920 5th Bernadette Luse 225 T9th
2003-04 313-296-306--915 4th Nikki Hadd 223 T3rd
2004-05 307-307-309--923 12th Nikki Hadd 227 22nd
2005-06 320-309-308--937 16th Dori Carter 226 T24th
2006-07 325-323-315--963 21st Dori Carter 232 T52nd
2007-08 316-317-309--942 17th Dori Carter 223 T11th
2008-09 300-303-293--896 16th Dori Carter 217 T16th
2010-11 314-309-315--938 15th Natalie Gleadall 226 T22nd
2012-13 322-294-325--941 12th Ericka Schneider 222 4th
2015-16 320-323-318--961 16th Alison Hovatter 239 T56th
MARDI GRAS INVITATIONAL
Season Score Finish Best Individual Score Finish
1994-95 324-325--649 1st Lauren Mellen 156 1st
MASON RUDOLPH CHAMPIONSHIP
Season Score Finish Best Individual Score Finish
2001-02 311-305-313--919 11th Bernadette Luse 227 T27th
2002-03 310-309-311--930 8th Nikkie Hadd 229 22nd
MERCEDES-BENZ COLLEGIATE CHAMPIONSHIP
Season Score Finish Best Individual Score Finish
1999-00 315-326-324--965 15th Robyn Rinaldo 233 T29th
2000-01 331-319-330--980 15th Elizabeth Hoffman 244 T52nd
2008-09 292-290-296--881 5th Dori Carter 211 T2nd
2009-10 309-296-304--909 10th Sara Grantham 221 T11th
2010-11 291-295-289--875 4th Natalie Gleadall 207 T1st
2013-14 294-309--603 T15th Abby Newton 147 T25th
2014-15 Individuals  Alison Hovatter 224 T22nd
2016-17 290-295-294--879 T10th Pi-Lillebi Hermansson 217 T19th
MIZZOU INVITATIONAL
Season Score Finish Best Individual Score Finish
1986-87 388-361--749 12th Veronica McFadden 170 
1989-90 315-323--638 3rd Sarah Britt 156 5th
MOUNTAIN VIEW COLLEGIATE
Season Score Finish Best Individual Score Finish
2016-17 296-299-297--892 8th Madisen Bentley 223 T27th
MSU INTERCOLLEGIATE
Season Score Finish Best Individual Score Finish
1993-94 338-317-332--987 T10th Angela Chancellor 236 T13th
NORTH-SOUTH WOMEN’S COLLEGIATE
Season Score Finish Best Individual Score Finish
1988-89 343-334-331--1008 5th Chris Dacri 246
1989-90 326-334-332--992 5th Sarah Britt 234 4th
1990-91 326-320-331--977 T2nd Chris Dacri 235 1st
NOTRE DAME CLOVER CUP
Season Score Finish Best Individual Score Finish
2012-13 303-307-296--906 9th Stani Schiavone 216 8th
2013-14 304-298-294--896 T4th Abby Newton 221 T7th
2014-15 318-319-317--954 14th Bentley/Schiavone 228 T18th
2015-16 305-306-314--925 13th Abby Newton 218 T12th
THE OCEAN COURSE INVITATIONAL
Season Score Finish Best Individual Score Finish
2017-18 292-292-309--893 T5th Conner Beth Ball 215 T3rd
OWL PREVIEW CLASSIC
Season Score Finish Best Individual Score Finish
1994-95 311 1st Caldwell/Chancellor 76 T3rd
1995-96 313-313--626 1st Lauren Mellen 152 2nd
PAT BRADLEY CHAMPIONSHIPS
Season Score Finish Best Individual Score Finish
2002-03 307-301-316--924 4th Nikki Hadd 225 T3rd
PALMETTO INTERCOLLEGIATE
Season Score Finish Best Individual Score Finish
1999-00 314-299-296--909 5th Robyn Rinaldo 227 T15th
2001-02 315-316-307--938 8th Kerrie Davis 232 T15th
2016-17 290-293-305--888 4th Katy Harris 212 1st
2017-18 290-301-292--883 1st Diane Lim 213 1st
PEGGY KIRK BELL INVITATIONAL
Season Score Finish Best Individual Score Finish
1988-89 334-328-320--982 5th Chris Dacri 227 4th
1992-93 318-321-321-960 4th Sarah Britt 230 T5th
1993-94 333-333-332--998 13th Joanne Caldwell 248
PINEHURST CHALLENGE
Season Score Finish Best Individual Score Finish
2004-05 322-316-320--958 9th Katie Davidson 234 T10th
RAINBOW WAHINE INVITATIONAL
Season Score Finish Best Individual Score Finish
1994-95 325-323-313--961 7th Joanne Caldwell 236 22nd
1996-97 331-318-324--973 T8th Robyn Rinaldo 235 T12th
2000-01 317-320-307--944 8th Teresa Brown 234 T25th
2015-16 294-298-297--889 4th Abby Newton 220 T8th
2017-18 287-286-288--861 1st Katy Harris 212 2nd
REBEL BEACH INVITATIONAL
Season Score Finish Best Individual Score Finish
2017-18 294-300-289--883 2nd Julia Johnson 216 T1st
REYNOLDS LAKE OCONEE INDIVIDUAL COLLEGIATE CHAMPIONSHIP
Season Score Finish Best Individual Score Finish
2017-18 Individuals Only  
RIVER WILDERNESS INVITATIONAL
Season Score Finish Best Individual Score Finish
1995-96 312-302-318--932 T3rd Megan Breen 227 T5th
1997-98 310-300-305--915 2nd Lauren Mellen 225 T3rd
RON MOORE WOMEN’S INTERCOLLEGIATE
Season Score Finish Best Individual Score Finish
2007-08 303-308-304--915 T9th Dori Carter 220 T5th
2016-17 296-296-285--877 7th Maria Toennessen 217 T12th
SAN DIEGO STATE INVITATIONAL
Season Score Finish Best Individual Score Finish




Season Score Finish Best Individual Score Finish
1993-94 332-333--655 9th Angela Chancellor 165 T30th
2014-15 308-302-297--907 1st Stani Schiavone 215 1st
SEAHAWK-AZALEA INVITATIONAL
Season Score Finish Best Individual Score Finish
1987-88 337-336-328--1001  Jane Hawkins 245
1990-91 333-311-308--952 2nd Sarah Britt 231 1st
SEC/ACC CHALLENGE
Season Score Finish Best Individual Score Finish
2004-05 316-296-301--913 13th Katie Davidson 148 T22nd
2005-06 302-303-313--918 7th Dori Carter 226 T8th
SEC/PAC-12 CHALLENGE
Season Score Finish Best Individual Score Finish
2010-11 300-299-313--912 15th Haley Millsap 223 T27th
2011-12 301-321-307--898 13th Haley Sanders 221 T30th
SNOWBIRD CLASSIC
Season Score Finish Best Individual Score Finish
1992-93 329-327--656 6th Sarah Britt 152 T3rd
STETSON/MISSION INN FALL CLASSIC
Season Score Finish Best Individual Score Finish
2003-04 322-316-317--955 4th Adrienne White 234 8th
SPRING HILL INVITATIONAL
Season Score Finish Best Individual Score Finish
1993-94 338-336--674 2nd Joanne Caldwell 169 4th
SUNTRUST GATOR INVITATIONAL
Season Score Finish Best Individual Score Finish
1997-98 299-307-293--899 5th Lauren Mellen 220 9th
1998-99 316-311--627 9th Robyn Rinaldo 152 T13th
1999-00 316-313-309--938 9th Teresa Brown 224 T6th
2000-01 312-301-323--936 15th Teresa Brown 229 T34th
2001-02 307-321-314--942 T11th Luse/Hoffman 235 T29th
2002-03 317-288-320-925 10th Bernadette Luse 229 T34th
2005-06 318-315-307--940 14th Dori Carter 228 T19th
2006-07 323-302-329--954 15th Sara Grantham 236 T54th
2007-08 293-292-307--892 4th Dori Carter 218 T9th
2011-12 305-293-293--891 10th Haley Millsap 222 T24th
2015-16 307-307-309--923 13th Alison Hovatter 229 T46th
2017-18
SUZIE MAXWELL BERNING CLASSIC
Season Score Finish Best Individual Score Finish
2010-11 297-294-304--895 4th Natalie Gleadall 219 T4th
TENNESSEE TECH/VANDERBILT GOLF CLASSIC
Season Score Finish Best Individual Score Finish
1991-92 310-308--618 1st Chris Dacri 151 1st
TEXAS A&M “MO”MORIAL
Season Score Finish Best Individual Score Finish
2007-08 334-327-330--991 8th Dori Carter 238 T12th
TIGER-TIDE INTERCOLLEGIATE
Season Score Finish Best Individual Score Finish
1986-87 388-384-371--1143 17th
1987-88 350-348-347--1045 15th Veronica McFadden 250
1988-89 329-332-342--1003 11th Chris Dacri 237
1989-90 331-311-321--963 18th Sarah Britt 234 37th
1990-91 345-327-330--1002 16th Sarah Britt 239 T29th
1991-92 334-328-339--1001 11th Britt/Dacri 246 T23rd
1992-93 308-310-330--948 5th Angela Chancellor 229 5th
1993-94 321-319--640 7th Angela Chancellor 149 4th
TIGER-WAVE CLASSIC
Season Score Finish Best Individual Score Finish
2009-10 300-321-296--917 10th Sara Grantham 224 T13th
TULANE GREEN WAVE CLASSIC
Season Score Finish Best Individual Score Finish
1996-97 320-321--641 3rd Robyn Rinaldo 159 T8th
1997-98 322-314-306-942 1st Lauren Mellen 223 1st
2001-02 330-311--641 5th Teena Ash 159 20th
2002-03 311-309-310--930 5th Bernadette Luse 228 T8th
2003-04 303-317-316--936 3rd Adrienne White 226 3rd
UC IRVINE ANTEATER INVITATIONAL
Season Score Finish Best Individual Score Finish
2006-07 313-315-320--948 3rd Dori Carter 224 2nd
UCF CHALLENGE
Season Score Finish Best Individual Score Finish
1989-90 329-321-316--966 5th Sarah Britt 228 4th
1990-91 334-326--660 11th Sarah Britt 157 T12th
1991-92 323-330-341--994 9th Niki Tutor 242 T21st
1998-99 310-299--609 2nd Robyn Rinaldo 143 1st
2001-02 313-304--617 5th Luse/Hoffman 153 T11th 
TOURNAMENT-BY-TOURNAMENT
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2010-11 291-302-312--905 12th Haley Sanders 226 T40th
2012-13 296-295-301--892 10th Ericka Schneider 221 T21st
UNC TAR HEEL INVITATIONAL
Season Score Finish Best Individual Score Finish
2012-13 299-297-289--885 T2nd Haley Sanders 215 T4th
2013-14 292-293-305--890 T13th Alison Hovatter 216 T11th
2014-15 310-307-318--935 18th Alison Hovatter 229 T56th
USA LADY JAG INVITATIONAL
Season Score Finish Best Individual Score Finish
1986-87 369-364--733 3rd Veronica McFadden 166 7th
1987-88 324-340-332--996  Veronica McFadden 242
1988-89 330-327-318--975 12th Chris Dacri 239 29th
1989-90 323-319-321--972 8th Sarah Britt 229 5th
1990-91 306-332-333--995 9th Chris Dacri 230 T9th
1991-92 313-301-318--948 T5th Chris Dacri 223 3rd
1992-93 304-308-308--920 1st Sarah Britt 221 1st
USF BEACON WOODS INVITATIONAL
Season Score Finish Best Individual Score Finish
1993-94 330-327-332--989 T14th Jennifer Saywan 246 T39th
1995-96 304-319-319--942 8th Joanne Caldwell 234 T19th
1996-97 308-307-315--930 3rd Megan Breen 221 2nd
1997-98 309-310-307--926 2nd Megan Breen 223 1st
1998-99 310-308-306--924 2nd Robyn Rinaldo 225 4th
2001-02 297-302-286--885 1st Teena Ash 217 3rd
2002-03 300-295-300--895 3rd Bernadette Luse 222 T7th
2003-04 306-298-298--902 2nd Hadd/White 223 T9th
WATERLEFE INVITATIONAL
Season Score Finish Best Individual Score Finish
1999-00 326-316-311--953 10th Elizabeth Hoffman 223 18th
2002-03 309-306-307--922 T5th Bernadette Luse 222 T6th




Margo Akin  ..............................................................................................................1994-95-96; 98
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Lisha Beyer ......................................................................................................................... 2004-05
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Louise Davis .......................................................................................................................1987; 90
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Since turning pro in 2010, Carter has appeared 
in more than 100 LPGA events totaling more than 
$450,000 in career earnings. In her Ole Miss career 
she was a four-year letter winner and is top-five in 
nearly every individual category in the Ole Miss record 
books. She was elected to the M-Club Hall of  Fame in 
2015. Carter reclaimed her LPGA card in 2017.
DORI CARTER 2010 - PRESENT
Formerly Haley Milsap, Italia turned pro in 2013 and has appeared in over 40 events on 
the LPGA and Symetra Tours. She has totaled over $35,000 in career earnings through 
her short career. At Ole Miss Italia was a four-year letter winner and was part of  the 
2012 NCAA Regional team. 
HALEY ITALIA 2009-12
After a successful Rebel career, Natalie Gleadall turned professional in 2013 with teammate 
Haley Italia (Milsap). She has appeared in 32 events on the Symetra Tour, totalling nearly 
$20,000 in career earnings. In Oxford, Gleadall was a three-year letter winner and was part of  
the 2012 NCAA Regional team. 
NATALIE GLEADALL 2010-12
Ericka Schneider officially turned pro in 2015 and has appeared in eight Symetra Tour events in 
three years. After transferring to Ole Miss, Schneider was on the 2012 NCAA Regional team as 
well as a member of  the SEC Academic Honor Roll, UMAA Honor Roll and Deans Honor Roll. In 
2017, Schneider was named assistant coach of  the UAB women’s golf  team.
ERICKA SCHNEIDER 2011-12
Bernadette Luse is the first Ole Miss golfer to ever to earn an LPGA Tour card. Luse was a two-
time academic All-SEC performer for the Rebels. She tallied five top-10 finishes throughout her 
Rebel career and led Ole Miss to its third NCAA Regional apperance in 2003. Luse paired with 
Haymes Snedeker to win the Golf  Channel’s reality show Big Break X: Michigan in 2008.
BERNADETTE LUSE 2004-2006
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The Ole Miss women’s golf  team earned its ninth 
NCAA postseason trip in 2013 and fifth in a row, as 
they participated in the East Regional in Auburn, 
Alabama.
The Rebels first NCAA appearance came in 1998 
when they were selected to compete in the NCAA 
East Regional at Duke University.   That would be 
the first of  consecutive appearances for Ole Miss 
as they returned to postseason in 1999 at the East 
Regional in Columbia, S.C.
Ole Miss earned a berth in the 2003 NCAA East 
Regional held at Wake Forest University and then 
returned to the East Regional at the University 
of  Central Florida in Orlando, Fla., in 2004.   The 
Rebels qualified for the 2009 NCAA East Regional 
held at The University of  Florida in Gainesville and 
the 2011 East Regional, which was held in Daytona 
Beach, Fla.
Individually, Dori Carter qualified for the 2008 NCAA 
East Regional held at the University of  Georgia.
NCAA CHAMPIONSHIPS
NCAA CHAMPIONSHIPS
Season Region Score Finish Best Individual Score Finish
1997-98 East 312-314-312--938 T15th Robyn Rinaldo 235 T53rd
1998-99 East 312-306-308--926 16th Megan Breen 227 T27th
1999-00 ??? Individual Only  Robyn Rinaldo 232 52nd
2002-03 East 322-302-296--920 19th Laura Evans 220 T22nd
2003-04 East 338-326-325--989 19th Nikki Hadd 236 T48th
2007-08 East Individual Only  Dori Carter 224 T20th
2008-09 East 307-293-309--909 T17th Dori Carter 223 T40th
2009-10 Central 309-317-326--952 12th Haley Milsap 234 T26th
2010-11 East 303-293-310--906 14th Natalie Gleadall 219 T18th
2011-12 Central 315-311-304--930 13th Haley Sanders 226 T18th
2012-13 East 299-308-303--910 18th Abby Newton 226 T66th
2013-14 East Individual Only  Abby Newton 220 T36th
NCAA REGIONALS RESULTS
ALL-AMERICANS
Dori Carter ended her career as the most decorated golfer in program history after earning All-American honors in 2008 and 2009. Still representing the 
Rebels on the LPGA Tour, Carter stands as one of  the best players in the history of  the program. 
The Valdosta, Georgia, native owns as much real estate as anyone in the Ole Miss record book, including the lowest single-round score (65; tied), lowest 
tournament score (205), most top-five finishes in a season (5; tied), most top-fives in a career (10; second), lowest single-season (72.8) and career (74.9) 
stroke average, most rounds par or under season (14) and career (31). 
In 2009, Carter led the Rebels to the NCAA East Regional, the team’s first postseason berth since 2004. She 
also earned first-team All-SEC honors in 2008 and 2009.  She captured one individual title in her collegiate 
career, winning the 2009 Rebel Intercollegiate.
Carter became the first All-American in the history of  the Ole Miss women’s golf  program, when she was 
named a Duramed FUTURES Tour Honorable Mention All-American by the National Golf  Coaches Association 
(NGCA) in 2008.  She ended the year ranked No. 24 in the nation.
Carter was the top finisher for the Rebels in every tournament in 2008, including four top-five and five top-10 
finishes. At the Crimson Tide Classic, Carter carded a school-record 65 in the final round to finish second, narrowly missing her first tournament title by 
two strokes.  Led by Carter’s school-best three-round total of  11-under 205 the Rebels took third in the tournament.




SEC WOMEN’S GOLF HISTORY
The SEC Women’s Golf  
Championship began as a six-
team event in 1981 featuring 
Florida, Georgia, LSU, Auburn, 
Kentucky and Mississippi State. 
Alabama replaced Auburn for 
the next several season until the 
Tigers rejoined in 1986 as the 
seventh team. Ole Miss joined 
the following year as the eighth 
team. After competing in that 
1987 championship, the Rebels 
have taken part in every SEC title 
tournament since.
The league welcomed a ninth team, 
Vanderbilt, in 1988. By 1996, the 
SEC had expanded to 12 teams, 
adding South Carolina in 1992, 
Tennessee in 1993 and Arkansas 
in 1996. The league remaind at a 
dozen until conference realignment 
sent Texas A&M and Missouri to 
the SEC ranks in 2013, making 
the league what it is today: one of  
the most competitive in women’s 
collegiate golf.
Ole Miss has finished in the top 
five just once in the tough SEC 
Championship, finishing third in 
1999 behind a top-five finish by 
Megan Breen. The Rebels boast 
four individual top-fives at SECs, 
including Adrienne White’s third-
place finish in 2004, as well as Dori 
Carter’s T4 result in 2008.
The SEC boasts four team national 
champions. Florida claimed back-
to-back national titles for the 
league in 1985 and 1986—the 
fourth and fifth championship 
teams ever crowned by the NCAA. 
Georgia captured the NCAA title in 
2011, while Alabama claimed the 
conference’s most recent national 
title in 2012.
Six individual champions have 
come out of  the SEC. Georgia’s 
Cindy Schreyer was the first to take 
the throne in 1984, followed by 
Page Dunlap’s triumph in 1986—
part of  a championship sweep 
for Florida. Vicki Goetze made it 
two NCAA titles for UGA, winning 
in 1992. Stacy Lewis added one 
for Arkansas in 2007. Four years 
later, LSU’s Ausin Ernst took home 
the top prize at NCAAs. Like the 
SEC’s most recent team title, the 
most recent individual crown was 
won by Alabama when Emma Talley 
won the individual title in 2015.
In addition to its four NCAA team 
titles and six individual titles, 
the SEC claims 72 first-team All-
Americans, as well as 69 top-10 
NCAA finishes since 1983. 
REBELS AT THE SEC CHAMPIONSHIP
SEC WOMEN’S GOLF CHAMPIONSHIP
Season Score Finish Best Individual Score Finish
1986-87 379-390-371--1140 8th Veronica McFadden 247
1987-88 324-327-320--971 8th Veronica McFadden 231
1988-89 343-336-325--1004 8th Chris Dacri 242 26th
1989-90 324-347--671 8th Sarah Britt 166 28th
1990-91 330-332-333-995 8th Chris Dacri 244 T25th
1991-92 328-317-308--948 9th Chris Dacri 224 8th
1992-93 323-327--650 10th Niki Tutor 157 T18th
1993-94 313-309-335--957 10th Angela Chancellor 239 T29th
1994-95 320-330-323--973 8th Lauren Mellen 242 T29th
1995-96 320-315--635 8th Jennifer Sayman 155 T17th
1996-97 328-320-304--952 10th Joanne Caldwell 230 T17th
1997-98 304-311-311--926 6th Breen/Rinaldo 229 T13th
1998-99 308-305-300--913 3rd Megan Breen 225 T5th
1999-00 321-318-329--968 11th Robyn Rinaldo 231 T12th
2000-01 314-308-315--937 9th Marci Kornegay 226 T20th
2001-02 310-314-305--929 T9th Elizabeth Hoffman 223 T18th
2002-03 319-322-341--975 11th Nikki Hadd 238 31st
2003-04 315-295-295--905 8th Adrienne White 215 3rd
2004-05 321-328-320--969 12th Katie Davidson 236 39th
2005-06 318-315-307--940 12th Laura Evans 233 45th
2006-07 312-311-323--946 12th Dori Carter 223 T18th
2007-08 309-317-313--939 10th Dori Carter 219 T4th 
2008-09 301-298-291--890 7th Dori Carter 221 T17th
2009-10 284-298-294--876 8th Sara Grantham 211 T5th
2010-11 316-314-301--931 11th Natalie Gleadall 228 T29th 
2011-12 309-315-326--881 10th Haley Sanders 234 T23rd
2012-13 317-321-303--941 12th Stani Schiavone 230 T14th
2013-14 313-305-307--925 14th Abby Newton 228 T28th
2014-15 310-307-308--925 14th Sofia Idoyaga 224 T33rd
2015-16 301-300-293--894 7th Alison Hovatter 218 T9th
2016-17 296-295-300--891 13th Hermansson/Toennessen 223 T40th
2017-18
REBEL HONOR YEAR
Sarah Britt Second-Team 1993
Joanne Caldwell Honorable Mention 1995
Megan Breen Honorable Mention 1996
Lauren Mellen Honorable Mention 1996
Megan Breen Honorable Mention 1997
Robyn Rinaldo Honorable Mention 1997
Megan Breen Second-Team 1998
Lauren Mellen Second-Team 1998
Robyn Rinaldo Honorable Mention 1998
Megan Breen First-Team 1999
Robyn Rinaldo First-Team 1999
Robyn Rinaldo Honorable Mention 2000
Adrienne White Second-Team 2004
Dori Carter First-Team 2008
Dori Carter First-Team 2009
Sara Grantham Second-Team 2010
ALL-SEC REBELS
REBEL HONOR YEAR
Abby Newton Scholar-Athlete of  the Year 2016
SEC HONORS
MEGAN BREEN




HM, 1997, 1998, 2000
First Team, 1999
DORI CARTER





Ahead of  the 2017-18 season, the 
Ole Miss women’s golf  coaching 
staff  met with their counterparts 
at Mississippi State to discuss a 
potential partnership.
The two sides decided to co-host 
an event at one of  the finest golf  
courses in the Magnolia State—and 
the Magnolia Invitational was born.
The Rebels and Bulldogs co-hosted 
the inaugural event at Old Waverly 
Golf  Club in West Point, Mississippi 
from Oct. 1-3, 2017. 
A young Ole Miss squad came to 
play in the first ever Magnolia. The 
Rebels, led a pair of  true freshmen, 
led wire-to-wire, holding the lead 
through all three rounds to win the 
tournament’s first crown.
Rebel freshman Julia Johnson 
claimed the first individual title in 
thrilling fashion, besting Memphis’ 
Abby Herrmann in a two-hole 
playoff  on Old Waverly’s picturesque 
18th hole.
The Magnolia will return in 2018 as 
the two host coaches aim to make 
it one of  the premier events in the 
SEC and in all of  women’s collegiate 
golf.
“It has been a phenomenal 
opportunity to join forces with 
Mississippi State and Old Waverly 
to bring the Magnolia Invitational to 
life, and we could not have done it 
without the incredible contributions 
provided by our volunteers and 
supporters,” Ole Miss head coach 
Kory Henkes said ahead of  the 
inaugural tournament. 
“Together, we have taken the 
first steps toward making this a 
landmark event in SEC golf  and a 
destination tournament for the top 
teams in the nation. It’s a great 
opportunity to showcase golf  in the 
Magnolia State.”
OLD WAVERLY GOLF CLUB
U.S. Open winner Jerry Pate and 
course designer Bob Cupp were 
enlisted by the Bryan family and Old 
Waverly’s group of  founders to trim 
away from the undeveloped nature 
of  360 acres of  pasture and prairie. 
A grand entryway leading to the 
clubhouse that reflects the original 
mansion’s aura and a greenscape 
that evokes quiet awe was the 
result. 
Beauty of  the local region was 
drawn out and allowed to sparkle 
with the hard work and a devotion 
to detail. In just a few short years 
the Bryans’ vision had morphed 
from idea to reality and Old Waverly 
opened formally in September 
1988.
Since 1990, Old Waverly has hosted 
numerous events including the men’s 
and women’s SEC Championship, 
Southern Golf  Association Women’s 
and Junior Championships, the 
2006 U.S. Women’s Mid-Amateur 
Champi- onship, as well as the 1999 
U.S. Women’s Open. 
In 2019, the top women’s players 
in the nation will take on the course 
as it hosts the prestigious U.S. 
Women’s Amateur.
Old Waverly’s 18-hole championship 
course has been named to 
Golfweek’s Top 100, Golf  Digest’s 
Top Course in Mississippi for too 
many years to count and Golf  





Oct. 1-3, 2017 Ole Miss 278-288-287--854
TEAM CHAMPIONS
Ole Miss won the inaugural Magnolia Invitational, shooting 278-288-287--854 (-10), to best second-place 
Memphis (861).
YEAR CHAMPION SCHOOL SCORE
2017-18 Julia Johnson Ole Miss 68-69-72--209
INDIVIDUAL CHAMPIONS
Julia Johnson shot 7-under par and defeated Memphis’ Abby Herrmann in a two-hole playoff  on Old Waverly 
Golf  Club’s 18th hole to become the first Magnolia Invitational champion.
MAGNOLIA INVITATIONAL
OCT. 1-3
WEST POINT, MISS. (OLD WAVERLY GOLF CLUB)
TEAM STANDINGS
1. Ole Miss 278-289-287--854
2. Memphis 291-289-281--861
3. Tennessee 287-292-293--872
T4. Mississippi State 296-287-294--877
T4. Auburn 291-294-292--877
6: LSU 301-293-288--882
7. Southern Miss 303-291-296--890
8. Augusta 307-296-293--896
9. Kansas State 301-298-299--898
10. Troy 321-294-305--920
OLE MISS REBELS
1. Julia Johnson 68-69-72--209*
T5. Conner Beth Ball 69-75-70--214
T12. Pi-Lillebi Hermansson 78-70-71--219
T17. Kie Purdom 69-75-76--220
T25. Diane Lim 72-77-74--223
INDIVIDUALS
T17. Katy Harris 77-74-69--220
T27. Macy Holliday 73-77-74--224
T52. Martina Flori 77-80-76--233
T56. Laura Hoskin 77-78-80--235
* - Won a two-hole playoff over Memphis’ Abby 
Hermann.
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OLE MISS GOLF FACILITIES
THE OLE MISS GOLF COURSE
THE HOME OF OLE MISS GOLF
The men’s and women’s golf  teams 
are fortunate to have state-of-the-
art practice facilities adjacent to 
the Ole Miss Golf  Club, located just 
one mile north of  campus.
The most recent addition to both 
programs is the Herrington Golf  
Center, which opened in 2012. 
The indoor-outdoor hitting facility 
allows players the opportunity to 
work on their games regardless of  
weather conditions. The facilities 
also include two indoor hitting 
bays with video capabilities, a 
recreation and weight center, 
and a shop for repairing and 
golf  equipment. Funding for the 
3,600-square-foot indoor-outdoor 
practice facility was provided by 
a gift from the Clay and Elinor 
Herrington Charitable Remainder 
Trust.  
The John Whitten and Marianne 
Thaxton Whitten Golf  Complex, 
completed in the summer of  2002, 
houses team meeting rooms, 
locker rooms for both teams, 
coaches offices, areas for storage 
and repair of  golf  equipment as 
well as an upstairs lounge area.
In the fall of  2006, a new driving 
range opened to be used by both 
teams exclusively, and in 2009 
a new shortgame facility was 
completed.
Designed by Cary Middlecoff, the 
Ole Miss Golf  Course opened in 
1973.  The course underwent a 
$3.5 million renovation in October 
of  2008.  Renovation efforts 
included green complexes rebuilt 
to USGA specifications, fairways 
sprigged with 419 Bermuda 
grass, new cart paths, a fleet 
of  60 new electric golf  carts, a 
state-of-the-art 900 sprinkler 
head irrigation system capable of  
pumping out more than 850,000 
gallons of  water a night, rebuilt 
sand bunkers and the addition 
of  back tees on several holes, 
pushing the course to more than 
7,000 yards in length. Also, the 
driving range doubled in size. 
Watermark Golf  LLC/Nathan Crace 
Design was responsible for the 
renovation project.
The men’s and women’s golf  
teams are also fortunate to have 
privileges at the picturesque 
Country Club of  Oxford, which 
opened in the summer of  2006. 
Surrounded by stately hardwoods 
and gentle rolling hills, the par 72, 
7,028-yard course was designed 
by Jim Fazio and features 18 holes.
BREAKING GROUND
In March, 2018, Ole Miss is 
breaking ground on the first stage 
of  many major planned upgrades 
that will make the Rebel golf  
facilities second to none in the 
nation.
The first stage of  renovations will 
see the existing private driving 
range redesigned and leveled, 
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FACILITIES UPGRADE MASTER PLAN
featuring a new team tee adjacent 
to the golf  house and Herrington 
Golf  Center. This will improve sight 
lines from practice tee boxes.
Additionaly, the team’s two-acre 
short-game practice area will 
be expanded to nearly eight 
acres. The existing putting and 
short game greens, as well as 
the surrounding bunkers, will 
be redesigned as part of  an all-
new six-hole short game practice 
course featuring challenging 
bunkers and a variety of  layouts, 
making for an enhanced practice 
environment
Plans are also in place for 
expansion and renovation of  
the Whitten Golf  Center as well 
as connection to the nearby 
Herrington Center. 
Locker room improvements are at 
the top of  the indoor renovations. 
The first-class team locker rooms 
will feature improved shower areas 
and separate locker facilities for 
the coaching staffs.
The team meeting areas are also 
set for an upgrade, as well as 
the existing laundry and storage 
spaces. 
Several other long-term 
enhancements have been 
proposed as well, including short-
stay villas for visitors of  the Ole 
Miss Golf  Course.
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THE SEASON
2015-16 | SEC CHAMPIONSHIP 2016-17 | EL TIGRE INVITATIONAL
2017-18 | A NEW NORMAL
The Season is filmed and 
produced in-house by Ole Miss 
Sports Productions—the Rebels’ 
Emmy award-winning team behind 
the digital and television content 
for Ole Miss Athletics.
Ole Miss Sports Productions has 
won eight Southeast Regional 
Emmy Awards, as well as several 
AVA Digital and Telly Awards.
 
The Season follows each of  
Ole Miss’ 16 athletic teams, 
highlighting the endevours of  its 
student-athletes on and off  the 
field of  play. It has featured Ole 
Miss women’s golf  four times, first 
in 2014-15 at the Notre Dame 
Clover Cup in Mesa, Ariz. 
In 2015-16, The Season saw 
the Rebels earn their best finish 
at the Southeastern Conference 
Championships since 2009, an 
impressive  seventh-place finish 
in the first season of  the Kory 
Henkes/Drew Belt Era.
The following year, The Season 
followed the Rebels to Puerto 
Vallarta, Mexico for the Hawkeye 
El Tigre Invitational, where 
Martina Flori nearly took home 
the individual title, tying for 
second after a last-hole birdie 
by tournament-winner Martina 
Edberg of  Cal State Fullerton.
In 2017-18, OMSP was on hand 
for the Rebels’ monumental sweep 
of  the team and individual titles at 
the inaugural Magnolia Invitational 
and later produced The Season 
during the team’s trip to Hawaii to 
close a magical fall season. At the 
Rainbow Wahine Invitational, Ole 
Miss won its third straight team 
title—a program record.
In the most recent episode, 
follow the Rebels to paradise on 
Halloween weekend. The 2017-
18 squad will take you swimming 
with sea turtles, on a shopping 
excursion and, of  course, to the 
top of  the podium at Leilehua Golf  
Course in Wahiawa, Hawaii.
Click on the images on this page 
to go to TheSeasonOleMiss.com 
and watch each episode of  The 
Season - Ole Miss Women’s Golf.
WHAT IS THE SEASON?
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REBS ON THE WEB
REBS ON THE WEB
• The Best Ole Miss Women’s Golf  Visual Content
• Join the Rebels on Road Trips
• Inside Look at Practices and Workouts
• Award-Winning Video Content
• See Life as an Ole Miss Rebel
@OLEMISSWGOLF INSTAGRAM
Athletics Web Site: www.OleMissSports.com






Kory Henkes Twitter: @KoryThompson1
Kory Henkes Instagram: @KoryHenkes
Drew Belt Twitter: @CoachBeltPGA
Drew Belt Instagram: @CoachBeltPGA
FOLLOW THE REBS
• No. 1 Destination for Ole Miss 
Women’s Golf  Tournament Coverage
• Ole Miss Women’s Golf  News
• OMSP Videos and GIFs
• @OleMissPix Photography
@OLEMISSWGOLF TWITTER
The Source for Ole Miss Women’s Golf  
News and Information 
FIND IT AT OLEMISSSPORTS.COM
• Official Roster
• Player and Coach Bios
• Official Schedule
• All-New Tournament Notes
• Team Statistics
• Player-by-Player Statistics




• Tournament Previews and Recaps
• Feature Articles
• All Ole Miss Women’s Golf  News
OLEMISSSPORTS.COM
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Ole Miss women’s golf  plays side-
by-side at the Ole Miss Golf  Course 
with one of  the top men’s programs 
in the country. Read how the Rebel 
coaching staffs are working  to-
gether to build Ole Miss golf  into a 
national staple.
Kory Henkes and her husband Ken-
neth had big plans for Thanksgiving. 
They had new a turkey recipe, 
straight from Augusta University 
Athletic Director Clint Bryant, Kory’s 
AD at her previous coaching stop. 
They stayed up until 1 a.m. to prep 
the turkey and slide it into the oven 
overnight. Kenneth added one final 
ingredient, a Cajun rub to give the 
bird an extra kick. But when they 
awoke on Thanksgiving morning, 
it was to an unwelcome sight and 
smell. 
A smoky Cajun haze filled their 
house, and they knew the source. 
The turkey that was supposed to 
be perfectly slow-cooking instead 
sat smoldering in their oven, resem-
bling a big lump of  charcoal rather 
than a tasty bird ready to feed their 
extended family.
After laughing it off  with her hus-
band, Kory’s first phone call was to 
Chris Malloy.
“I sent him a picture and said, ‘We 
need help,’” Henkes said. “He was 
dying laughing.”
It wasn’t the first, nor the last time 
the Ole Miss women’s golf  head 
coach leaned on the men’s golf  
head coach for some assistance—
and vice versa. Together, the two 
have built one of  the most syner-
gistic relationships between any two 
coaching staffs in collegiate golf.
“You need someone in that role, be-
tween the men’s and women’s head 
coaches, who mesh. It’s a marriage 
in a way,” Malloy said. “There are 
coaches, right or wrong, who want 
to separate the men’s and women’s 
programs. They want to go about 
their business. I don’t feel that way, 
and I know Kory is the same way.”
Henkes and Malloy, as well as their 
assistant coaches Drew Belt and 
Kyle Ellis, are constantly working 
together on a number of  levels. 
Their teams split time and space at 
the golf  facilities on a daily basis, 
and they work together, lobbying for 
upgrades and additions to the pro-
gram’s infrastructure. 
They share recruiting ideas, stu-
dent-athlete management philoso-
phies—almost everything, right 
down to course navigation if  one 
has experience at a track where 
the other doesn’t. Since college golf  
staffs are limited to two full-time 
coaches, doubling that by combin-
ing efforts whenever possible has 
been invaluable for the Ole Miss 
program.
“It’s such a unique sport to where 
you do spend a lot of  time togeth-
er—why wouldn’t you want to utilize 
your resources to the best of  your 
ability? Some coaches don’t even 
talk to one another, which is really 
bizarre to me,” Henkes said. “I real-
ly couldn’t ask for a better situation. 
We’ve been very fortunate to be in 
the situation we are in. It’s always a 
good time at the golf  house.”
The similar outlooks and the will-
ingness to work together toward 
shared goals also helped the 
partnership to come to fruition in 
the first place. Malloy, an Ole Miss 
alum, returned to coach his alma 
mater in 2014, and the women’s 
head coaching position came open 
the following year. Knowing Henkes 
through the tight-knit community 
that is college golf, Malloy knew she 
would thrive in Oxford. 
“When this job opened, she was 
certainly high on our administra-
tion’s list, as she should’ve been 
with her resume alone, but I knew 
that she would be a great fit,” Mal-
loy said. “Everyone wants to be suc-
cessful, but the way we go about it is 
pretty darn similar. Between her and 
Drew, they’re both great. It’s easy 
to work with them each and every 
day.”
Likewise, Henkes and Belt knew 
OLE MISS MEN’S GOLF
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Sophomore Braden Thornberry 
fired a final round 1-under 71 to 
capture the NCAA Arnold Palmer 
Individual National Championship at 
the Rich Farms Harvest Golf  Club. 
Thornberry cruised to a four shot
victory over Arkansas’ Mason 
Overstreet with a four round total of  
11-under par.
The Olive Branch, Mississippi 
native erased a three-shot deficit 
heading into fourth-and-final round 
to win Ole Miss’ first golf  national 
title. Texas’ Scottie Scheffler, who 
opened the day with a three-stroke 
advantage, stumbled out of  the gate 
with a bogey and triple bogey to 
crack the door for Thornberry. 
The sophomore quickly seized 
control of  the leaderboard with a 
birdie on the par-3 third and an 
eagle on at the 376-yard sixth to 
take a four-shot lead heading to the 
back nine.
An SEC-Big 12 battle on the front 
nine transformed into an all-SEC 
affair at the turn. A bogey on the 
par-410th cut Thornberry’s lead 
to three strokes, but he quickly 
bounced back with three straight 
pars. A bogey on the par-4 14th 
cut Thornberry’s lead to just two 
strokes over Overstreet, but he 
responded with a solid par on the 
15th while Overstreet two putted for 
a bogey to extend his margin back 
to three strokes.
Back-to-back pars on Nos. 16 and 
17 and a birdie on the 18th clinched 
the national championship for 
Thornberry with a final total of  11 
under 66-71-69-71--277. 
His opening-round 66 tied the Rich 
Harvest Farms collegiate record, 
and his four-shot victory was the 
largest since 2006.
He joins a list of  former NCAA 
individual champions including Ben
Crenshaw, Luke Donald, Tom Kite, 
Justin Leonard, Phil Michelson, Jack 
Nicklaus and Tiger Woods.
INDIVIDUAL AWARDS
• 2017 Haskins Award - Braden Thornberry
• 2017 Individual NCAA Champion - Braden Thornberry
• 2017 First-Team All-American - Braden Thornberry
• 2017 First-Team All-SEC - Braden Thornberry
• 2017 First-Team All-SEC - Ben Wolcott
• 2016 Boyd McWhorter Male Scholar-Athlete of  the Year - Forrest Gamble
TEAM TOURNAMENT TITLES
• 2017 Lamkin Grips San Diego Classic
• 2016 Princeville Warrior Makai Invitational
• 2016 AutoTrader.com Collegiate Classic
• 2016 FAMC Intercollegiate at The Grove
• 2016 FAU Slomin Autism Invite
MALLOY/ELLIS ERA HIGHLIGHTS
2017 NCAA CHAMPION BRADEN THORNBERRY
ACCOLADES
• Fred Haskins Award Winner
• 2017 All-Nicklaus Team
• PING First Team All-America
• First Team All-SEC
• PING Southeast All-Region Team
• Walker Cup Participant
BY THE NUMBERS
• Led nation in stroke average at 69.57 (Lowest in school history)
• Five individual wins
• Set single-season school records for rounds in the 60’s (23), rounds 
under par (31), lowest three-round score (198), top-five finishes (10), 
and top-10 finishes (11).
THORNBERRY’S 2016-17 HIGHLIGHTS
they were getting a great match in 
the coaches across the hall at the 
golf  house. 
“When this job came available, 
Coach Malloy was one of  the first 
ones I talked to about it,” Henkes 
said. “When I came in on the inter-
view, he was great. My husband and 
I went out to dinner with him and his 
wife and really got to know them. We 
really hit it off.”
Of  course, Henkes accepted the job 
and moved to Oxford, where the 
bond between the coaches has only 
grown stronger.  
“I feel strongly enough about Kory 
and her husband that my wife and 
I talked them into living five houses 
down from us,” Malloy said. “It’s not 
fake.”
That proximity certainly came in 
handy on Thanksgiving. Once Mal-
loy got the call telling him that the 
Henkes turkey was toast, the pres-
sure shifted to his shoulders. But 
with his friends in need, he deliv-
ered, perfectly cooking a turkey 
on his Big Green Egg to feed both 
families.
“Their family joined our family, and 
we had a nice fun Thanksgiving with 
a delicious turkey,” Henkes said. “It 
gave us a good laugh. We learned 
our lesson not to put Cajun mix on 
the overnight turkey.”
OLE MISS MEN’S GOLF
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HEALTH & SPORTS PERFORMANCE
Meghann Lassi, MS, ATC, is in charge of  the rehabilitation and health of  
the Ole Miss women’s golf  team. Lassi joined the Rebels in August 2017.
 
The Athletic Training Room at the Tuohy Center is equipped with state-
of-the-art equipment including: 
 
• Hydroworx 600 series Hydrotherapy Pool complete with underwater 
treadmill and video monitoring/ analysis equipment, resistance jets, 
massage jets and rehab area 
• Separate physician’s office/ examination room 
• Large fully functional rehabilitation area complete with state of  the art 
exercise and rehabilitation equipment
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STRENGTH & CONDITIONING
Under the direction of  strength and conditioning coach Matt Turner, the Ole 
Miss women’s golf  team utilizes the Tuohy Center weight room to maximize their 
performance on the course and develop a strong foundation to their swing.
The Tuohy Center weight room is equipped with: 
 
• Four Olympic Weightlifting platforms, a full complement of  Intel Bumper Plates, 
Polyurethane Plates and Dumbbells 
• Two UCS Glute Ham Raises 
 
• Two Life Fitness Functional Trainers 
• One SuperCat Squat Machine 
• One PR Shark, two Leg Presses, two Woodway Treadmills  
• Stationary cardio equipment with personalized viewing screens to accommodate 
any additional cardiovascular exercise needs 
• Gatorade machine as well as Gatorade recovery nutrition shakes
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FEDEX STUDENT ATHLETE SUCCESS CENTER
Ole Miss student athletes not only have the opportunity to play in one of  the best conferences in the nation, they also attend a university that is world-renowned 
for academics. Under the direction of  Senior Associate AD Derek Cowherd, the Office of  Student-Athlete Development has made great strides in improving the 
environment for Ole Miss student athletes. With numerous academic counselors, learning specialists and tutors assisting Cowherd, the FedEx Student Athlete 
Success Center creates the perfect environment for learning.  
The Ole Miss women’s golf  team achieved a team GPA of  3.10 for the 2017 fall semester. Among the current Rebel roster, 75 percent of  student-athletes earned 
a GPA of  3.0 or higher this past fall. They’ve gone 23 consecutive semesters with a 3.0 GPA or higher. Under Henkes and Belt, Abby Newton was honored as 
the co-SEC Scholar Athlete of  the Year, Kie Purdom earned first-year SEC Honor Roll, while Pi-Lillebi Hermansson and Maria Toennessen have both earned WGCA 
Academic All-American honors. 
Assistant coach Drew Belt (far left) and head coach Kory Henkes join their first graduating class along 
with vice chancellor for intercollegiate athletics Ross Bjork (far right).
• In 2016-17, Ole Miss had 208 student-athletes named to the SEC Honor 
Roll and earned a cumulative GPA of  3.0 across all sports for the third 
straight year (and third time in school history).
• More than 50 percent of  Ole Miss student-athletes have earned a 3.0 or 
better each term over the past four years.
• In 2005, FedEx gave a $2.5 million gift over five years to create this elite 
academic success center for student athletes at Ole Miss. An additional 
$2.5 million anonymous donation was received this past year to make 
additional improvements.
• The FedEx Student Athlete Success Center opened in May 2007.
• The Center provides state-of-the-art computer facilities and space for 
study halls and tutoring for Ole Miss student-athletes, as well as additional 
classrooms for all students.
“At the core of  the FedEx Academic Center for Student-Athletes is a group of  committed and energized professionals with a singular mission, 
to promote academic excellence and graduation of  student-athletes. Not only will we motivate our student-athletes to strive for excellence 
on the field, we will offer top-notch support for them to succeed at a high level academically as well.”    
   





From Olympic gold medalist to Super 
Bowl winner to World Series champion, 
Ole Miss Rebels can be found at the 
pinnacle of  many sports.
(Clockwise from top) - Ole Miss Softball won its first ever 
SEC Tournament championship in 2017; Six-time world 
champion, 10-time USA champion and 2012 Olympic 
gold medal long jumper Brittney Reese; Oxford native 
Sam Kendricks was an Olympic bronze medalist in 
2016 and has claimed the last six U.S. pole vault titles; 
Rafaelle Souza was a starting defender on the Brazilian 
national team during the 2015 Women’s World Cup 
and played in the 2016 Rio Olympics; Cincinnati Reds 
shortstop Zack Cozart ranks top 10 in the National 
League in batting, on-base and slugging percentage 
in 2017.
ENROLLMENT
With nearly 24,000 students, 
we’re the state’s largest 
university. We’re also ranked 
among the nation’s 10 fastest-
growing colleges and universities.
Ole Miss students hail 
from all 50 states and 86 
countries around the world.
This year’s freshman class 
includes 85 class valedictorians, 
69 salutatorians, 89 student 
body presidents, 107 Eagle 
Scouts and 20 Girl Scouts who 
achieved the Gold Award.
 
ACADEMICS
The university’s 16 academic 
divisions include a major 
medical school and more 
than 120 areas of study, from 
business and engineering to 
creative writing and dentistry.
Our Patterson School of 
Accountancy is ranked 
No. 8 nationally for 
undergraduate education.
The university’s newest 
division, the John D. Bower 
School of Population Health, 
is among only three programs 
of its kind nationwide.
OLEMISS.EDU
RESEARCH ACCOLADES 
The University of Mississippi is in the elite Carnegie group 
of R-1: Doctoral Universities - Highest Research Activity, the 
definitive list for the nation’s top doctoral research universities.
IMPROVEMENTS
The university has $160 million 
in construction underway 
or out on bid, with another 
$293 million of new facilities 
in planning and design.
Site work has begun for a 
207,000-square-foot STEM 
building in the Science District. 
One of the university’s largest 
projects ever, it is expected to open 
for the 2018-2019 academic year.
The Student Union will expand 
by 60,000 square feet by early 
2019 with a $59 million overhaul 
that includes new meeting 
spaces, student government 
offices and the new food court.
Our campus has 14,895 
parking spaces, including a new 
1,532-space parking garage 
behind Kinard Hall.
CAMPUS BEAUTY
The Ole Miss campus regularly has been recognized among the nation’s most 
beautiful. In fall 2016, UM topped the USA Today’s Reader’s Choice travel awards 
contest, edging out Indiana University as the nation’s most beautiful. 
Three certified arborists manage the thousands of trees on campus, ranging from bald cypress to 
Yoshino cherry. Our campus includes 100 acres of native woods and more than 900 acres of land.
Color is a big part of campus beauty. We plant 20,000 annuals, including tulips 
and daffodils, each spring. We have about 10,000 square feet of perennial beds 
on campus, and groundskeepers change out colors each spring and fall.  
BY ALL COUNTS
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In addition to the popular Double Decker Arts Festival that brings thousands of  visitors to Oxford each 
April, the town’s thriving music scene has welcomed such acts as Snoop Dogg, Willie Nelson, B.B. King, 
Brad Paisley, Zac Brown Band, Thomas Rhett, Three 6 Mafia and Wilco. Artists that have recorded at 
local Sweet Tea Studios include the Counting Crows, Gavin DeGraw, Ben Folds, the Hives, Jars of  Clay and 
Modest Mouse. Oxford’s Lyric has been named one of  the top 100 music club venues in the world by 
Pollstar, the leading concert industry trade publication.
Ole Miss sporting events regularly attract such celebrities as movie 
stars Morgan Freeman and Woody Harrelson.
OXFORD, MISSISSIPPI
 
Touted as the “Cultural Mecca of  the South”, creativity abounds in Oxford as musicians, artists and writers alike find inspiration in Oxford’s rich history, small 
town charm and creative community. Nobel Prize winning author William Faulkner made his home here and many have followed in his footsteps. Oxford is also 
known for its exceptional culinary experiences at the many restaurants options, from down home cooking to upscale culinary creations.
“The boys were extremely excited to come to Oxford. I think as a ballclub, with our players and all of  the parents talking, I think we are falling in love with Oxford, the people here, how we are being 
treated and the hospitality. I think we are going to have a lot of  people rooting for Ole Miss in every sport down the road after the experience they have given us here.”
- Mike Gambino, Boston College baseball coach
(at the 2016 NCAA Oxford Regional)
No. 2 College Town (Livability.com)
No. 2 College Football Town (NCAA.com)
Top 6 College Towns in America  (USA Today)
Top 10 Coolest College Towns in America  (Travel & Leisure)
Top 20 Best Small Towns in America  (Smithsonian)
Top 100 Places to Live  (Money Magazine)
Tens of  thousands visitors enjory the historic Square in downtown Oxford each 
year, including the famous Square Books bookstore. 
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OLE MISS ATHLETICS FACILITIES
A renovated Vaught-Hemingway Stadium opened in 2016 with a new capacity of 64,038. It 
features a new student section in the north end zone, 30 new  luxury suites and 770 club level 
seats in the south end zone is being renovated and refurbished west suites.
OXFORD-UNIVERSITY STADIUM/SWAYZE FIELD
Ole Miss boasts one of  the nation’s premier college baseball venues. Mike Bianco’s 
Rebels have annually ranked among the top five in college baseball attendance, while 
hosting seven NCAA Regionals and three Super Regionals.
OLE MISS SOFTBALL COMPLEX MANNING CENTEROLE MISS TRACK & FIELD COMPLEX
Sparkling $7.2 million renovation with top-of-the-line 
Beynon Sports Surface completed in September 2016.
Ole Miss’ impressive softball field and hitting facility 
played host to the 2011 SEC Softball Tournament.
Opened in 2004, the facility was renamed in 2014 the 
Olivia and Archie Manning Athletics Performance Center.
OLE MISS SOCCER STADIUM PALMER-SALLOUM TENNIS CENTERGILLOM CENTER
A massive 2017 renovation makes this women’s sports 
complex, including new volleyball court, an elite training facility.
Known for its immaculately kept pitch, Ole Miss soccer 
boasts a beautiful facility adjacent to the Gillom Center.
Dramatic enhancements were made in 2012 to what was 
already one of  the nation’s top tennis facilities.
OLE MISS GOLF COURSE
The Rebel golf  teams enjoy a recently renovated short-
game facility adjacent to the Whitten Golf  Center.
ATHLETICS ADMINISTRATION BUILDING
Opened in 2008, this luxurious facility is home to most of  
the major departments within athletics administration.
PATRICIA C. LAMAR CENTER
The Patricia C. Lamar National Guard Readiness Center is 





Since May 2007, Ole Miss student-athletes have benefitted tremendously from their first-class on-campus 
learning environment - the FedEx Student-Athlete Success Center.
FedEx Corporation announced on April 14, 2005, a $2.5 million gift over five years to the University of  Mississippi 
to create such an elite academic support center for student-athletes. 
The center provides state-of-the-art computer facilities and space for study halls and tutoring for men and women 
student-athletes, as well as additional 
classrooms for all students. 
“FedEx has always been a strong 
supporter of  educational initiatives at 
all levels,” said Mike Glenn, executive 
vice president of  marketing 
development and corporate 
communications. “This contribution to 
the University of  Mississippi is an 
extension of  our commitment to 
helping improve the academic 
resources available to students, and 
student-athletes in particular.”
Glenn said FedEx and Ole Miss are 
committed to providing a strong 
academic foundation to enable 
students to reach their full potential.
“The FedEx Center is one of  the best academic facilities in college athletics,” said Athletics Director Ross Bjork. 
“It is the lifeblood of  our student-athlete development and the chief  recruiting tool for Ole Miss Athletics. Students 
come first in everything we do, and we cannot thank FedEx enough for their leadership and commitment.”
The money was used to renovate a portion of  the Starnes Athletic Center—which formerly housed football locker 
rooms, a weight room and training facilities—next to Vaught-Hemingway Stadium on All-American Drive. The 
22,500-square-foot building now houses the Office of  Student-Athlete Academic Support, including offices, 
conference rooms, 20 large and small group tutoring rooms, a large study area, a multi-media classroom, 
computer lab and 150-seat high-tech auditorium. The project was completed in May 2007 with an approximate 
cost of  $5 million.
In accepting the FedEx gift, university officials said the new center provides an important link in the university’s 
goal to compete at the highest level in every aspect of  its intercollegiate programs.
“American public universities are the best in the world largely because of  the generosity of  American 
corporations,” said then-UM Chancellor Robert Khayat. “FedEx sets the standard for philanthropy by which others 
are measured. In this case, Ole Miss student-athletes are the primary beneficiaries, but all our students will benefit 
and, as a result, our entire state benefits.”
In addition to this gift to the University, FedEx supports several endowed scholarship programs, the Whitten Chair 
in Law, the Lott Leadership Institute, the William Winter Institute for Racial Reconciliation and William Faulkner’s 
historic home, Rowan Oak.
FEDEX STUDENT-ATHLETE SUCCESS CENTER
Continuing the trend of  athletics facility growth that has occurred throughout this century, the 
University provided the Rebels' leadership with a new state-of-the-art home with the opening of  the 
Athletics Administration Building in January 2008. 
Construction began in August 2006 on the approximately $4.5 million facility, which put all the 
various facets of  the Ole Miss administration under one roof  for the first time. Each of  the major 
departments - business, compliance, facilities, media relations, marketing/productions and the 
UMAA Foundation - has its own wing with spacious offices. 
Formerly the location of  the John White Building and home of  the university Physical Plant, the 
Athletics Administration Building is conveniently situated north of  Vaught-Hemingway Stadium and 
close to other athletics facilities, providing a central location for coaches and student-athletes. 
Highlighting the amenities is an advanced video production studio and control room, which operates 
the production in the TV studio as well as on the video boards at Vaught-Hemingway Stadium and 
Oxford-University Stadium. The multi-functional video area is high definition throughout.
For visitors walking through 
the lobby, the building is 
enhanced with cutting-edge 
graphics and images from 
Ole Miss history. The walls 
are covered with photos of  
great athletes, ecstatic 
crowds and memorable 
publications, while flat 
screen, plasma televisions 
are available throughout the 
facility. 
With key personnel all under 
one roof, the Athletics Administration Building provides a much needed cohesiveness to the 
everyday operation of  the University as it strives to achieve its overall goal for success in athletics.
Ole Miss Athletics announced in 2008 the building of  a multi-million dollar practice facility for the 
men’s and women’s basketball teams. After two years, the sparkling new $13-million, 51,000-square-
foot facility opened in January 2010.
In November 2014, the facility 
was named the Tuohy 
Basketball Center in honor of  
former Rebel hoops great 
Sean Tuohy and his family for 
their contributions to Ole 
Miss.
The Ole Miss men’s and 
women’s golf  teams share the 
facility with the men’s and 
women’s basketbal l 
programs, utilizing the 
training room and weight 
room.
The facility is located on the corner of  Chucky Mullins Drive and Hill Drive, across from the Gillom 
Sports Center, and within sight of  The Pavilion at Ole Miss. With its red brick and white columns 
matching the campus architecture, the structure is a cornerstone in the impressive complex of  
athletics facilities on the southwest corner of  campus.
ATHLETICS ADMINISTRATION BUILDING
Among the finest facilities in all of  
college athletics, the Olivia and Archie 
Manning Athletics Performance Center 
at Ole Miss is the crown jewel in the 
growing athletics compound 
surrounding Vaught-Hemingway 
Stadium.
Ole Miss named the facility in honor of  
the Mannings in 2013, recognizing 
their extraordinary contributions to 
the University of  Mississippi.
The renovation and expansion of  the 
Manning Center was made possible by 
gifts to the Forward Together 
Campaign. In partnership with Ole Miss Athletics, the Manning family and the family of  Billy Van Devender made 
significant contributions to the campaign in order to honor Olivia and Archie in this special way.
Located beside the South End Zone of  Vaught-Hemingway Stadium, the Rebels moved into the spectacular $18 
million multi-purpose structure in fall 2004. As part of  the Forward Together campaign, a $12.5 million renovation 
and expansion commenced in early 2013. The project was built in phases and completed in early 2014.
Among the upgrades was the construction of  a full kitchen and dining hall that is part of  the Ole Miss dining 
program and open to every student, faculty and staff  member. The “Grill at 1810” provides a nutrition center for 
all Ole Miss student-athletes. The Roland and Sheryl Burns Team Meeting Room was constructed on the north end 
of  the facility lawn between the building and the south end zone of  Vaught-Hemingway Stadium. It seats 
approximately 200, doubling the capacity of  the previous team room, and the meeting area was outfitted with 
state-of-the-art audio/video equipment and coaching software. Adjacent to the team room is a new head coach’s 
office, putting all of  the staff  on the same level in the renovated coaching suite.
In addition to the team room, a new front door and recruiting room was added on the site of  the old team room 
and pays tribute to the contributions of  Ben Williams and James Reed, Ole Miss’ first two African-American football 
student-athletes. The Williams-Reed Football Foyer celebrates the rich tradition of  Rebel football with recruits, 
alumni and fans with interactive exhibits and memorable images from the program’s history.
The existing weight room was expanded on the east side of  the Manning Center, widening the area by 2,000 
square feet. On the west side, the locker room was overhauled and enhanced to include new player lounges and 
renamed the Van Devender Family Foundation Locker Room. Also, the Mattingly Family Equipment Room has been 
renamed to honor the memory of  the late Thomas J. Mattingly and his family. AECOM, CDFL and Tipton & 




Under the leadership of  athletics director 
Ross Bjork, Ole Miss launched the unique 
and comprehensive Health and Sports 
Performance program in July 2012, which 
takes a holistic approach to providing 
optimal health care for the demands of  
elite student-athletes. Through a complete 
collaboration between all services 
provided in the Health and Sports 
Performance model, Ole Miss is ensured 
not only healthy student-athletes, but 
ones that can achieve peak performance. 
These services include strength and 
conditioning, athletic training, team 
physicians, physical therapy, massage 
therapy, sports psychologist and sports 
nutrition. 
“Our team of  Health and Spor ts 
Performance professionals strive to 
provide quality health and spor ts 
performance services based on the latest 
in health and strength training research,” 
said Shannon Singletary, Senior Associate 
A.D. for Health and Sports Performance. 
“By doing this we hope to not only 
provide our student-athletes with a better 
chance of  winning on the field but also 
give them an opportunity to lead a healthy 
lifestyle.”
Ole Miss Health and Sports Performance 
has strong working relationships with 
student health services, local physicians 
and Baptist Memorial Hospital-North 
Mississippi, which is located just miles 
from the Oxford campus. The department 
also taps into its own University of  
Mississippi Medical Center in Jackson for 
world-class treatment from multiple 
specialties including or thopedics, 
neurology and cardiology.  
The Rebels enjoy a partnership with a 
team of  or thopedic surgeons that 
includes: Daniel Boyd, M.D.; Kure Luber, 
M.D. and Cooper Terry, M.D., from Oxford 
Orthopedic and Sports Medicine, as well 
as William Geissler, M.D. and Bob McGuire, 
M.D., from the University of  Mississippi 
Medical Center.
Jeff  Dennis, M.D., also provides primary 
care services as a part of  the Internal 
Medicine Associates of  Oxford.
Ole Miss’ athletic trainers begin treatment 
and rehabilitation as early as 6 a.m. and 
are available until the last student-athlete 
is finished with practice or competition. 
There are currently six athletic training 
facilities on campus with the two main 
athletic training rooms located in the 
Starnes Athletic Training Center and the 
Manning Center. In addition, there are 
four satellite athletic training rooms 
located in Tad Smith Coliseum, Tuohy 
Basketball Center, Gillom Sports Center 
and Oxford-University Stadium/Swayze 
Field.
The main athletic training rooms are 
stocked with equipment such as digital 
x-ray systems, stationary bikes, laser 
therapy equipment, therapeutic 
modalities, underwater treadmills and 
Biodex testing equipment. Each 
component is strategically designed to 
not only give the student-athletes the best 
care but also aid in returning them to 
competition as quickly and safely as 
possible.
Under the direction of  assistant strength 
and coordinator Matt Turner, the Ole 
Miss women’s golf  team utilizes the 
Tuohy Basketball Center weight room 
to maximize their performance on the 
course and develop a strong foundation 
to their swing.
Turner, an Arkansas State graduate, is 
in his seventh season with the Rebels 
and also works with the men’s basketball 
team. 
The Tuohy Center weight room is equipped 
with:
• Four Olympic Weightlifting platforms, a 
full complement of  Intel Bumper Plates, 
Polyurethane Plates and Dumbbells
• Two UCS Glute Ham Raises
• Two Life Fitness Functional Trainers
• One SuperCat Squat Machine
• One PR Shark, two Leg Presses, two 
Woodway Treadmills 
• Stationary cardio equipment with personal-
ized viewing screens to accommodate any 
additional cardiovascular exercise needs.
• Gatorade machine as well as Gatorade 
recovery nutrition shakes
VISION
The Department of  Intercollegiate Athletics at The University 
of  Mississippi will strive to be the number one academic and 
athletics program through the strong emphasis of  core val-
ues and the opportunity to experience athletic pursuits at 
the highest level.
PURPOSE
The ultimate purpose of  the Ole Miss Department of  
Intercollegiate Athletics is to develop students to their fullest 
potential through athletics.
CORE VALUES
Academic Excellence University Integration
Integrity Community Engagement
Social Responsibility Competitive Excellence
Student-Athlete Welfare
OLE MISS ATHLETICS
REBEL STRENGTH AND CONDITIONING
HEALTH AND SPORTS PERFORMANCE
ATHLETICS SUPPORT STAFF
BOOSTER
A representative of  the institution’s athletics interests (booster) is an individual, independent 
agency, corporate entity or other organization who is known to have been involved in promot-
ing the institution’s athletics programs, made financial contributions to the athletics depart-
ment or booster organizations or provided benefits to enrolled student-athletes and/or their 
families. For example, you are a booster if  you have donated to the QB Club, purchased 
season tickets or employed a student-athlete.  
EXTRA BENEFIT?
An extra benefit is any special arrangement by an institutional employee or a booster to 
provide a student-athlete (or their family) a benefit that is not generally available to other 
University students or is not expressly authorized by the NCAA.  Examples of  extra benefits 
include tickets to sporting events/concerts, reduced cost housing, meals, discounts on ser-
vices, use of  a car, etc.  Extra benefits will jeopardize a student-athlete’s eligibility.
WHO IS A PROSPECT?
A prospect is a student who has started classes for the ninth grade or above (seventh grade 
for men’s basketball), is attending prep school or junior college or who has withdrawn from 
a four-year college and plans to transfer.  A prospect remains a prospect until they enroll and 
attend classes for a regular term (i.e. not summer) at the University.  This means a prospect 
remains a prospect even after verbally committing or signing a National Letter of  Intent.
WHAT IS INSTITUTIONAL CONTROL?
Institutional control of  athletics is a fundamental requirement of  NCAA legislation. A University 
is required to educate boosters on NCAA rules and regulations and monitor the athletics 
program for adherence to those rules. The University is responsible for the actions of  its 
alumni, boosters and fans. If  you have any questions or concerns please contact our office 
at 662-915-1594.








for Health and 
Sports Performance
Meghann Lassi




of  Strength and 
Conditioning
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STUDENT-ATHLETE DEVELOPMENT - LIFE SKILLS
Student-Athlete Development - Life Skills is a well-rounded program to challenge our student-
athletes to be lifelong learners while pursuing continuous improvement academically, relation-
ally, socially, personally, and professionally during and beyond their careers as student-ath-
letes.
Under the direction of  Assistant Athletics 
Director for Student-Athlete Development 
Jennifer Saxon and coordinator Jessica Rizzi, 
the program consists of  these five vital com-
ponents:
• The Commitment to Academic Excellence is 
promoted through a full range of  services 
that include orientation, advising, tutoring, 
academic skills training and the recognition of  
academic excellence.
• The Commitment to Athletic Excellence is developed by the department’s 10 women’s and 
eight men’s intercollegiate sports teams. The sponsorship is based on equity and compliance 
to all University, NCAA and Southeastern Conference rules and regulations.
• The Commitment to Career Development is a joint effort of  the Ole Miss Athletics Department 
and Career Center. The goal is to prepare student-athletes for their transition out of  sports 
and into the career development process. Career development components of  the program 
include special workshops and programs for student-athletes and a senior resume brochure.
• The Commitment to Academic Excellence is promoted through life skills and personal devel-
opment seminars and sponsorship of  the Student-Athlete Advisory Committee.
• The Commitment to Service is promoted - in conjunction with the University Counseling 
Center - through many community service projects throughout the year. Ole Miss student-









Ole Miss student-athletes not only have 
the opportunity to play in one of  the best 
conferences in the nation, they also 
attend a university that is world-renowned 
for its academics.
Led by Senior Associate Athletics Director 
for Student Athlete Development Derek 
Cowherd, the Office of  Student-Athlete 
Academic Support is committed to helping 
all Ole Miss student-athletes achieve 
academic success. Cowherd is assisted by 
two associate directors and three 
assistant directors, who make up a staff  
of  full-time academic counselors, learning 
specialists, tutorial coordinator, interns 
and more than 150 academic strategists, 
academic mentors and tutors.
The mission of  the Office of  Student-
Athlete Development is to provide quality 
developmental and need-based programs 
to help student-athletes become 
independent and independent learners. In 
an environment that promotes student 
development, the staff  provides support 
for all student-athletes from the time they 
arrive on campus through graduation. 
The staff  provides resources, experience 
and knowledge empowering each student-
athlete to reach his/her academic, career 
and personal potential. The FedEx 
Student-Athlete Success Center staff  
pursues this mission by promoting 
academic success with integrity, strict 
adherence to University, SEC and NCAA 
rules, and a dedication to excellence. 
Ole Miss has a long history of  academic 
success among its women’s baskestball 
players with 48 SEC Academic Honor Roll 
members all-time. Additionally, Maggie 
McFerrin became the first women’s 
basketball player inducted into the 
university Ole Miss Hall of  Fame in 2013 
for her excellent academic career.
Among all sports, Ole Miss had 208 
student-athletes named to the SEC 
Academic Honor Rolls in 2016-17 and 
earned its third consecutive 3.00 
cumulative GPA in recorded history after 
Intersession. With Ole Miss athletics taking 
its place among the best in the nation, the 
FedEx Student-Athlete Success Center 
staff  hopes that the Rebel graduates of  
today have a great impact in the future of  
tomorrow.










LYNNETTE JOHNSON | DEPUTY AD/SENIOR WOMAN ADMINISTRATOR
Lynnette Johnson is in her 29th year 
overall with Ole Miss Athletics and 
was named Deputy AD in Febru-
ary 2018.  Currently, she is in her 
20th year as a sport administrator 
and the senior woman administra-
tor. She is the sport administrator 
for nine intercollegiate programs, 
which include: soccer, volleyball, rifle, 
women’s basketball, softball, men’s 
and women’s golf  and tennis.  Her 
responsibilities also include human 
resources, academics, gender equity 
and other internal and external roles 
within the department.
Johnson has represented the depart-
ment on campus, within the confer-
ence and at the NCAA on multiple 
committees.  She has served twice 
as a member on the NCAA Softball 
Committee. 
During her first nine years, Johnson 
was a member of  the sports medi-
cine staff. She worked with all sports 
programs but mainly with football and 
women’s basketball.  In 1997, she 
became the first female head athletic 
trainer overseeing all sports in the 
Southeastern Conference.
During her 19 years as a sport 
administrator, the programs that 
she has worked with have been 
successful. Collectively, they have won 
SEC regular season titles, Western 
Division titles, SEC Tournament titles 
and made over 40 NCAA tournament 
appearances; which include several 
Sweet Sixteen, Elite Eight and Final 
Four appearances. Individual stu-
dent-athlete accomplishments have 
been just as impressive with multiple 
All-America honors, SEC Champions, 
NCAA Champions and Olympians.
Academically, the teams are excelling 
in the classroom as well; putting up 
high graduation rates, multiple Aca-
demic All-America honors and Taylor 
Medalists, as well as the first athlete 
to be inducted into the school’s Phi 
Beta Kappa Honor Society chapter.
The Pittsburgh, Pa., native is a 1988 
graduate of  East Carolina University 
and a 1990 graduate of  Ole Miss 
with a master’s degree in Education. 
She is married to Tal Johnson and the 
couple has two daughters, Alexandria 
(15) and Samantha (12).
Lynnette Johnson
Deputy AD for Sports and Administration/
Senior Woman Administrator
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DR. JEFFREY S. VITTER | CHANCELLOR
ATHLETICS COMMITTEE

















 Jeffrey S. Vitter is the 17th 
chancellor of  the University of  
Mississippi, as well as Distin-
guished Professor of  Computer 
and Information Science. He is 
a renowned computer scien-
tist, a passionate advocate for 
higher education, and an avid 
reader.  
 His 37 years’ experience at noted universities 
Brown, Duke, Purdue, Texas A&M, and Kansas culmi-
nated in his “dream job” when he became chancellor 
of  Mississippi’s  agship university in January 2016. 
Since then, the University of  Mississippi has attained 
the Carnegie R1 highest research activity designa-
tion, placing the school in the top 2.5% of  the nation’s 
colleges and universities. It is the state’s largest and 
top-ranked university and has set records for student 
admissions, credentials, and retention.
 Fueled by his belief  in the power of  higher edu-
cation to transform lives, communities, and the world, 
Dr. Vitter has charted the university’s momentum to 
achieve ever greater heights. Ole Miss continues its 
long legacy of  leadership in academic excellence with 
a $1 billion building program including a state-of- the-
art STEM building, creation of  superlative networks of  
faculty called Flagship Constellations, major community 
partnerships, and greater capacity and reach of  the 
University of  Mississippi Medical Center.
 In addition, Dr. Vitter relishes his role as the 
voice of  the university. Since arriving at Ole Miss, he 
has greatly expanded communication and connectivity 
via town halls, informational blogs, and robust use of  
social media. He and his wife Sharon are often seen 
around campus, in the Grove, at athletic events, and 
on restaurant stools throughout Mississippi, getting to 
know people the old fashioned way.
 Dr. Vitter’s research expertise deals with big data 
and data science, especially the algorithmic aspects of  
processing, compressing, and communicating massive 
amounts of  information. He has been elected a Fellow 
of  the Guggenheim Foundation, the American Associa-
tion for the Advancement of  Science, the Association 
for Computing Machinery, and the Institute of  Electrical 
and Electronics Engineers. 
 He is a National Science Foundation Presidential 
Young Investigator, a Fulbright Scholar, and an IBM 
Faculty Development Awardee.
 A native of  New Orleans, Vitter graduated in 
mathematics with highest honors from the University 
of  Notre Dame in 1977 and earned a Ph.D. under 
Don Knuth in computer science at Stanford University 
in 1980. He also holds an MBA in 2002 from Duke 
University.
 Dr. Vitter’s wife Sharon is a native Kansan and 
a pharmacy alumna of  KU. Their three children Jillian, 
Scott, and Audrey were born in Providence, RI and are 
Notre Dame alumni. Jillian received her medical degree 
from Georgetown University and is a practicing an-
esthesiologist. Scott, a former U.S. Army Ranger and 
captain, is a PhD student in mechanical engineering 
at the University of  Texas at Austin. Audrey is on the 
G.E. Corporate Audit Staff  in Zurich, Switzerland. The 
Vitters are enthusiastic about the arts and genealogy 
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  Ross Bjork and his wife, Sonya, have 
two boys: Payton (11) and Paxton (7). 
Bjork was announced on March 21, 
2012 as the seventh full-time Director 
of  Athletics at Ole Miss and, at the time, 
was the youngest AD among power five 
conference institutions. In October 2016, 
he was named the university’s first Vice 
Chancellor for Intercollegiate Athletics. His 
five-year plus tenure with the Rebels has 
produced a new spirit surrounding Ole 
Miss Athletics.
 Bjork’s desire to provide student-athletes with the best opportunity 
to succeed has resulted in the retention and growth of  head coaches 
Andy Kennedy (men’s basketball), Mike Bianco (baseball), Mark Bey-
ers (women’s tennis) and Matt Mott (soccer), and a roster of  eight 
new head coaches including Matt Insell (women’s basketball), Steven 
McRoberts (volleyball), Mike Smith (softball), Chris Malloy (men’s golf), 
Kory Henkes (women’s golf), Connie Price-Smith (track and field/XC) 
and Marsha Beasley (rifle), while promoting Toby Hansson, one of  col-
lege tennis’ best assistant coaches, to head men’s coach. 
 Bjork reorganized the external relations structure of  the depart-
ment, headlined by a new partnership with multi-media rightsholder, IMG 
Properties, and the rebranding of  the Ole Miss Athletics Foundation. He 
also created the unit for Health and Sports Performance, which com-
bined sports medicine, strength and conditioning, nutrition and counsel-
ing services and added a local orthopedic sports medicine component 
that provides primary sports medicine care for all student-athletes. In 
addition, he appointed executive level administrators for academic sup-
port, finance and facilities/game operations.
 Bjork’s vision in facilities has transformed the athletics footprint on 
campus. The basketball programs moved into the nation’s finest new 
arena in January 2016 with the opening of  the $94.5 million Pavilion at 
Ole Miss. More than $65 million was infused into Vaught-Hemingway Sta-
dium including a new north end zone, new field club, new and renovated 
suites, natural grass playing surface, new sound system, new lights, new 
entry plazas, and three new video boards.  All of  these enhancements 
improved on what was already one of  the best gameday experiences 
in college football while increasing capacity by approximately 4,000. A 
development plan for the Manning Center saw the facility renamed to 
honor Olivia and Archie Manning while undergoing a $12.5 million reno-
vation and expansion. A $13 million overhaul of  the Gillom Center will 
be completed for the 2017 season, while construction of  a new indoor 
tennis facility and baseball performance center are underway, among 
other future projects.
 Ole Miss has enjoyed unprecedented support under Bjork. Football 
season attendance records have been shattered each of  the last five 
seasons, while season ticket sales are nearing a fifth straight sellout. 
Baseball finished second in the nation in attendance in 2017, extend-
ing a streak of  12 straight seasons in the top five, while softball also 
experienced a record-breaking year for attendance in 2017. The athlet-
ics budget has risen from $57 to $113 million in just five years, and 
the Athletics Foundation established a record year for donations with 
$45.6 million in cash contributions in 2015-16. As of  January 2017, the 
Forward Together capital campaign has risen from $62 to $172 million 
in cash and pledges toward its increased goal of  $200 million. 
 Bjork’s leadership has translated to tremendous success in the 
competitive arena. The Rebels achieved their highest Director’s Cup 
finish in their history in 2016-17 at 39th among Division I institutions. 
In 2015-16, Ole Miss was the nation’s only school to win nine regular-
season football games, 20 regular-season men’s basketball games and 
40 regular-season baseball games, while the 2014-15 campaign saw 
the Rebels as one of  only two to make a “New Year’s Six” bowl and the 
NCAA Tournament in men’s hoops and baseball. Under Bjork’s watch, 
the football team was one of  just five to make the “New Year’s Six” in 
each of  the first two years of  the playoff.
 Other highlights include the first College World Series appearance in 
42 years, as the baseball team reached the final four in Omaha and cap-
tured the SEC Western Division title in 2014. After a 10-year absence, 
men’s basketball has advanced in the NCAA Tournament twice in the last 
five seasons, including 2013 when it claimed the SEC Tournament Cham-
pionship. Softball claimed its first SEC Tournament title in the spring and 
made its second straight trip to the Big Dance after missing postsea-
son each of  its first 19 years of  existence. Baseball, men’s hoops and 
softball are among Rebel programs to earn NCAA berths under Bjork’s 
watch, along with soccer (Sweet 16 in 2015), men’s tennis, women’s 
tennis, men’s golf, women’s golf, men’s track and women’s track. 
 Bjork’s reign has featured six national championships, including the 
first golf  medalist with Braden Thornberry in 2017. Sam Kendricks took 
home the pole vault title at both the 2013 and 2014 NCAA Outdoor 
Track and Field Championships, Raven Saunders won the 2016 outdoor 
and 2017 indoor crowns in the shot put, and the men’s indoor distance 
medley relay won a national title in 2017. The 2013 SEC West champion 
men’s tennis team also vied for a national title, as the doubles team of  
Nic Scholtz and Jonas Lutjen advanced to the final four while the team 
finished top-10 in the polls. The men’s track and field program has 
reached new heights, finishing fourth in the nation in cross country in 
2016 and eighth at the outdoor championships in 2013. 
 Off  the field, Bjork established the goal of  a cumulative 3.0 GPA 
among the student-athlete population when he arrived, and the Rebels 
achieved that for the first time in program history in 2015-16 and have 
since maintained the 3.0 mark. In the community, student-athletes are 
participating in more than 50 service projects per year, and baseball 
student-athlete Brady Bramlett has served as Vice-Chair of  the NCAA Di-
vision Student-Athlete Advisory Committee. Throughout his career, Bjork 
has placed a great importance on diversity, and in 2013, the athletics 
department partnered with the William Winter Institute for Racial Recon-
ciliation to launch a community engagement week, which has become an 
annual event.
 Bjork has taken a leadership role in the Oxford/University community 
since his arrival. He is a member of  the chancellor’s leadership team 
and has served on numerous committees, including the search for a new 
chancellor and the naming of  Chucky Mullins Drive. Bjork has traveled 
the region each spring speaking to alumni clubs on the Rebel Road Trip 
and visited more than 20,000 fans in the first six years of  the caravan. 
His commitment to the fanbase has also shown through gameday sur-
veys and annual improvements to help maintain Ole Miss as the premier 
“bucket list” experience in college sports.
 Bjork arrived in Oxford after a stint as Director of  Athletics at West-
ern Kentucky University, where he quickly established an atmosphere of  
success. After Bjork made a midseason coaching change, the Hilltopper 
men’s basketball team went on to capture the 2012 Sun Belt Confer-
ence Tournament title and advanced to the second round of  the NCAA 
Tournament. Women’s Volleyball won the conference regular season and 
tournament in 2011 and reached the NCAA tournament each of  his last 
two years, while men’s and women’s cross country each won conference 
team titles in 2011. WKU’s football program posted the greatest one-
season improvement in conference wins in the history of  the Sun Belt 
in posting a 7-1 league mark and second-place conference finish. WKU 
football also signed the conference’s top recruiting class each of  his last 
two seasons.
 During his tenure, each of  WKU’s men’s and women’s athletic 
teams exceeded the NCAA required 925 Academic Progress Report 
Rate (APR), and WKU had more individuals honored for their academic 
achievements by the Sun Belt Conference than any other institution in 
2011-12. For the first time in program history, the overall cumulative av-
erage GPA was over 3.0 for all 391 student-athletes and 228 maintained 
a cumulative GPA of  3.0 or higher. Ten of  the university’s 15 athletic 
programs posted a cumulative team GPA of  3.0 or better.
 The youngest athletics director of  the 120 NCAA FBS programs 
when hired at WKU, Bjork has an extensive career in intercollegiate ath-
letics with more than two decades of  experience as an administrator and 
student-athlete, having worked on the senior staffs at UCLA, the Univer-
sity of  Miami and the University of  Missouri. He began his administrative 
career at WKU as an Assistant Development Coordinator in 1996-97.
 Bjork, 45, is a native of  Dodge City, Kan., and received his bachelor’s 
degree in recreation administration from Emporia State University in 
1995 where he was a two-year starter at fullback.  Bjork was honored 
by Emporia State with the 2017 distinguished alumni award.  He earned 
a master’s degree in athletic administration from Western Illinois Uni-
versity in December 1996. Bjork has quickly established a leadership 
role in the SEC by serving as Chair of  the awards committee and repre-
senting the SEC on NCAA men’s basketball oversight committee and the 
NCAA transfer working group.
ADMINISTRATION
